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Foreword

‘Globalization’ remains one of the most contested concepts of
our day. There has long been a need for a clear survey of
recent developments in the global economy and the most
significant interpretations of these changes. With Robert
Went’s Notebook, this need has now been superbly met. But
Went goes far beyond a mere survey of facts and opinions.
Building upon the work of Ernest Mandel and others, he
reveals how the leading theoretical accounts of globalization
are profoundly flawed. He also shows how the practical
conclusions derived from these flawed accounts fails to
address the interests of the vast majority of the world’s popu-
lation. Most importantly, he outlines how a more adequate
account can contribute to social struggles for a quite different
form of globalization from what we see today.

It is impossible to reflect the comprehensiveness of Went’s
overview of the globalization debate here. In order to simplify
matters I shall refer to some implications of Went’s research
for the assessment of certain neoliberal and progressive
perspectives.

Most mainstream theorists and policy makers accept one or
another variant of the neoliberal view of globalization. From
this perspective it is natural and rational for capital to flow from
developed economies, where there are ample funds for invest-
ment but an aging population, to ‘emerging’ economies, with a
relatively youthful population and a great need for investment
capital. Economic growth in emerging economies then suppos-
edly leads to a global convergence in living standards, while
returns on investments flow back to developed economies,
allowing their pensioners to retire in comfort.

In recent years these allegedly beneficial capital flows have
been interrupted by severe financial crises in the emerging
economies. In the neoliberal account the blame for these crises
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falls primarily on governments. Government officials in
emerging economies established a system of ‘crony capitalism’
connecting the state, banks, and corporations in personal
(often familial) networks. Excessive levels of debt, speculation,
and outright corruption were hidden by substandard
accounting practices. When the depths of these problems
became clear, who could blame international investors for
withdrawing their capital?

Of course one could ask why such investments had been
made in the first place, given the fact that ‘crony capitalism’
was hardly a secret. Here neoliberals place much of the blame
on the governments of the developed world. When investors
are reasonably confident of being bailed out by these govern-
ments and the international agencies they influence, they have
every incentive to pursue high returns in emerging markets,
despite all the risks.

Given this theoretical perspective, a number of policy
proposals follow at once. Crony capitalism must be disman-
tled. High accounting standards must be imposed throughout
the global economy. Bail outs of investors must be limited to
exceptional cases involving systematic risk to the global
economy as a whole. If these and similar measures are imple-
mented, neoliberals assert, the ‘natural’ and ‘rational’ flows of
capital will automatically follow, bringing a global rise of pros-
perity in its wake.

The corruption of political and economic elites must
indeed be condemned. Accounting transparency should be
encouraged as well (although all dimensions of corporate
activity should be open to public inspection, not just those of
interest to investors). And providing public subsidies to
wealthy investors is indeed perverse. Nonetheless, the neolib-
eral account has astonishingly little connection to social
reality. Robert Went documents in great detail how the
‘natural’ flow of capital in the global economy leads to uneven
development and radical inequalities, not a convergence of
living standards. Units of capitals at the centre of the global
system are able to reproduce and expand their advantages
over regions at the periphery in a number of ways. Investment
capital from dominant regions flows mostly to other dominant
regions. The direct investment that does go to the periphery

x GLOBALIZATION
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is mostly used to purchase existing assets, resulting in a
reverse flow of wealth from the poorest regions of the world to
the centres of capital accumulation. Many other mechanisms
further this reverse flow, including the extension and enforce-
ment of intellectual property rights, inducements to capital
flight, never-ending debt crises, and the structural adjustment
programmes that shape economies in the periphery to the
needs of ‘first world’ capital. Went’s monograph establishes
beyond a shadow of a doubt that neoliberal proposals are
really attempts to rationalise the process whereby circuits of
capital from the leading regions are able to appropriate
surplus value produced throughout the global economy.

Went also explains clearly why these attempts at reform are
doomed to fail on their own terms: they are attempts to ratio-
nalise a system with an irredeemable element of irrationality
at its heart. Financial speculation and instability are endemic
to global capitalism. The greatest threat of systematic crises in
the global economy today surely lies with the excessive debt
levels, trade imbalances, currency speculation, and insane
stock market valuations found in the regions at the centre of
the capitalist system, not with the ‘crony capitalism’ of the so-
called developing world, as horrible as that might be.

Various progressive social movements call for reforms of
global capitalism to alleviate the problems neoliberals ignore
and worsen. Stagnant real wages limit effective demand for
commodities. Global poverty leads to uncontrolled migration,
terrorism, criminal activity, and epidemics. The present path
of capitalist development generates long-term environmental
harm. These and other potentially catastrophic difficulties
cannot be cordoned off to the poorer regions of the world.
Sooner or later they affect the well-being of the wealthy as well.
Avoiding these so-called ‘global public bads’ is thus in the long-
term interests of just about everyone. There is a practical
imperative to develop a ‘global civic society’ with strong non-
governmental organisations capable of educating the general
public and lobbying effectively for appropriate legislation. Just
as neoliberals struggle for ‘best practice’ global accounting
standards, progressives must struggle for ‘best practice’ global
standards regarding labour rights, work conditions, environ-
mental practices, and so on. Corporations that fail to adhere to
these obligations should forfeit their right to participate in the

FOREWORD xi
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global economy. If such a regime of global governance were
instituted, many progressives conclude, the global capitalist
economy could then function in a fair and efficient manner.

Reforms are certainly possible in capitalism, including
reforms that profoundly improve the lives of working men and
women and their communities. But Robert Went provides
powerful reasons to be sceptical of the claim that ‘global
public bads’ can be adequately overcome in the capitalist
global order, even in principle. Capitalism rests upon a funda-
mental asymmetry of power between capital and labour; if the
power of labour gets too strong, the ‘rules of the game’ allow
those who own and control capital to institute vicious
counter-attacks. Capitalism also necessarily involves the
concentration and capitalisation of capital; Went documents
how a relative handful of corporations have amassed unprece-
dented concentrations of economic and political power. As we
have already noted, capitalism also includes a host of mecha-
nisms that necessarily lead to profoundly uneven development
in the global economy. Finally, whatever reforms are won in
the course of progressive social struggles are subject to serious
attack when a ‘long wave’ of declining profitability
commences, as it inevitably must.

In brief, all reforms are necessarily partial and precarious as
long as the ‘rules of the game’ that define capitalism are in
place. As long as capitalism persists the vast majority of the
world’s population in both the centre and the periphery will
be threatened by increasing inequality, economic insecurity,
and erosion of the material conditions necessary for happiness
and autonomy.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is not to withdraw
from struggles for progressive reforms. We must instead
attempt to formulate and implement policies that are intelli-
gible and attractive to all those harmed by global capitalism,
yet which have a dynamic leading to an ever-more profound
questioning of the capitalist order. In the book that follows
Robert Went provides a powerful argument for such policies
and in the final pages he outlines some crucial examples.
Anyone wishing to understand why radical social change is
necessary in our ‘age of globalization’ ought to study his
immensely important contribution closely.

Tony Smith

xii GLOBALIZATION
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Introduction

I used to think if there was reincarnation I wanted to come
back as the president or the pope or a .400 baseball hitter.
But now I want to come back as the bond market. You can
intimidate everybody.

James Carville, Clinton’s 1992 campaign manager1

As recently as five years ago it would have been unimagin-
able that thousands of people would fill the streets and
hundreds of people getting arrested over trade and capital
flows … The WTO architects probably didn’t have this in
mind when they designed it, but maybe we should give
thanks for their work.

Doug Henwood, economist2

[T]hough the facts may be on the side of the free traders,
though global trade really ought to have mass public
support, one can hardly deny that the opponents are
winning the propaganda war.

Economist Paul Krugman, seen by many as a future Nobel
Prize winner, strikes a sombre note over crumbling public
support for international trade and capital flows: globalization
is ‘tolerated’, he says, ‘but it is not loved’.3 He is not the only
one. Preparing for the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
conference in Seattle at the end of 1999, the chief US nego-
tiator warned that the ‘single greatest threat to the multilateral
trade system is the absence of public support’.4

After the WTO summit’s failure, Business Week urged its
readers to take the 50,000 demonstrators in Seattle seriously.
Globalization does not have positive results for everyone, it
conceded, and a ‘backlash’ is looming.5 Its headline over the
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results of a US opinion poll – ‘A Survey of Discontent’ – was
no exaggeration. Over half of those surveyed agreed that
business has too much power and influence in the US, and
three-quarters agreed that the benefits of the ‘new economy’
are being unevenly divided. Most surprising, a majority
expressed sympathy for the protesters during the ‘battle of
Seattle’.6 Anxious commentators and editorialists in the
business press around the world warned policymakers that they
must preach the gospel of free trade to the people before the
tide of public opinion turns even more against globalization.7

Yet no one can claim that the public has not been told
about economic globalization. On the contrary, it is almost
impossible nowadays to open a newspaper or magazine
without being treated to an article that deals with it in one way
or another: the hunt for big money in internationalised, dereg-
ulated capital markets; the growing international division of
labour inside multinational corporations; increasing world-
wide competition for markets and market niches; or the global
players’ strategies, acquisitions and endless restructurings.

If so much has already been written about globalization,
why add one more book to the pile? Because so much is
wrong with the way in which globalization and the factors
behind it are usually written about; and because the way in
which globalization is used to legitimate or push through
government policies is open to so many criticisms. The
concept is abused in at least three different ways.

To begin with, the way in which capital markets, multina-
tionals and international organisations such as the IMF,
World Bank, WTO, OECD and G7 function restricts govern-
ments’ policymaking abilities.8 University of Leuven
Professor Ricardo Petrella sums up the reigning economic
logic in six commandments, which are increasingly replacing
the biblical ten: 

Thou shalt globalise. Thou shalt incessantly strive for tech-
nological innovation. Thou shalt drive thy competitors out
of business, since otherwise they’ll do it to you. Thou shalt
liberalise thy national market. Thou shalt not countenance
state intervention in economic life. Thou shalt privatise.9

2 GLOBALIZATION
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Governments that fail to play by these rules are denied access
to capital or have to pay punitively high interest rates.

The general manager of the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS) stated in his bank’s 1994 annual report that
the benefits of free movement of capital are beyond question.
This is the most productive way to allocate financial
resources, and ‘the discipline that is thereby imposed on
governments is by and large healthy’.10 Pundits dismiss the
idea that the financial markets are undermining democracy by
asserting that the decisions made by millions of investors and
lenders are themselves inherently democratic; or that voters
will make more responsible decisions with markets to guide
them; or simply that markets know better than citizens.

Whatever the rationale that may be given, countries that try
to protect their markets, companies or traditional sectors risk
international sanctions. Countries that fail to satisfy multina-
tionals’ demands are in grave danger of seeing production
move elsewhere or investments take flight. Increased concen-
tration of capital has put excessive, in fact uncontrollable
power in the hands of a small group. A few hundred of the
world’s largest industrial firms control trillions of dollars
worth of productive activity. These companies’ veto can be
enough to hold up all sorts of important political decisions.
Financial markets have become the world economy’s judge,
jury and policeman.11

Second, politicians of various stripes are eager to point to
the increasingly internationalised economy in order to justify
harsh, unsaleable and unpopular policies. For example,
governments all over Europe have justified one round of
austerity policies after another by appealing to the Maastricht
Treaty’s convergence criteria, which countries had to meet in
order to qualify for the single European currency that is
supposed to strengthen Europe’s competitive position on the
world market. They forgot too easily that they were the ones
who drafted, approved and promulgated the Maastricht
Treaty in the first place. The same holds true for the Stability
Pact, which determines that the countries taking part in the
Monetary Union must all bring their budgets ‘close to
balance’. Globalization becomes in this way an alibi for lack

INTRODUCTION 3
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of political imagination, cowardice, social anorexia and anti-
social policies.

Finally, the growing interpenetration of the world’s
economies is used to justify turning over more and more
power, influence and authority to international organisations
and structures such as the EU, NAFTA, the WTO and the
UN. As a result the roles and options available to national
parliaments and governments are being steadily constricted.
The underlying idea is that,

because of fundamental changes in the international insti-
tutional environment, the laws of the market have
inevitably and increasingly undermined the possibilities for
independent economic and social policies. It follows from
this statement that these international, institutional rules
must be adapted in accordance with World Order princi-
ples in order to abolish, or at least limit, the dictatorship of
blind market laws without eliminating the positive effects
of the market, such as efficiency in production and
marketing and technological advances.12

Even if there is far more talk about international coordination
than there is coordination in practice, the rhetoric is becoming
louder and louder.13 The tendency towards globalization is
being used as an excuse to give unaccountable, bureaucratic
international organisations more and more authority to decide
and punish, and increasingly to limit the scope for economic
or social choices at the national and regional levels, by means
of international treaties, rules and structures.

This book looks at the underlying driving forces behind
increasing economic globalization, and the dynamics and
consequences of a more and more internationalised world
economy.

Chapter 1 gives a number of facts about globalization.
Capitalism has always been an international system. But if we
examine contemporary financial and trade flows and changes
in corporate organisation, we see that new qualitative devel-
opments have occurred since the 1980s. A section on ‘the
down side of globalization’ uncovers the fact that these
changes are having major consequences. It is followed by a

4 GLOBALIZATION
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section which untangles the reality of globalization from its
ideologies and myths.

How can the tendency towards globalization be explained?
As a rule, globalization is portrayed as an unavoidable and
irreversible process, which is rolling over us like some major
natural phenomenon and drastically reshaping our lives.
According to this approach, globalization arises from new
technological developments. Revolutions in telecommunica-
tions and data processing, for example, make it possible to
move capital in a fraction of a second of ‘real time’ from one
end of the world to the other, and enable ‘captains of
industry’ to run corporate activities spread around the world
minute by minute from their headquarters. Chapter 2 weighs
this technological-determinist explanation and finds it
wanting. Technological possibilities play an important role in
globalization, but technology by itself does not change the
world. That only happens when institutional, economic,
social, legal and other barriers to new applications are cleared
out of the way. Political decisions and changes in social rela-
tionships of forces are prerequisites for this.

In the following chapters we ask what made possible the
radical political, social, economic and institutional changes
that cleared the way for the process of globalization. We
outline and analyse the postwar development of capitalism
with the help of Marxist long-wave theory. After first giving a
picture of the development of this theory at the beginning of
Chapter 3, we describe and explain how the postwar expan-
sive period (the ‘Golden Age’ up until the mid-1970s) origi-
nated and came to an end. Then in Chapter 4 we analyse how
capitalism has developed since the economic watershed of
1974–75. The processes of restructuring set in motion in the
early 1980s have led to enormous social, cultural, economic,
political and institutional changes, and the tendency towards
globalization has played an important role in this.

Chapter 5 concludes this study with a glance at the future.
Following from the analysis of the earlier chapters, its first
conclusion is that there can be no going back to the specific
postwar period of expansion. Continuing globalization – for
the time being the most probable outcome – will lead to a
more and more pervasive dictatorship of the market; to

INTRODUCTION 5
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greater social inequality as the result of a dual polarisation
process, both within countries and on a world scale among
different countries; to progressive levelling down of wages,
working conditions and social security; to extensive migratory
flows; to life-threatening ecological deterioration and destruc-
tion; to a greater role for unaccountable international institu-
tions and regional entities; and to further whittling-away of
democracy. But major international crises cannot be ruled
out, because major risks are associated with the globalization
process. The problem is that there is virtually no international
regulation or control to speak of that could replace the
national control and regulatory mechanisms that have
succumbed to deregulation, privatisation and financial inno-
vations. The Mexican crisis at the end of 1994 and the crisis
that broke out in mid-1997 in Asia show how unstable and
unpredictable the globalised world economy has become.

But a positive way out of the deadly, contemporary
economic and social dynamic is also conceivable. Such a
positive alternative requires putting in question globalization
and free trade as well as the dictatorship of the market. Never
before has there been such a gap between what is possible and
what is actually happening. A drastic redistribution and
democratisation of means, resources and structures still offers
us a world to win. In place of the widespread idea that society
can no longer be changed, left organisations, the trade union
movement and other social movements must find ways to
restore hope and rebuild a credible, social, ecological, feminist
and internationalist alternative. This is no simple task, but it
is a necessary one. This book is meant to make a modest
contribution to the urgent work of puncturing the myths of
the reigning economic orthodoxy and putting new ideological
weapons in the hands of organisations and movements that
want change.

6 GLOBALIZATION
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CHAPTER 1

Globalization: 
What’s New about It?

Gone is the dream of the leisure society, along with that of
full employment, that of a regular, secure job and that of a
compassionate society. Is there an end to this? And where
does barbarism begin?

Manfred Bienefeld1

In corporate headquarters’ corridors these days, they say
that the only way to really insult an entrepreneur is by
wishing him luck in creating a lot of jobs … Modern entre-
preneurs think globally. From this standpoint, the nagging
unions who say that higher profits should mean more jobs
in your own country sound provincial.

Jos Teunissen and Cees Veltman2

In the literature on globalization one can schematically
distingish three different opinions. For authors such as former
US Secretary of Labour Robert Reich and the Japanese
business guru Ohmae, globalization is a definite trend that is
changing everything and against which national states or trade
unions can do very little or even nothing.3 Partially in
reaction, writers such as Ellen Meiksins Wood (‘The concept
of globalization as it is commonly used is the heaviest ideo-
logical albatross around the neck of the left today’4) and
David Gordon strongly question the importance, newness
and effects of globalization. Among other things, these
authors stress that companies are not really ‘footloose’ – free
to move whenever and wherever they choose around the
world – or say that the world economy was at least as inter-
nationalised at the end of the nineteenth century as it is today.
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The ‘g-word’ has been given many different meanings, they
say, and has become ideology.5

Between these two extremes is a third position that can be
summed up in the proposition that globalization is an exagger-
ation. Authors who subscribe to this position acknowledge
that there are significant changes under way with important
implications for the organisation and functioning of the world
economy. But they explain at the same time that we are (still?)
far from a truly globalised economy, that there are no linear
developments and that many of the claims of globalization
ideologues are untenable.6 This book can be situated within
this current.

It is true that many ideologues, employers and politicians
exaggerate the extent and effects of globalization. Many poor
policy decisions are being justified with facile, inaccurate
assertions about globalization, which is portrayed as a quasi-
natural phenomenon to which we have no choice but to adapt
ourselves. But neither fact should make us close our eyes to
real, qualitative changes in the functioning and organisation
of the world economy. Four aspects of globalization are of
particular interest.

First, we are seeing an increase in the number of truly inte-
grated global markets. For production, capital flows and
trade, the world economy is increasingly one, and national
markets are being replaced by global markets. Global markets
are becoming the natural strategic horizon for major corpora-
tions, investors and speculators.7 It should not be forgotten
that, not only in absolute figures but also as a relative share of
the world population, more people are working today under
capitalist relations than ever before in history.8 This is the
result of changes that have come quickly. ‘In little more than
a decade most of the non-OECD world, comprising four-
fifths of the world’s population, has moved to privatize, liber-
alize and deregulate, and is moving to compete actively on
world markets.’9

Second, the weight of multinationals continues to grow.
Globalised companies are emerging that try to plan and
organise the conception, production and distribution of their
products not only regionally, but also globally, with major

8 GLOBALIZATION
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consequences for these companies’ structure. No multi-
national is really footloose; studies that show this are a useful
antidote to the simplistic, fashionable claim by globalization
ideologues that companies can move their activities instantly
to other parts of the world. But there are limits to the insights
afforded by this type of qualification:

[S]ome researchers have recently been able to show that
the usual indices of multinationalisation (percentage of
activity abroad, number of subsidiaries, etc.) of conglom-
erates do not show a break during the 1980s. This is the
case for countries such as the US or UK, clearly less so for
other countries (France for example). But in any event this
misses the essential point: the qualitative mutations that
occurred in the conglomerates’ structure, their internal and
external organisation, and the origin of their revenues. As
early as the late 1980s J. Dunning was able to lay out
clearly the characteristics of what he called ‘the new type of
multinational’.10

Third, we are seeing an increase in problems of governance
or regulation on a global level. This is a result of the fact that
national states are becoming – making themselves – less effec-
tive, while the construction, reinforcement and legitimacy of
supranational institutions, which are playing an increasing
role, are lagging behind the development of the global
economy. We are seeing a complicated, risky process of shifts
in power and responsibilities among various levels of regula-
tion, in which supranational ‘unelected world governments’
(the G7, IMF, WTO, BIS, OECD, etc.) and regional blocs
(the EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUR, etc.) are getting to play a
greater role while national states are still the most important
entities.

Fourth and most obviously: if there is one thing that has
globalised since the early 1980s, it is macroeconomic policies.
Since the counterrevolution that took place in economics at
the end of the 1970s, the monetarist and neoclassical para-
digms have become unchallenged in official institutions and
the political mainstream. Organisations like the IMF, the
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World Bank and WTO are applying variants of the same
neoliberal prescriptions everywhere in the world.11 Austerity
programmes in the OECD countries, shock therapy for the
former bureaucratically planned economies and structural
adjustment programmes for Third World countries all have
the same characteristics – export-oriented growth, more
market and less state social policy, free trade, deregulation,
labour market flexibility, privatisation, priority to the holy war
against inflation (‘price stability’) – while full employment is
no longer a policy goal.12

Looking at the facts in more detail makes clear just how
extensive the changes under way are. Some of these changes
do not in themselves have major effects, or are not historically
unprecedented.13 But the combination and scope of these
factors are new, and are changing the way in which the world
economy functions.

Trade

Since the end of the Second World War, international trade has
been growing steadily: from $60 billion in 1948, $110 billion in
1958, $240 billion in 1968, $900 billion in 1978, to more than
$2 trillion in 1988. It has increased more quickly than either
production or domestic trade. Taking account of inflation and
taking 1963 as our base year (=100), by 1993 total world
production rose to 223, while total export volume rose to 314.
Since the late 1980s international trade has been growing twice
as fast as the world’s combined gross national products. At
least a third of international trade takes place inside multina-
tionals, which does not in itself detract from the fact.

This is not the first time that international trade has
increased. Figure 1.1 shows that from 1870 to 1913 the world
economy became steadily more open. The following years put
an end to the trend, but from the late 1940s on, the world
economy once more became steadily more open. Only in
1968 did it reach the level of 1913.
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Figure 1.1  Index of trade orientation (openness) of the world
economy (1870-1990)14

Note: An increase in this index indicates that the world economy is
becoming more open; a decline indicates that the world economy is
becoming more closed.

In discussions about whether globalization is really a new
phenomenon, comparisons with the period 1870–1913 play
an important role, since at that time too there was a consider-
able increase in international trade and a growing openness of
the world economy. Based on data for trade flows (Table 1.1),
some have concluded that the world economy today is hardly
more open than it was in 1913.15

Table 1.1  Exports and imports of goods as a percentage of gross
domestic product in current market prices

1913 1950 1973 1994

France 30.9 21.4 29.2 34.2
Germany 36.1 20.1 35.3 39.3
United Kingdom 47.2 37.1 37.6 41.8
Netherlands 100.0 70.9 74.8 89.2
United States 11.2 6.9 10.8 17.8
Japan 30.1 16.4 18.2 14.6

Arithmetical average16 42.6 28.8 34.3 39.5
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But this argument has been criticised, on various grounds.
One objection is that trade figures should be modified to take
account of changes that have taken place over the years in the
structure of economies. Today, for example, the service sector
is much bigger than it was in 1913. Because services are
largely nontradeable, one can assume that trade as a
percentage of GDP has declined due to that fact alone.17

Trade figures also hide important changes in the nature of the
goods being traded. In 1913 most traded goods were raw
materials, while today most are (parts of) industrial products.

Moreover, trade figures do not show important qualitative
changes. Because of the existence of regional blocs, many
trade-replacing investments are being made. Japanese invest-
ments in the US and the EU fall into this category: Japanese
multinationals sell 95 per cent of the products they produce in
the US and the EU in those same markets.18

In the end everyone seems to agree that world trade has
reached an unprecedented level. The discussion is mainly
about when the pre-First World War level was matched and
overtaken. On balance, the conclusion seems justified that we
are seeing today ‘the widest-ranging trade liberalization the
world has ever witnessed’.19

International mergers and takeovers

There is a sharp increase in international mergers and
takeovers and direct foreign investment – an annual increase
four times greater than the annual growth rate of international
trade.20 The liberalisation of capital movements accelerated
considerably in the 1980s, and today hardly any country in
the Western world sets limits to international capital flows.
According to the BIS, the volume of transnational investment
since 1980 has increased more than 20 times.21

Foreign direct investments (FDI) have grown immensely.
According to UNCTAD, ‘during the past decade and a half,
global integration seems to have proceeded faster through
FDI than through trade’. By 1997 at least 143 countries and
territories had adopted special laws to encourage foreign
investment, and most countries have adapted their economies
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in some way or another in order to attract foreign investors. It
is no wonder that FDI flows at the end of the 1990s are nearly
twice what they were a decade earlier, and seven times as high
as in 1980. World FDI stock – ‘the capital base for TNC
operations’ according to UNCTAD – increased by 10 per
cent in 1997 alone, to an estimated $3.5 trillion.22

International ownership of assets has increased thanks
particularly to lower transaction costs, liberalisation, deregu-
lation and the key fact that far more assets are traded than in
the past. In the years before the First World War relatively few
assets were traded – there were only 300 different shares on
the New York stock exchange in 1910, for example. Today,
as a consequence of the growth of trade in derivatives, that
number has grown immensely.

Financial globalization

While foreign direct investment has been increasing, it is still
marginal compared with short-term movements of capital,
which have grown explosively. Capital is flying all over the
world and is extremely sensitive to exchange and interest
rates. In 1971, just before the Bretton Woods system of stable
exchange rates collapsed, over 90 per cent of exchange trans-
actions in the world bore some relation to financing trade or
future investment, while less than 10 per cent was speculative.
Today these figures are reversed: over 90 per cent of all trans-
actions are speculative.23

Financial globalization and the corresponding increase in
speculation have been spectacular. In 1990, for example, daily
turnover on international currency exchanges amounted to
$500 billion. By 1994 the turnover on these exchanges
reached an average of $1200 billion a day, and by 1998 $1500
billion a day.24

Twenty-four hours a day, trillions of dollars flow through
the world’s major foreign-exchange markets as bits of data
traveling at split-second speed. No more than 10 percent of
this staggering sum has anything to do with trade in goods
and services. International traffic in money has become an
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end in itself, a highly profitable game. John Maynard
Keynes, who had intimations of how technology might one
day be harnessed in the service of nonrecreational
gambling, predicted the rise of this ‘casino economy’ as he
called it. Yet as banking activities have become more global
and more speculative, the credit needs of billions of people
and millions of small businesses are not met.26

Table 1.2  World exports per year and daily turnover on currency
markets (in billions of dollars)25

Year (A) (B) B/A
Daily turnover World exports
on currency markets per year

1979 75 1546 20.6
1984 150 1800 12.0
1986 300 1998 6.7
1990 500 3429 6.9
1994 1200 4269 3.6

In the early 1970s the central banks in the rich industrialised
countries had reserves eight times greater than the average
daily turnover on currency markets. In 1995, with $640
billion in their vaults, they had only about half of the daily
turnover. This means that central banks can do little, either
independent or jointly, to counter coordinated attacks in the
markets against particular currencies.27

The financial markets are doubtless the most globalised
markets. While it was still possible 20 years ago – or a few
years more or less depending on the country – to speak of
national financial markets, since then they have been increas-
ingly integrated. Deregulation and financial innovations – in
1980 financial futures, swaps and options still hardly existed
– have contributed to a great extent to these developments.
Important as they are, the foreign exchange markets

are only one of the foundations of financial globalisation.
They were the first pillar of it, but they are not the only
pillar and today they are doubtless not the most important.
From the point of view of how the capitalist system in its
contemporary form functions, they are less important than
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the liberalised, deregulated bond markets on which
Treasury bonds and other forms of public debt are traded,
or than stock markets.28

The market in financial derivatives – which in many coun-
tries until recently was simply considered gambling – has also
mushroomed. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan has
called the extraordinary development and expansion of finan-
cial derivatives ‘the most significant event in finance during
the past decade’.29 Most of them are unregulated ‘over-the-
counter’ (OTC) derivatives. In June 1998 the BIS estimated
the aggregate value of OTC derivatives worldwide at $70
trillion; by March 1999 Greenspan said the figure had to be
closer to $80 trillion.

OTC derivative trading involves enormous risks for the
stability of the international financial system, as the near-
collapse of the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management
made clear in 1998. Brokers oppose regulation of this trading
because of the tremendous profits to be made from it, and
central banks generally yield to the brokers’ pressure. If big
financial institutions threaten to go under in a panic, taxpayers
will have to pay the bill. Institutions that are ‘too big to fall’ are
always bailed out. Profits are privatised, losses are socialised.

These changes in the financial sector also have negative
effects on productive sector investment and job growth. Among
the major consequences of the ‘financialisation’ of the world
economy are: short-term thinking on the financial markets;
macroeconomic instability because of increasing financial
volatility; and a policy bias towards protecting the value of
financial assets rather than expanding output.30 The financial
sector, controlled by banks and other financial institutions,
functions today in large part independently of the real economy.

Technology

The extremely rapid development and spread of new tech-
nologies plays a major role in all this. Between 1975 and 1986
global production of technology multiplied six times, while
international trade in high-tech products multiplied nine
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times.31 Economists have distinguished three different
processes that are often lumped together in discussions as
‘technoglobalization’, pointing out that the degree of interna-
tionalisation varies widely among the three. Globalization is
most advanced in the process of exploiting new inventions: in
OECD countries in the 1980s applications of patent rights in
countries other than the country where the patent was granted
went up by an average of 6 per cent each year. International
technological cooperation (through either technological coop-
eration among different companies or joint authorship of
scientific papers) also rose by an average of 6 per cent each
year in 1985–89 by comparison with the years 1980-84.

Genuinely international production of new technology grew
far more slowly, by contrast. Multinationals remain far more
dependent for their research and development activities on
their national states’ facilities and infrastructure than is often
claimed.32 There is considerable evidence that ‘national inno-
vation networks’ are still playing a dominant role in techno-
logical development and innovation.

More and more companies are taking advantage of new
technologies and drastically reduced transport and telecom-
munication costs to produce their goods and services, at least
in part, through production processes spread around the
world. In 1956 it was possible for 89 telephone conversations
to take place simultaneusly through the undersea telephone
cable between Europe and North America. Today the daily
peak in simultaneous trans-Atlantic conversations by means
of satellites and fibre optics is roughly a million. International
telephone connections have become simpler, more accessible
and cheaper, and faxes, spoken words and computer-
generated data can reach every corner of the planet in a few
moments. A growing number of people and companies find it
easier and easier to meet, travel, send goods, receive images,
exchange images, cooperate and compete across frontiers.

‘The global assembly line’

Products from cigarettes to cars are assembled today with
parts brought together from every corner of the world.
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The headquarters of running shoe producer Nike is located
in Beaverton, Oregon, for example. Most of its 9000
employees work in management, administration, laborato-
ries or logistics. None is involved in production. That is
subcontracted to independent companies in Korea,
Taiwan (the two countries where the most advanced
models are made), Thailand, Indonesia and China. These
in turn subcontract production of components and other
necessary material to still other local companies. All told
Nike provides work in this way to 75,000 employees.33

This development has major consequences for how labour is
organised and for employees’ positions in multinationals. If
the company thinks it profitable, it can close or move its oper-
ations; more often it can threaten to do so in order to extract
concessions from trade unions. Threats to move major manu-
facturing plants may be empty given the costs and disadvan-
tages involved, but can nonetheless be effective in extracting
concessions. The World Health Organisation and
International Labour Organisation have pointed out a further
consequence of this globalization: ‘The continuing shift of
industrial production to low-cost sites in developing countries
where worker protection is lower is likely to increase the
global incidence of occupational disease and injury.’34

Law firms, insurance companies and data entry companies
are also increasingly organised as a ‘global assembly line’.35

Swissair lowered its wage costs by 8 million Swiss francs by
moving part of its administration to Bombay, where ‘you can
hire three Indians for the cost of one Swiss’. Improvements in
computers, software, modems and communications systems
make spreading work around the world increasingly easy and
attractive. US factories were shifting work abroad in the
1960s and 1970s too, but the difference is that today an
increasing part of these moves is happening electronically,
which means that they occur more quickly, more easily and at
a lower cost. An employer who has no expensive factories or
other ‘sunk costs’ to write off can shift work more quickly
from one spot to another when another location proves
cheaper.
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Multinationals

The number of enterprises operating transnationally is
growing by leaps and bounds. In 1997, according to
UNCTAD, there were 53,000 such companies with at least
448,000 foreign affiliates. The value of international produc-
tion attributed to multinationals was $3.5 trillion as measured
by accumulated stock of Foreign Direct Investment and $9.5
trillion as measured by estimated global sales of foreign affili-
ates. Multinationals’ share of the world economy continues to
grow. The ratio of foreign direct investment to global GDP is
now 21 per cent; foreign affiliate exports are one-third of
world exports; and GDP attributed to foreign affiliates
accounts for 7 per cent of global GDP.36

The size of the largest multinationals gives them consider-
able power. The world economy is led by a few hundred giant
multinationals, which are often larger than sovereign nations
(see Table 1.3).

Table 1.3  The world’s top 100 economies, 199837 (corporations in
italics)

Country/corporation GNP/Sales ($ million)

1 United States 7,922,651
2 Japan 4,089,910
3 Germany 2,122,673
4 France 1,466,014
5 United Kingdom 1,263,777
6 Italy 1,166,178
7 China 928,950
8 Brazil 758,043
9 Canada 612,332

10 Spain 553,690
11 India 421,259
12 Netherlands 388,682
13 Mexico 380,917
14 Australia 380,625
15 Republic of Korea 369,890
16 Russian Federation 337,914
17 Argentina 324,084
18 Switzerland 284,808
19 Belgium 259,045
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Country/corporation GNP/Sales ($ million)

20 Sweden 226,861
21 Austria 217,163
22 Turkey 200,505
23 Denmark 176,374
24 General Motors 161,315
25 Hong Kong 158,286
26 DaimlerChrysler 154,615
27 Norway 152,082
28 Poland 150,798
29 Ford 144,416
30 Wal-Mart 139,208
31 Indonesia 138,501
32 Thailand 134,433
33 Finland 124,293
34 Greece 122,880
35 South Africa 119,001
36 Iran 109,645
37 Mitsui 109,373
38 Itochu 108,749
39 Mitsubishi 107,184
40 Portugal 106,376
41 Colombia 106,090
42 Exxon 100,697
43 General Electric 100,469
45 Toyota 99,740
46 Israel 95,179
47 Singapore 95,095
48 Royal Dutch/Shell 93,692
49 Marubeni 93,569
50 Sumitomo 89,021
51 IBM 81,667
52 Venezuela 81,347
53 Malaysia 79,848
54 Egypt 79,208
55 Philippines 78,896
56 AXA 78,729
57 Citigroup 76,431
58 Volkswagen 76,307
59 Nippon T & T 76,119
60 Chile 71,294
61 BP Amoco 68,304
62 Nissho Iwai 67,742
63 Ireland 67,491
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Country/corporation GNP/Sales ($ million)

64 Nippon Life 66,300
65 Siemens 66,038
66 Allianz 64,875
67 Pakistan 63,159
68 Hitachi 62,410
69 Peru 61,079
70 US Postal Service 60,072
71 Matsushita Electric 59,771
72 Philip Morris 57,813
73 Ing Group 56,469
74 Boeing 56,154
75 New Zealand 55,787
76 AT&T 53,588
77 Sony 53,157
78 Metro 52,126
79 Czech Republic 51,843
80 Nissan 51,478
81 Fiat 50,999
82 Bank of America 50,777
83 Nestlé 49,504
84 Crédit Suisse 49,143
85 Honda 48,748
86 United Arab Emirates 48,666
87 Assicurazioni Generali 48,478
88 Mobil 47,678
89 Hewlett-Packard 47,061
90 Algeria 46,461
91 Hungary 45,623
92 Deutsche Bank 45,165
93 Unilever 44,908
94 State Farm Insurance 44,621
95 Dai-ichi Mutual Life 44,486
96 Bangladesh 43,970
97 Veba Group 43,408
98 Hsbc Holdings 43,338
99 Fortis 43,200

100 Ukraine 42,731

According to the World Bank,

TNCs control 70 per cent of world trade … [A]lmost all
primary commodities are each now marketed by fewer than
six multi-commodity traders … The top five companies
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have 77 per cent of world cereal trade; the biggest three
companies in bananas have 80 per cent of world banana
trade; the biggest three cocoa companies have 83 per cent
of world cocoa trade; the biggest three companies have 85
per cent of tea trade; and the biggest four companies have
87 per cent of world trade in tobacco.38

The 200 largest multinationals control half of the global
trade in goods. They are concentrated especially in the more
dynamic sectors of the world economy, particularly in elec-
tronics, chemicals, automobiles, drugs and machinery.39

In the past multinationals invested in other countries in
order to be able to produce and sell their goods in markets
protected by import restrictions. With the fall of tariff barriers,
as governments around the world opened their frontiers for
goods and capital flows, there has been a qualitative change in
the nature of multinational investments. There is now ‘a far
greater degree of geographical and organizational integration
of production and the emergence of an integrated international
production system’, in the words of an UNCTAD report.
Multinationals have shifted from a ‘stand alone strategy’ to a
‘simple integration strategy’, and now they are increasingly
headed towards a ‘complex integration strategy’, in which
they transform their geographically dispersed affiliates and
fragmented production systems into ‘regionally or globally
integrated production and distribution networks’. In the
process ‘they introduce significantly new characteristics into
the process of international economic integration’.40

Regional blocs

There have been so many initiatives for establishing free-trade
zones, customs unions and common markets that they are
almost impossible to keep track of. The long-established EU,
NAFTA (the US, Mexico and Canada) and APEC (17 Asian
and Pacific Rim countries, including the US and Japan) are
the best known, but international agreements have been
multiplying rapidly in recent years in every part of the world.
According to the WTO, 109 regional agreements were
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reported to GATT between 1948 and the end of 1994; almost
a third of them were signed between 1990 and 1994.41 The
UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean counted over 30 multilateral and bilateral treaties
and subregional pacts in its part of the world alone.

Alongside these agreements, the long-awaited GATT
treaty was finally concluded in 1994, leading to sweeping
liberalisation of international trade. This process falls under
the strict supervision of the WTO, which began its activities
on 1 January 1995 in Geneva. While GATT and the OECD
portrayed the treaty as a ‘win-win game’, many Third World
countries had their legitimate and very serious doubts. The
way that rich countries brushed aside the Third World’s
concerns in the last phase of the GATT negotiations only
reinforced their reservations. Luis Fernando Jaramillo, chair-
person of the G-77 group of Third World countries during the
GATT talks, said afterwards: ‘Despite insisting that the nego-
tiations were global in character, the countries of the North
refused in the end to accept any discussions, even bilaterally,
with the countries of the Third World.’ The new GATT
treaty and WTO

will increase the global deregulation of commerce in goods
and open it in agricultural products and services, as well as
further facilitating transnational investment and the forma-
tion of global financial markets. It will increase the power
of transnational capital and the transnational corporations
(TNCs) … and further remove both from national
controls. This, in turn, will intensify the destructive
competitive clash of these economic titans and the nations
that fight to play host to them.42

What’s new: summary

In short, capitalism is expanding and causing major changes
in the structure, cohesion and functioning of the world
economy. These changes are leading to a more intense inter-
weaving of economies, with increased interdependence as the
result. National economies are more closely linked to one
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another, which leads, among other things, to a greater
synchronisation or coordination of economic ebbs and flows.
The world’s production and consumption patterns are
becoming more mutually interdependent. In general, markets
for goods, services, capital and financial instruments and, to a
lesser extent, labour are more integrated worldwide.

At the microlevel as well – the level of a single firm – inter-
nationalisation is increasing. As a result companies are less
dependent on one country or a few countries when they
decide on the location of their markets, personnel and oper-
ating units; multinationals place different parts of their
production in widely separated countries; and they move
parts, raw materials, semi-finished goods and finished
products incessantly around the world.

National states have less of a grip on economic develop-
ments, and governments and parliaments are consciously
renouncing control over the movement of goods, services and
capital across frontiers. The weakening of the national states’
grip on the economy is not being compensated by stronger
international regulatory bodies or by a global central bank.
Consequently, the likelihood of crises that spread like oil spills
due to the international interconnection of economies and
companies is growing – as witnessed with the outbreak and
spread of crises in Southeast Asia after mid-1997.

Contrary to the reigning economic dogmas, according to
which as much as possible should be left to the market, the
‘invisible hand’ that is supposed to bring the market smoothly
back into balance has to be regularly lent a helping hand by
governments, central bankers and international organisations
like the BIS and the IMF. The BIS, for example, came up
with a binding regulation in 1988 – after prolonged negotia-
tions – which internationally operating banks must keep to in
determining the composition of their capital reserves. The
BIS also adopted a directive on how banks should calculate
the reserves they need in order to cover possible losses on the
financial markets, including derivatives. The IMF has lent the
crisis-plagued states of Southeast Asia, Russia and Brazil tens
of billions of dollars – which they will have to pay back – in
order to prevent the snowballing of all the different financial
crises into a worldwide crisis of the financial system.
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Compared to the increased financial instability, however,
these are very modest and above all reactive steps.

To the extent that central banks and governments inter-
vene at all with regulations, they limit themselves to those
measures that are most essential to avoid the worst disasters.
As a matter of principle they leave the markets themselves as
free as possible, with all the effects and risks this entails. All
the discussions in the wake of the Asian crisis about the ‘inter-
national financial architecture’ have not changed this pattern
at all. Established interests and mainstream policymakers and
their advisers only want to make liberalised financial makers
safer for investors and speculators. They certainly do not want
to see any alteration in the world economy’s hegemonic logic
and machinery.

The Down Side

Environmental groups and radical left organisations in the EU
who opposed the Maastricht Treaty for social or ecological
reasons, or those in non-member states who have campaigned
against joining the EU, have discovered that many people’s
first associations with increased European integration are
positive. Almost everyone is in principle for more interna-
tional cooperation, fewer hassles during trips and an
expanded field of cultural vision. Ideas like a common
currency and eliminating restrictions on movement across
boundaries elicit considerable sympathy.

The same is true of globalization. In principle it sounds
good, in times when no single major social problem – pollu-
tion or migration or unemployment – can conceivably be
solved inside the boundaries of a single country. There also
seem to be many advantages to it. ‘Even more than techno-
logical progress, globalisation is almost always presented as a
necessary and beneficial process.’43 Products are supposedly
becoming cheaper and can be obtained more quickly and in
greater variety. According to the economic and political main-
stream, everyone will gain in the end from free trade, free
movement of capital and internationalised markets and
companies.
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But when examined more closely, many hymns of praise to
globalization are mainly ideology. In reality, globalization has
far-reaching negative effects.44

To begin with, there is a striking contrast between the
pretty stories – about more intensive cooperation, win-win
situations and improved living standards for everyone as a
result of globalization – and the frankly warlike rhetoric of
governments, companies and in some cases union leaders in
defence of their particular national or corporate interests.
There are countless examples: Clinton threatens the Japanese
with sanctions unless Japan admits more US cars; Boeing
wages battle with a European consortium in order to get its
foot in the door of China’s market for a new generation of
aircraft; the Dutch government presents its tax system
overhaul as extremely competitive with the rest of the EU; the
US calls on the WTO to make the EU admit more Del Monte
bananas; the EU threatens Japan with a WTO procedure
unless Japan changes the tariff structures in its ports; since the
end of the Cold War the CIA is devoting a great part of its
budget to economic espionage.45

One round of negotiations and conferences follows another
in order to exorcise (threats of) trade wars, protectionism,
quotas, industrial espionage, violation of patent rights,
product norms in restraint of free trade and free-trade agree-
ments among a few countries that hinder global free trade.
Behind the idyllic facade of an economically unifying world
lurk major conflicts of interests and battles over markets, raw
materials, jobs and profits. Multinationals try to safeguard
their competitive positions by defending their existing market
shares, pushing down costs and winning new markets. They
are backed in their stratagems by their host countries’ govern-
ments, which, among other things, fight on ‘their own’ multi-
nationals’ behalf in international organisations and forums for
the most favourable treaties and rules possible.

However much economists demonstrate conclusively with
graphs, differential comparisons and computer models that
globalization and increased free trade lead to win-win situa-
tions, their exercises often have little to do with reality.46

Calculations showing NAFTA’s benefits for US, Canadian
and Mexican workers, for example, were based on totally
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unrealistic hypotheses: full employment and capital immo-
bility.47

Reality is usually quite different. Higher profits through
lowered costs come at the expense of wages and jobs. A larger
market share for one company means a shrinking or stagnant
market share for others. Opening up a previously protected
market to foreign companies through the pressure of interna-
tional treaties and economic blackmail leads to loss of
employment, of economic and social networks and of tradi-
tional know-how.

In contrast to repeated claims in glossy reports and investi-
gations, this is also true of the 1994 GATT agreement. A
frequently cited OECD study estimated that the treaty would
lead to a worldwide increase in trade of $200 to $300 billion.
But the bitter truth is that little of this money is finding its way
to the Third World. Furthermore, OECD Secretary-General
Jean-Claude Paye himself called the study ‘very theoretical’.
The media devoted too little attention to the conclusion that
the predicted benefits would come only after ten years, said
Paye, and that some developing countries would even be
harmed by the GATT treaty.48 An UNCTAD study came to
the conclusion that, as a result of the Uruguay Round, the
world’s 48 poorest countries would lose $300 to $600 million
a year in decreased exports and increased food imports.49

Dictatorship of the financial markets

International capital movements are increasing at an unprece-
dented rate, but that does not mean that it is any easier to
attract capital. The reverse is true: thanks to the internation-
alisation of capital markets and the liberalisation of capital
flows, the suppliers of capital, always in search of higher
returns, are making and breaking many governments:

More telling for our future than ignorant armies that clash
by night are savvy 24-hour financial traders who, with the
tap of a keyboard, can attack a weak currency or sound the
retreat of global capital from a nation’s ill-considered tax
hike. We live, after all, in an age when the White House
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fears not hostile communists but bellicose bond traders,
and when statesmen like South African President Nelson
Mandela talk not of settling old scores but … of seeking
new investment.50

It has been a long time since only economically weak coun-
tries suffered under the financial markets’ dictatorship. When
New Zealand’s ruling National Party was threatened with the
loss of its parliamentary majority in the 1994 by-elections, the
financial markets reacted immediately with falling exchange
rates, rising interest rates and falling share prices. Prime
Minister Bolger warned of ‘economic chaos’. Calm only
returned to the markets when the opposition Alliance Party
hastily announced that the National Party should continue to
govern even if it lost its majority.51 Even the supposedly
mighty euro had to contend with falling exchange rates in
June 1999, less than half a year after its introduction, because
traders disapproved of a slight increase in the Italian budget
deficit from 2.0 to 2.4 per cent.

The conclusion is that those who want to attract capital or
investors on the global financial market have to adapt to the
demands and wishes of the suppliers of capital; otherwise the
party is off. Countries in every part of the world, above all in
the Third World, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, are thus pressurised to adapt their macroeconomic,
fiscal and monetary policies to the ‘market’s’ demands.
Indeed, when it comes to evaluating economic developments
and profit prospects in non-OECD countries, traders and
speculators give considerable weight to the IMF and World
Bank’s recommendations, demands and marks awarded. The
IMF has one prescription for all Third World and Eastern
European countries: it advises (or forces) them to prioritise
export expansion and payment of foreign debt. The result for
these countries is a very lopsided economic structure. Their
domestic populations’ interests and needs remain neglected as
long as their governments do not see or do not opt for a way
out of the IMF’s straitjacket.

Around the world tens of thousands of well-paid
researchers, consultants and experts devote all their time
every day to interpreting reports, statistics, balance sheets,
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year-end figures and news releases and to calculating
investors’ and speculators’ chances. This is a wholly unpro-
ductive waste of large quantities of knowledge, energy and
money. The social effects of the immense monetary flows
splashing furiously back and forth around the world play no
role in these cold calculations. ‘We went into Latin America
not knowing anything about the place,’ said a fund manager
after the outbreak of the Mexican peso crisis in December
1994. ‘Now we are leaving without knowing anything about
it.’52 According to the reigning economic orthodoxy, liber-
alised financial markets lead to an ‘optimal allocation of finan-
cial resources’; but ‘optimal’ means ‘most profitable’. The
‘invisible hand’ of the financial markets strangles billions of
people and entire countries.

It takes too much blind faith in markets to believe that the
global allocation of resources is enhanced by the twenty-
something-year-olds in London who move hundreds of
millions of dollars around the globe in a matter of an
instant, or by the executives of multinational enterprises
who make plant-location decisions on the basis of the
concessions they can extract from governments.52

Race to the bottom

As markets become more and more integrated and interna-
tional, and restrictions and controls on the cross-boundary
flow of goods, services and capital are rapidly eliminated,
wages, working conditions, employment and social security
risk being sucked into a downwards spiral. The English firm
Morgan Crucible, for instance, decided to produce less in the
Netherlands, Belgium and France and more in the Czech
Republic, Vietnam and China in order to push its 1997 rate
of return above 14 per cent. The Morgan Crucible director,
Farmer, calculated that the company only had to pay
employees in Shanghai $1 a day, as opposed to $31 a day in
Japan.54 By shifting production to countries with lower wages
and with fiscally more attractive policies, or by importing
cheap goods from low-wage countries – or simply by threat-
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ening to do so – employers can keep working conditions
under permanent pressure, and companies making billions in
profits can shrink their work force year in and year out.55

Freer trade in goods, services, technology and capital without
any international norms leaves the door open for development
based on low wages. ‘Yet despite the cheaper labor, the
primacy of the money markets denies us full employment.’56

The official Dutch Social-Economic Council has warned of
a process of ‘levelling down’ on a European scale:

Neither a ‘race to the bottom’ with government policies that
are non-productive (in the short term) nor a ‘race to the top’
with ‘productive’ government policies can be considered
beneficial in the long term. The ‘dismantling’ of social
security systems or health care, for example, can have not
only negative social consequences but also negative
economic consequences over time … In the field of fiscal
policy, lack of adequate coordination could also lead to each
government’s trying to lure capital and industry – more
generally, mobile factors of production – to its own country
by means of an attractive fiscal climate.57

The ongoing global race for more markets and higher
profits is leading to continual cost-cutting: shrinkage of work
forces and savings on wage costs and social security expendi-
ture. This is new: ‘The old saw has changed: Now, in good
times companies will fire. In bad times they’ll fire even
more.’58 Also new is the fact that not only unskilled jobs are
eliminated, but also middle-level management, skilled and
better-paying jobs. Job elimination has reached such propor-
tions that The Economist and Business Week speak of the
‘anorexic company’: companies obsessed with cost-cutting,
with the motto, ‘No pain, no gain.’ No end to this trend is in
sight. Many companies are constantly in the midst of restruc-
turing. There is a fashion for ‘greenfielding’ or ‘re-engi-
neering’, which means: think how you would set up a
company if you were starting from scratch today, and adapt
your existing company’s organisation and functioning to fit
the model.
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According to some estimates 25 million jobs must dis-
appear in the United States out of a private-sector total of
90 million … Baden-Württemburg’s ex-premier Heinrich
Henzler … has announced that 9 million out of Germany’s
33 million jobs can disappear without decreasing produc-
tion if the best technical achievements are applied wherever
possible.59

These are fundamental changes with far-reaching effects. The
phenomenon of ‘delocalisation of production’ has broken the
links between high technology, high labour productivity, high
quality and high wages.60 This coupling seemed in the past to
guarantee rising living standards in industrialised countries;
but today high technology, high labour productivity and high
quality can be combined with low wages. The consequences of
the resulting murderous competition are visible to everyone.
Economists and politicians nonetheless continue to reassure us
that, if we bite the bullet now and patiently hold the course,
everything will get better in the long run. Unfortunately, as
Keynes noted years ago: ‘In the long run we are all dead.’

Privatisation

Companies all over the world are being privatised on a grand
scale, not only in OECD countries, but also in the Third
World. Between 1988 and 1992, for example, 25 developing
countries privatised a total of $61.6 billion worth of compa-
nies. The state’s role is being redefined. The World Bank is
encouraging Third World governments to privatise still more,
in order to make their economies more efficient. However,

No scholar in the world has ever succeeded in demon-
strating that service provision by the private sector is less
expensive overall than by the public sector. Privatisation is
above all an expression of the Zeitgeist and the rise of the
new right … There is no general scientific rationale for it.61

Urged on by employers and the European employers’
organisation UNICE, European Union member states are
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also privatising one company after another. There is a world-
wide trend to which at the moment no end is in sight. But the
disadvantages are gradually beginning to become clear. There
was a virtual general strike in Belgium in November 1994 to
protest against job losses resulting from anticipated privatisa-
tion. Dutch MP Adrie Duivesteijn has pointed out the disas-
trous consequences of the state’s withdrawal from the housing
market:

The Netherlands was once the least expensive country to
rent in in Europe. With the coming round of rent increases
we will become the most expensive country to rent in …
Low-income people are being housed in a steadily
shrinking part of the housing stock. Housing has become
the driving force behind physical segregation in Dutch
cities.62

A commission chaired by the former Dutch Labour Party
president, Sint, harshly criticised privatisations carried out in
the Netherlands:

The state was supposed to become smaller. And of course
better. But while politicians were formulating noble goals
to justify privatising services, the bureaucracy was
fumblingly putting another state together: no smaller than
before, but definitely more expensive, and for the most part
exempted from any political control. Nobody supervised
the process; no one kept track of its effects.63

One reason for the wave of privatisations is the fact that
governments can earn money by selling off public companies.
That was important in the EU in order to reduce national
budget deficits to the levels required by the Maastricht Treaty
and the Stability Pact. Governments also save the money that
might have been needed to continue subsidising services. This
makes tax cuts possible, and the countries in question attrac-
tive to investors. The negative effects of this dynamic can also
be substantial. Privatised companies must make profits in
order to satisfy investors, and in the end this makes products
less affordable, service provision worse and employment levels
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lower. The privatised British railways are a notorious
example. Another example is the Dutch telephone company,
which within half a year of its triumphant entry into the stock
market announced the elimination of 3000 jobs so as to
remain competitive with the rest of the world.

Increasing migration

Migratory flows and numbers of refugees are increasing
around the world. The liberalisation and internationalisation
of goods and capital movements are an important cause of
this, even though Western governments in particular are
doing everything they can to slow migration. Their policies
were very different in the years between 1870 and 1914, a
time with which today’s period of globalization is often
compared. In those years not only capital and goods move-
ments were substantial, but the movement of people across
boundaries also grew very considerably.64 Today, contrary to
what many people think, the great majority of refugees flee
within their own parts of the world. In Western Europe,
where per capita GNP varies between $15,000 and $30,000 a
year, asylum seekers comprise 0.3 per cent of the population;
in Malawi, with a per capita income of $180, they make up 10
per cent of the population.

By official count there were 17 million refugees and asylum
seekers in the world in 1992. Of that number, 13.2 million
(78 per cent) were in the Third World, and about 2 million
refugees from former Yugoslavia remained in European coun-
tries located nearby (Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, Hungary,
Austria and Germany). In addition, roughly 4 million people
in the Third World were living in refugee-type conditions, and
the total number of ‘internally displaced’ people – those who
had fled their homes for safer places inside their own coun-
tries – was estimated at 23 million. Fewer than 5 per cent of
the world’s ‘involuntary displaced’ people were in Western
Europe or North America.65

The current increase in numbers of migrants and refugees
must be seen as the outcome of various historical processes
which have their own rhythm and dynamic. The process of
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globalization has stimulated the increase in migration and
refugees in various ways. To begin with, new connections,
structures and networks have arisen through the internation-
alisation of economies. It is logical that the growth of interna-
tional movement of capital, goods and people is accompanied
by a growth in the movement of people across boundaries. It
is hypocritical of the great majority of neoliberal politicians
and economists to shrink from the consequences of the pro-
market reforms that they have been preaching.

The internationalisation of production has led to new or
altered relationships between industrialised and Third World
countries.66 As a result, people are uprooted, are impelled to
migrate or come to see migration to a country to which they
are linked economically as desirable and feasible. Major cities
also function as coordination and management centres for the
world economic system; there is a demand there for low-paid,
often insecure work which is often consigned to migrants.

A second factor is that stable social relationships in much
of the Third World and Eastern Europe have collapsed due to
globalization. In many countries of the Third World and the
former Soviet Union, civil society was underdeveloped. The
state bore the responsibility for social cohesion and political
stability, and the weakening of the state has led to a major
sharpening of social, religious and ethnic tensions. Conflicts
resulting in part from these changes have produced and are
producing large numbers of refugees and displaced people.67

Finally, globalization has also meant changes in the indus-
trialised OECD countries themselves. The introduction of
new technologies, the process of dismantling the gains of the
welfare state, the growing flexibility and job insecurity for
large parts of the work force, and growing social differentia-
tion have led to a new segmentation of the labour market
along lines of gender, ethnicity, nationality and citizenship.
Roughly 500 illegal garment sweatshops were counted in
Amsterdam in 1993, for example. Employers are glad to hire
undocumented immigrants in various other sectors as well,
since they are cheap, unprotected and easy to get rid of.
Changes in the structure and functioning of the industrialised
countries’ economies thus leads to increased migration. There
is a growing demand for cheap labour in contemporary
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European economies, and the demand can be met in part with
unregulated labour. Undocumented workers – ‘migrant
labour’ as well as asylum seekers who have been turned down
or gone underground – are an important source.

Policies aimed at preventing (illegal) immigration may very
well lead to further development of a ‘black market’ in labour.
It is no surprise in any case that a pro-immigration lobby exists
in the US and Europe. Spokespeople for agricultural, construc-
tion, hotel and restaurant and ready-to-wear industries have
made pro-immigration statements. The European Round-
table, a major lobby of European transnational enterprises, has
also suggested that there would be advantages to expanding the
possibilities for (temporary) labour migration.68

Growing social inequality

The effects of two decades of neoliberal globalization are
clearest in the field of social differences. Increasing income
inequality is a worldwide trend. In England the differences in
income between upper and lower social layers are larger than
they have ever been since collection of income distribution
statistics began at the end of the nineteenth century. In the
US, income inequality has grown considerably since the
1980s: between 1977 and 1989, 60 per cent of income growth
benefited the richest 1 per cent of the population.69 Between
1989 and 1995 in the US the real incomes of the 80 per cent
of men with the lowest earnings and the 70 per cent of women
with the lowest earnings either stagnated or declined.70 In
New Zealand, where various governments have carried out
very austere social policies since the early 1980s, the number
of people eating the Salvation Army’s free meals rose 1114 per
cent between 1991 and 1994. It is no wonder that malnutri-
tion and diseases like scurvy are once more to be found in
New Zealand.71

Before the outbreak of the Asian crisis in 1997, UNCTAD
Secretary-General Rubens Ricupero noted that, while the
economies of the developing countries as a whole had been
growing faster in the 1990s than the relatively slow-growing
OECD economies, this was mainly due to the then high
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growth rates in East Asia. In Latin America growth was less
sustained and lower, while in Africa per capita income
continued to fall in the 1990s as it had in the 1980s. This
hardly rosy picture became still more disheartening when
income and wealth distribution was examined:

The big story of the world economy since the early 1980s
has been the unleashing of market forces … The ‘invisible
hand’ now operates globally and with fewer countervailing
pressures from governments than for decades. Many
commentators are optimistic about the prospects for faster
growth and for convergence of incomes and living stan-
dards which greater global competition should bring.
However, there is also another big story. Since the early
1980s the world economy has been characterized by rising
inequality and slow growth.72

This assertion is easily buttressed with facts. In 1960 the
average income of the richest 20 per cent of the world’s popu-
lation was 30 times higher than that of the poorest 20 per
cent; but in 1995 this disproportion had grown to 82:1.73

Ricupero calculated in his 1997 report that average income in
Africa had fallen steadily during the previous three decades, to
barely 7 per cent of the industrialised countries’ average.
Average income in Latin America fell from over a third of that
of the industrialised North at the end of the 1970s to a quarter
of the industrialised North’s level. Only a handful of East
Asian countries seemed at the time to have succeeded in
narrowing the gap or even joined the North; but since the
outbreak of the Asian crisis in 1997 it is these very prodigies
that have been demoted to total losses.

Polarisation between countries is accompanied moreover
by increasing inequality within countries. In more than half
the developing countries the richest 20 per cent of the popu-
lation now receives more than 50 per cent of the national
income. In many countries the incomes of the poorest 20 per
cent are now less than 10 per cent of the incomes of the
richest 20 per cent.

These trends are not accidental; they are the result of the
forces let loose by the far-reaching liberalisation of the world
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economy. Various factors are working in favour of high-
income groups and leading to greater inequality: income
differences have increased in almost all developed countries as
well; capital has gained at the expense of labour, given that the
share of profits in national incomes has risen sharply; a new
class of rentiers has arisen as a result of financial liberalisation
and profits from the immense growth of international capital
flows and from high real interest rates. Those who claim,
expect or honestly hope that the negative effects of globaliza-
tion are only temporary phenomena that will disappear in the
long run are firmly disabused by the UNCTAD Secretary-
General’s report:

[E]vidence is mounting that slow growth and rising
inequalities are becoming more permanent features … It is
this association of increased profits with stagnant invest-
ment, rising unemployment and reduced pay that is the
real cause for concern … Corporate restructuring, labour
shedding and wage repression in this world of sluggish
growth have thus become the order of the day, generating
increased job and income insecurity.74

In short, increasing liberalisation, deregulation, privatisation,
flexibility and internationalisation – all the characteristics of
the process of economic globalization under way since the late
1970s – clearly do not lead to a convergence of different coun-
tries’ widely different levels of development. On the contrary,
they are leading to increasing social differences both within
and among countries. Advocates of today’s neoliberal inter-
nationalisation cannot make the claim that it leads to
economic convergence.75

We must nonetheless remember that neoliberal globaliza-
tion has brought not only great suffering, but also great riches,
above all to people in upper income brackets, corporations
and the new rentiers. Its most extreme and perverse result is
the unprecedented concentration of wealth in fewer and fewer
hands. The combined wealth of the world’s 225 richest
people, over $1 trillion, equals the combined annual incomes
of the world’s poorest 2.5 billion inhabitants. Four per cent of
this amount – roughly $40 billion a year – is the estimated
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‘additional cost of achieving and maintaining universal access
to basic education for all, basic health care for all, reproduc-
tive health care for all women, adequate food for all and safe
water and sanitation for all’.76

It is easy to see how globalization has led to this growing
social inequality. While incomes, working conditions and
social security are under downwards pressure from global
competition, capital owners’ ability to seek out the most prof-
itable investments almost anywhere in the world is increasing.
While privatisation leads to declining service provision and
employment, the privatised companies provide attractive
investment opportunities for capital owners. In this way the
rise of an ethnically segmented social hierarchy is built into
the logic of globalization.

This is also apparent from the speed with which the former
Eastern bloc is being ‘integrated’. Income inequality in
Hungary, for example – not one of the poorer Eastern
European countries – has increased sharply since 1992. The
best-paid 10 per cent now receives 25 per cent of gross
income, while the poorest 10 per cent gets only 3.8 per cent.
Rising unemployment and income inequality and declining
real wages, pension and unemployment benefits have led to a
growing number of people living at or below subsistence
level.77 Comparisons among Eastern European countries
show that GNP has fallen further and faster where IMF
programmes were implemented.78 Yet the IMF continues to
defend harsh interventions in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union with the fewest possible social measures to
soften the blow, on the grounds that maintaining ‘or
attempting to maintain a comprehensive welfare state …
could very well delay or make impossible a shift to a dynamic
growing economy’.79

Globalization is male

There is another cumulative effect of the factors mentioned
above to which little or no attention is paid: The position of
many women in particular is getting worse.80 Women’s
organisations have concluded from this fact that the global
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economy is a man. For example, 67.2 per cent of the world’s
work is done by women, while only 9.4 per cent of the income
earned from work is in women’s hands. Despite great regional
differences, it is possible to identify a number of globaliza-
tion’s general effects on women:81

Increased economic integration has led to a worldwide contra-
dictory process of proletarianisation of women. Women are
driven into the army of labour, but at the same time their role
in the family and society is used to justify insecure jobs, irreg-
ular working hours and the return of many personal services
to the family where women are responsible for them.

Work: Many women work in free-trade zones that have
been set up all over the world by and for multinationals, for
example, in the Mexican maquiladoras and the so-called
informal sector. This ‘maquiladorisation’ of women’s work in
both Third World and developed countries undermines their
right to decent working conditions, pensions, pregnancy leave
and positive action programmes.

Health and welfare: Changes in working conditions and
decreased safety at work directly affect women’s health and
welfare and ‘the welfare of those family members (especially
children and the elderly) for whom women are primarily
responsible’. In addition, rising prices and increasing unem-
ployment make it harder for women to meet their basic needs,
while state support for education, health care and child care is
being decreased through cutbacks on social and collective
programmes. These developments are particularly bad for
women ‘because of their central role in both biological and
social reproduction’. The state also ‘depends on women to
“take up the slack” and provide on a private basis services that
were previously provided by the government’.

Social gains and basic rights: Economic restructuring has
negative effects on the social gains women made in the past 25
years, such as abortion rights, the right to equal pay and the
right to freedom from sexual harassment and violence.

Sexuality: In addition to attacks on women’s rights to
control their own reproduction, trade in women, sex tourism
and the international sex trade are on the rise.

Ideology: Among the ideological changes resulting from
globalization that have an impact on women are the effects of
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the great emphasis on individualism and privatisation, and
‘the possibility that NAFTA and the EU will play a role in
undermining both memories of and aspirations for progres-
sive national struggles. This in turn could have special impli-
cations for women, since it is through such struggles that
women’s demands are frequently raised and secured.’

Women and their organisations are increasingly launching
international initiatives against these gender-specific effects of
globalization, such as the Women’s Global March planned for
2000.

Ecological effects

Increased internationalisation of production also has serious
ecological effects. Multinationals are shipping products and
parts to the ends of the earth and back in order to supply them
as cheaply as possible. By definition, under capitalism social
and ecological costs for present and future generations play no
role in decisions about investments, location of production
and what is produced. Individual employers also make these
decisions without reference to one another. Their only crite-
rion is what is rational and profitable from the standpoint of
their own narrow interests. Lower transport costs and new
technologies and institutional and political changes have
made transnational and transcontinental trade and produc-
tion easier, cheaper and more realistic for them. As a result,
internationalisation of goods and services production has
reached an unprecedented scale. This logic is changing the
structure of many industries. It can lead to truly absurd situ-
ations:

A few years ago, I was eating at a restaurant in Saint Paul,
Minnesota. After lunch I picked up a toothpick wrapped in
plastic. On the plastic was the word ‘Japan’. Now Japan has
little wood and no oil. Yet in our global economy, it is
deemed efficient to send little pieces of wood and some
barrels of oil to Japan, wrap the one in the other and send
them back to Minnesota. This toothpick may embody
50,000 miles of travel. Meanwhile, in 1987, a Minnesota
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factory began producing millions of disposable chopsticks
a year for sale in Japan. In my mind’s eye, I see two ships
passing on another in the northern Pacific. One carries
little pieces of Minnesota wood bound for Japan; the other
carries little pieces of wood from Japan bound for
Minnesota. Such is the logic of free trade.82

But there is more. Capital’s increased mobility makes it
harder and harder for citizens to organise themselves and use
their governments to restrain polluting companies and impose
rules. Environmental organisations rightly object to the single
global market and the WTO. Trade liberalisation encourages a
particular type of economic growth – the current, wasteful type
– and leads in this way to still more environmental destruction.

It has become more difficult for countries to institute
stricter environmental requirements for products. The safety
requirements for food are higher in the US than international
norms, but as a result of the WTO treaty Brazil, for example,
can ship fruit sprayed with DDT and other chemicals to the
US even if the pesticides are not permitted by US law. Brazil
can simply argue before the WTO in Geneva that the US
requirements restrain trade. If applied completely consis-
tently, this would lead to a complete elimination of product
norms.83 The WTO treaty no longer allows countries to keep
out products because of how they were produced or
harvested. The treaty also prevents countries from restricting
exports of goods, animals or products that they want to
protect, such as tropical wood or elephants. The WTO can
sabotage international environmental agreements by banning
measures which restrain trade. Global free trade will also lead
to a levelling of environmental norms for products down to
the lowest level, since everything must be produced as cheaply
as possible in order to stay competitive.

Elimination of trade restraints and restrictions thus leads to
greater worldwide freedom to pollute – all the more since there
is now an integrated world market for toxic waste disposal.
International trade in dangerous wastes is increasing, with
more and more junk being dumped in poor countries. Between
1989 and 1994 there were over 500 attempts to dump more
than 200 million tonnes of rubbish from the 24 rich OECD
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countries in 122 non-OECD countries. For example, the
government of Guinea-Bissau agreed in 1988 to allow the
dumping of 15 million tonnes of toxic waste in its territory in
return for $600 million, four times the country’s gross national
product. Asked for an explanation, the minister of trade and
tourism said: ‘We need the money.’84

Undermining democracy

Another result of the current economic globalization is the
undermining of democracy. The NAFTA treaty can serve as
an illustration of a more general process: in the treaty, ‘the
market’ is solemnly confirmed as the principle according to
which economic activity in North America must be organised.
This is implemented through the establishment of basic rules,
bans on government action to advance the public sector and
restrictions on governmental power to regulate the private
sector effectively (by limiting or ruling out certain types of
regulation and by giving companies more loopholes through
which rules can be evaded). In this way NAFTA restricts
democracy by restricting people’s ability to exercise political
control over their own economic lives.85

The same holds true for the EU: its European Central
Bank is independent and unaccountable, so European
monetary policy is now beyond the reach of any democratic
control or influence. The same story can be told about the
WTO; the organisation has all sorts of powers and abilities to
take action against disobedient countries and governments.
Ralph Nader has come out in particular against the WTO;
one country can lodge a complaint about another country’s
laws before a WTO tribunal in Geneva, and if the
complainant wins – the defendant country must prove its
innocence – then the defendant country must change its laws,
pay fines or accept sanctions being taken against it.86

Financial markets and unaccountable international institu-
tions are acquiring more and more power and influence. The
trend towards independence and autonomy for national and
international organisations has been called the ‘new constitu-
tional discourse’:
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The discourse concerns institutional arrangements designed
to insulate key economic agencies, especially central banks,
from the interference of elected politicians, who, it is argued,
have a tendency in liberal democracies to inflate the
economy for electoral purposes or to use the ‘inflation tax’
to indirectly improve the government’s financial position.
For example, the former UK Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Nigel Lawson, who engineered an inflationary boom to win
the 1987 General Election for the Conservatives in Britain,
is now in favour of independent banks and a strengthening
of the GATT and IMF surveillance.87

More generally, transfers of power and authority to bureau-
cratic international organisations and trading blocs that take
their decisions behind closed doors mean that our future is
being determined behind our backs or beyond our reach by ‘the
market’ or unaccountable ‘authorities’. The EU’s ‘democratic
deficit’, not to speak of the IMF’s or the BIS’s, is chronic; it
cannot be eliminated within the existing constellation of forces.

‘Commodification’

In conclusion, one other way must be mentioned in which
globalization has a major impact on people’s daily lives. The
steadily greater reach of the market is reinforcing the process
of ‘commodification’, through which everything is reduced to
a product to be bought and sold. ‘Market relations are insis-
tently praised as the most desirable form of individual and
social interaction; and there has never been a time when
commercialization has more thoroughly come to pervade all
spheres of life.’88

Human relationships are becoming more and more busi-
nesslike. For many people ‘solidarity’ has become an old-
fashioned, discredited concept – and no wonder, when it is
used for arguments such as: ‘You should agree to cuts in your
wages out of solidarity with the unemployed.’ Social links and
networks through which people help each other are distinte-
grating because of poverty, unemployment and the way
people and causes are constantly played against each other.
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Omnipresent commercialisation means that money can be
made by turning more and more things into commodities:
patents on animals, plants and human genes;89 leisure time
(television, shopping expeditions, amusement parks for day-
trippers, casinos); culture (media commercialisation, corpo-
rate sponsorship of museums, exhibits and cultural events);
sex (sex tourism, pornography, sex lines) and human
organs.90 Changes in the role of the state play an important
part in this commodification. Because the state is financing
and organising fewer and fewer social and public services,
many aspects of social life like education, health care and
culture are being (re-)commodified. Money plays a steadily
more important role in people’s everyday experience.

The down side: summary

Neoliberal globalization is not the cause of all the world’s ills,
of course. But global economic developments since the early
1980s undeniably have far-reaching negative consequences
for the great majority of the current world population as well
as future generations: less access to capital for those who do
not meet ‘market’ criteria; greater social differences as a result
of the dual polarisation within countries and on a world scale
among countries; growing migration; ‘levelling down’ of
wages, working conditions and social security; ecological
damage; further restrictions on democracy; and increasing
commodification. This is the down side of the univeral rise in
market-based thinking and of the logic of globalization.

Reality, Ideology and Myth

The process of globalization means a qualitatively new phase in
the internationalisation of capitalism. But the extent and
effects of the changes are often exaggerated, in many cases for
political reasons. Many myths are being propagated. It is
important therefore not to lose sight of the limits to global-
ization.
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Globalization or triadisation?

The tendency towards globalization is not a linear process and
is not leading to a truly homogeneous unification of the
world’s economies. In reality we are witnessing a vertical
restructuring of the world economy around three poles, the
so-called Triad – the EU, Japan and the US – which margin-
alises most of the world: the countries kept in underdevelop-
ment in the Third World, Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union. This can be seen from the following facts:91

• Capital is flowing above all from and to the EU, Japan and
the US. In the 1980s the Triad accounted for more than 80
per cent of all capital movements. The share of developing
countries fell in the same period from 25 per cent to 19 per
cent; in 1976 it was still 30 per cent. In the early 1990s
capital flows towards developing countries increased again,
and in 1994 total capital flows from industrialised to devel-
oping countries (private loans and investments and money
from official sources) amounted to $227.4 billion, 6.7 per
cent more than in 1993.92 But most of the money went to
a limited core group of ten Asian and Latin American
countries.

Even for countries that are popular with foreign
investors, the arrival of capital is far from always positive.
Even before the crisis broke out in Mexico at the end of
1994 it was clear that the great majority of arriving capital
was speculative capital attracted by privatisations, which
did not serve to create anything new. There are also
changes under way in capital flows towards developing
countries. Investors’ preferences and priorities can change
quickly. It is thus far from certain that countries that attract
capital today can continue to do so tomorrow.

• The great majority of the world’s direct investment comes
from and ends up in industrialised countries, as shown in
Table 1.4.

• Most of the expansion of international trade (about 80 per
cent) concerns the developed countries.

• More than 90 per cent of multinational headquarters are in
the Triad. Out of the 100 biggest multinationals, 38 have
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their headquarters in the EU, 29 in the US and 16 in
Japan. Most subsidiaries of multinationals are in other
developed countries.

• Between 85 and 90 per cent of high-tech products with a
high added value are produced and consumed in the Triad,
while the New Industrialising Countries (NICs) account
for most of the rest.

• Of the registered patents, 85 per cent in the 1980s were
registered in five countries: the US, Japan, Germany,
Britain and France. Multinationals still do most of their
research and development in their mother countries.

In light of these facts globalization should really be called
‘triadisation’ – even though only 15 per cent of the world’s
population live in the Triad. As we have seen, no country can
escape any more from the pressure and influence of the multi-
nationals and international financial markets, but major parts
of the world have little or no share in the supposed benefits of
global restructuring. Much of the Third World is becoming
more and more marginal. In the years 1980–91, per capita
GNP grew by an average of 2.3 per cent a year in the OECD
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Table 1.4  Regional distribution of inward and outward FDI stock
(%)93

Inward FDI stock
Developed Developing Central &
countries countries Eastern Europe

1985 72.3 27.7 —
1990 79.3 20.6 0.1
1995 70.6 28.1 1.3
1997 68.0 30.2 1.8

Outward FDI stock
Developed Developing Central &
countries countries Eastern Europe

1985 95.7 4.3 —
1990 95.6 4.4 —
1995 91.5 8.4 0.1
1997 90.2 9.7 0.2
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countries; for sub-Saharan Africa the figure was -1.2 per cent
and for North Africa and the Middle East -2.4 per cent.

Nor is the situation of the great majority in the Third World
getting any better. Only a few NICs have been able to develop
rapidly, but in many respects these remained dependent, and it
is impossible in any event for other countries to follow the same
development path.94 These very same success stories ended in
a deep crisis in Asia in mid-1997, moreover, which set these
countries far back in their economic development.

The relations of dependency that bind the periphery to the
centre continue to exist. They are maintained by various
specific mechanisms, including the discipline of the financial
markets, but several other mechanisms play a part as well.95

First, Third World countries are weighed down by a foreign
debt that they will never manage to pay off unless much of it is
written off. According to the UN, the developing countries’
foreign debt grew from $567 billion in 1980 to $1419 billion in
1992. The total debt thus multiplied two and a half times in 12
years – during the same years that the developing countries
were paying $771.3 billion in interest and $890.9 in principal,
a total of $1662.2 billion, which is three times the original debt
in 1980. The trend continued in the 1990s, as total debt grew
to $1940 billion in 1995.96 While the money originally lent has
already been paid back twice over and more, the developing
countries are saddled with a higher and higher debt. In
addition, poor countries have to contend with constantly wors-
ening terms of trade. The total ‘invisible transfer’ from South
to North has been estimated at $200 billion a year.97

All this constantly widens the gap between centre and
periphery, as has been happening throughout the history of
capitalism:

Globalization is not really global. Transnational business
activities are concentrated in the industrial world and in
scattered enclaves throughout the underdeveloped world.
Most people are outside the system and the ranks of the
window-shoppers and the jobless are growing faster than
the global army of the employed. Yet the processes of glob-
alization are altering the character of nations everywhere
and the quality of life within their borders.98
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Footloose capital?

Even the largest multinationals are genuinely international in
only a limited sense:

Of the largest one hundred core firms in the world, not one
is truly ‘global’, ‘footloose’ or ‘borderless.’ There is
however a hierarchy in the internationalisation of func-
tional areas of management; around forty firms generate at
least half of their sales abroad; with very few exceptions,
executive boards and management styles remain solidly
national in their outlook; with even fewer exceptions, R&D
remains firmly under domestic control; and most compa-
nies appear to think of a globalisation of corporate finances
as too uncertain.99

Multinationals nonetheless try all too often to extort conces-
sions from governments or unions by threatening to move to
another, cheaper country, particularly using the argument that
wage costs are too high.100 This kind of delocalisation does
indeed occur; but more often the threat is empty. Wage costs
are only 5–10 per cent of total production costs in the most
competitive industrial sectors today, down from 25 per cent in
the 1970s.101 Moreover wage costs in themselves – generally
compared in terms of costs per employee per hour – mean very
little without taking into account how much is produced per
employee per hour, that is, labour productivity.102

The idea that capital has become completely ‘footloose’ is
not borne out by the facts. Whether large or small, companies
depend on national or regional markets, infrastructure (for
education, knowledge and research, but also physically for
transport) and networks, relationships with unions and
governments and often sales patterns that have been built up
painstakingly over the years. Companies do not give all this up
lightly, nor can they rebuild it all easily in a few weeks some-
where else.

Industrial multinationals therefore do not only pay atten-
tion to where wages are the lowest and subsidies highest; they
develop a strategy based on the situation on the ground where
they are operating. Some companies look above all for an
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export base where they can manufacture at the lowest possible
costs; others try to build up ‘globally localised’ production
and sales networks for specific regions. For these companies
the size of national markets, opportunities for trade with
neighbouring countries and proximity of clients – so that they
can quickly respond to shifts in consumer preferences and
provide service – are more important than low costs.103

Generalisations about companies’ strategies for international-
isation are insufficient; concrete analyses of companies and
the situation on the ground where they operate are necessary.

Less state, more market?

The final kind of myth concerns the role of the state in the
process of globalization. Many politicians say that the state’s
influence on the economy, and particularly politicians’ influ-
ence on the economy, must be reduced as much as possible to
leave room for the market. ‘Less state, more market’ is the
credo not only of free-marketeers, but also of more and more
social-democratic advocates of ‘market discipline’. But the
reality is very different. The state’s influence is not being
reduced; it is being given different tasks, but by no means
necessarily fewer. While globalization has limited the state’s
power in some respects, the state’s role in other fields has
become even bigger.104

In most cases of ‘deregulation’, governments have com-
bined liberalization with reregulation, the reformulation of
old rules and the creation of new ones. Hence we have
wound up with freer markets and more rules. In fact, there is
often a logical link: liberalization requires reregulation.105

There have been many examples from many countries of
this shift in the state’s tasks. Under the headline ‘The Illusion
of French Liberalism’, The European complained in 1994 that
the policy of the right-wing French government of the time
was ‘becoming more interventionist – not less as
promised’.106 In England, where government programmes
were sternly weeded out under Margaret Thatcher, the anti-
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state offensive often led to ‘quasi-autonomous non-govern-
mental organisations (Quangos)’ continuing to run services
that they had previously run as departments of local govern-
ment.107 Free-market champion Ronald Reagan’s actions did
not correspond to his official ideology either. The state did
not do less under his administration, but partially changed its
priorities:

However, despite his emphasis on limiting the growth of
government, Reagan was not successful in cutting govern-
ment spending. Instead, the character of government
spending changed considerably in the 1980s. In the year
before Reagan took office, defense spending accounted for
22.7 percent of total federal outlays. In 1988, when Reagan
left office, this figure had risen to 27.3 percent. In contrast,
the percentage of federal outlays going to social services
and income security both decreased by 2.4 percent over the
same period … This restructuring of federal government
spending had significant effects on women both in terms of
employment opportunities as well as available services.108

The state always carries out a number of crucial economic
functions under capitalism – guaranteeing property rights,
standardising monetary units and weights and measures,
coordinating the economy, helping guarantee inputs into the
economic process (work force, subsidies, technological devel-
opment, infrastructure), maintaining relations with other
states, and last but not least organising a social consensus109

– but does so in varying ways and with varying intensity. It has
various instruments at its disposal, and does not have to carry
out its tasks on its own. A Swiss multinational that sets up a
company in the Netherlands can rely on the Dutch state to
carry out the economic functions that are necessary for the
company’s operations; it does not need any direct interven-
tion by the Swiss state. States can also delegate major tasks to
the private sector. They can of course work together in inter-
national organisations and transfer their authority to those
organisations.

How and by whom state tasks are carried out and what
their tasks consist of is not fixed for all eternity. It depends on
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concrete economic, social, political and institutional develop-
ments. The internationalisation of the world economy has led
to states working together more in international institutions.
But international organisations like the EU cannot function in
a vacuum; they need their national member states to establish
the legitimacy of their decisions and compel citizens to obey
them.

So while governments are cutting back on social and
collective programmes and hacking away at the roots of the
Western European welfare state – aided by the ideological and
organisational weakness of the left – the state’s activities are
increasing in other fields. States are spending enormous sums
of taxpayers’ money to save banks in crisis,110 keep immi-
grants out and hunt down undocumented workers, suppress
workers’ resistance when considered necessary (as Thatcher
did with the miners and Reagan with the air traffic
controllers), invest on a large scale in infrastructural projects
(the Channel tunnel, high-speed trains, new and bigger
airports) to make their countries more attractive to investors,
fund research and development and link higher education to
it more closely, lower taxes and raise subsidies in order to
make employers happy.

In short, the state’s role is being redefined, not reduced.
Rhetoric about the disappearing state is largely ideology used
to justify cuts in social spending, breaking up the public sector
and the one-sided increase in profits that established interests
are able to realise through the financial markets.111

Scope and Limits

Once again: Is there really anything new under the sun? We
have seen how the tendency towards globalization is
expressed in various ways and how it means a definite accel-
eration in the internationalisation of capitalism. The process
has major consequences for the functioning of the world
economy and national states, and present and future negative
effects on much of the world’s population. Anyone who reads
articles or books about globalization can see that much fash-
ionable, ideological rhetoric is tossed about, all of it to the
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effect that sooner or later everything will be different and
better, now that technological breakthroughs have united the
world and forced everyone to respect the ‘healthy discipline’
of the market. Reality has nothing to do with this rhetoric. It
is of utmost importance to analyse economic globalization’s
real effects, limits and contradictions.

The internationalisation of the world economy is taking
place unevenly, because the effects of globalization vary in
different countries. It is a contradictory process because glob-
alization runs up against all sorts of counter-tendencies,
contradictions and existing interests. Despite the strong trend
towards globalization, therefore, no fully integrated world
economy has come into existence (yet). All sorts of protec-
tionism are still perceptible; the labour market in particular
can hardly be considered a global market. The world is
considerably more globalised than 50 years ago, but much less
than is theoretically possible. Along with and partly as a result
of continuing globalization, the world will still be the scene in
coming years of conflicts and contradictions among the rich
countries, between different trading blocs, between Third
World and OECD countries, and between developing and
Eastern European countries on the one hand and the IMF
and World Bank on the other.

The outcome of all these developments is open, since
supranational institutions that can adequately direct or
control today’s internationalised world economy are not
emerging naturally or automatically. The absence of regula-
tion on an international level creates a great risk of rapidly
spreading international crises. In part because governments
have themselves given up much of the authority and regula-
tory tools that they used to have, individual countries now are
or seem too big to solve small problems and too small to effec-
tively solve big problems. This can in future lead to uncon-
trollable situations and further chaos.
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CHAPTER 2

Globalization: A Product of
Technological Change?

… Imagine that we had a government that didn’t care
about technological development … You could argue
about how it would have happened and how long it would
have taken, but it is certain that Dutch society would never
have survived. We can draw a couple of important conclu-
sions from this. First, that there is no way to stop the appli-
cation of new technology … Second, that government
policy is largely a prisoner of technological development …
Third, that technological development is leading to
profound cultural change. And the changed culture is in
turn preparing us to accept still newer technology.

Marcel van Dam1

Anyone who goes looking for the causes of the accelerating
internationalisation of economies since the early 1980s must
consider the scope and effects of technological change. In
most explanations of increasing globalization, technology
plays a decisive role. Management gurus, politicians and
economists agree in portraying globalization as an automatic
– and therefore unavoidable – product of technological inno-
vations, notably in the transport sector, telecommunications
and automation.

But is this true? The question is important not only to our
understanding of the world, but also because the answer has
implications for social change and protest. If technological
development is in itself the cause of globalization, then social
protest hardly has any point at all.

Intuitively, it is easy to understand why this kind of tech-
nological determinism is not in fact valid. If technology were
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the driving force behind globalization, then, how can the fact
that there was less international trade for decades after the
First World War than there was before 1914 be explained?
Even more difficult, how can the fact that the whole period
from 1914 to about 1970 was one of ‘illiberality in capital
markets, with significant restrictions imposed by governments
on international capital flows’, be understood?2

The truth is that technological change has only facilitated
globalization processes set in motion by conscious political
decisions, pioneered by right-wing US and British govern-
ments, from the early 1970s to the early 1980s. These deci-
sions blew up the postwar Bretton Woods system of fixed
exchange rates and controlled capital movements, turned
much of Europe into a single market and forced the South to
open its doors to Northern products and investments.
Neoliberalism, far more than technology, made possible the
explosion of financial speculation in the last two decades.

Why globalization?

Among the most common explanations for the tendency
towards globalization sketched out in the last chapter, a
number of elements recur again and again. First, the expan-
sion of markets – both geographical, to countries in the Third
World and since 1989 to Eastern Europe, and through
commodification – supposedly makes it easier for various
industries to produce and sell goods in different countries and
continents and to divide activities into pieces that can be
spread around the world. The development of a global labour
market is important in this regard: the growing number of
skilled workers in the world increases the practical possibilities
of extending or relocating (parts of) the production and distri-
bution process.

The ability of companies to take advantage of these new
opportunities depends on economies of scale that they can
benefit from in both production and research and develop-
ment. In the most advanced sectors greater and greater
amounts of money are necessary to develop and market new
products or new generations of already existing products,
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such as microchips. Expanding beyond the boundaries of a
single country considerably increases a company’s chances of
making a profit on a new product line, either independently or
jointly with other multinationals. The progressive integration
of European countries into the European Union, impelled
largely by the needs of capital to make European companies
more competitive with Japanese and US rivals, is a good
example.

Companies can take advantage of new opportunities
because new information and communications technologies
and lower transport costs have made it feasible to extend raw
materials and semi-finished goods supply networks, as well as
production, assembly, distribution and markets, internation-
ally. Owing to various forms of deregulation (of labour
markets, requirements for investment, working hours and
financial markets) and privatisation, companies in search of
attractive investment and sales options can also choose from a
broader range of possibilities. These possibilities lead among
other things, to an increase in competition among countries in
order to attract investors, and a weakening of national govern-
ments’ hold on ‘their own’ companies. More and more, the
place of ‘nations’ will be a function of their contribution to
multinational actors’ competitive advantage’, paradoxically as
the state increasingly ‘affirms its national existence by playing
the game of internationalisation’.3

The tendency towards globalization is clearly furthest
advanced in the financial sector. The international financial
revolution has led to ‘a dramatic shift in the balance of power
away from national and international public authorities
towards the private markets’.4

Technological changes are important in the financial sector
as well: ‘Underlying the revolution in global finance is the
revolution in communications and information processing
which if anything may accelerate over time.’5 They have made
it possible for news of policy changes, reactions to policy
changes, economic and financial data, and even news that at
first sight has no significance whatsoever for the economy
(‘sunspots’) to lead to immense shifts of funds from one
currency or holding to another.
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The distinction between banks, other financial institutions
and other kinds of companies has also become much hazier.
Many companies work with advanced financial management
techniques. Many companies, such as Ford, General Motors,
Toyota and General Electric, have divisions or subsidiaries
that compete with banks. Some multinationals earn more
through financial transactions than by producing and selling
the products that once made their fortunes.

These various factors have been reinforced by the general
decline in economic growth in the industrialised economies
since the mid-1970s. Lower potential returns on investment
compared with the two previous decades have resulted in less
reinvestment of accumulated wealth in the major industri-
alised countries. Companies now more often have consider-
able cash reserves at their disposal that they cannot or do not
want to invest because they can get a higher rate of return by
buying stocks. Increasing quantities of capital are drifting over
the face of the earth in search of the highest profits.
Institutional investors also have growing amounts of money to
play with. This was already happening to a limited extent
before the 1970s, but at that point a new stage was reached.
The financial sector expanded so quickly from the 1970s on
that it was quickly seen as a head swelling out of proportion
to the body of the real sector on which it was sitting.

All this could happen only in the wake of the collapse of the
Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates based on a
dollar convertible to gold as an international reserve currency,
as a process of far-reaching deregulation of the financial sector
and liberalisation of capital flows gathered steam. The
volatility of the flexible exchange rates after the collapse of
Bretton Woods stimulated the development of financial inno-
vations such as swaps, futures and options. These financial
innovations, which weakened national control of cross-border
capital movements and financial institutions, as well as
growing competition among financial centres, not only
heightened instability but also increased the demand for still
further liberalisation and deregulation. New frontiers were
constantly being sought out, put under pressure and pushed
outwards.
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Technological Determinism

Various elements play a prominent role in these explanations
of growing globalization of production, trade flows and finan-
cial markets. Leaving aside a number of pure tautologies, the
explanations generally rely on factors that certainly are at
work but that are themselves in need of explanation. Why
have all these developments been taking place since the early
1980s? Why was globalization not happening, say, 20 years
earlier?

In the more comprehensive explanations for the develop-
ments that have made globalization possible, one factor is
particularly emphasised: technological change is frequently
cited as the fundamental explanation for globalization. Why
this is so is not hard to understand. Wherever we look around
us we see a world that appears more and more irrational,
chaotic and impenetrable. In the new world order we have
steadily less control over our lives and the world around us.
Politicians and academics reinforce this impression6 by
writing and saying that society has become so complex that it
can no longer be changed by conscious human action.7

Technological change also plays a very visible role in the shifts
we are facing in production and daily life. What could be
more obvious than pointing to technology as the cause of
globalization and all the other social changes of our time? Isn’t
technology everywhere, complex, ungraspable and neutral?

The claim that increased globalization is the direct result of
technological development is most frequently and plausibly
cited as an explanation of the expansion, internationalisation
and deregulation of the financial sector. Quantitative and
qualitative expansion of electronic media has led to great
problems for national regulatory agencies, and the technology
and innovations seem to have made everyone and everything
take to their heels. If we look at the facts, however, we can see
that this claim is untenable, and that financial innovations,
application of new technology and deregulation were only
made possible by political decisions.

Up until the early 1970s, all the major industrialised coun-
tries controlled cross-border capital flows. That was a conse-
quence of the agreements reached at Bretton Woods. In
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reaction to the horrors of the Depression and Second World
War, negotiations began during the war over the postwar
international economic order. That eventually led in 1944 in
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, to the founding of the IMF
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (World Bank). The international trade organi-
sation that was planned at the same time did not come into
existence, but international trade negotiating rounds with the
goal of lowering trade barriers and tariffs were begun under
the auspices of the GATT a few years later.

Bretton Woods was a system of fixed exchange rates. Each
country linked its currency in a set ratio to a certain quantity
of gold or US dollars; dollars could in turn be traded in for a
fixed amount of gold. Exchange rates could be changed, but
that was in general unwelcome and before a country was
permitted to do so it had to prove that it was contending with
‘fundamental disequilibria’.

This system functioned rather well up until the late 1960s.
Currency trading was limited to banks that bought and sold
foreign currencies at official rates for their clients’ foreign trips
or international trade. The monetary world was quite compre-
hensible and simple in those days for central banks as well.

That changed once the Bretton Woods system collapsed.
In August 1969 President Nixon suspended the convertibility
of the dollar for gold in order to prevent the loss of all US gold
reserves. The dollar nonetheless remained the system’s most
important currency, and when the US formally closed its gold
counter for good in August 1971 the world switched in
practice to a dollar standard. This situation did not last long,
however, because under pressure of increasing capital move-
ments Britain decided in 1972 to let the pound float. Other
European countries followed. In the course of 1973 all major
currencies were allowed to float.

The switch from fixed to floating exchange rates was
followed by a switch from controlled to uncontrolled capital
flows. Bretton Woods had been a reaction to the protec-
tionism of the 1930s, primarily aimed at facilitating growth of
trade. In order to maintain the system of more or less fixed
exchange rates that was considered necessary for trade, and in
order to keep domestic economic developments under
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control, countries maintained controls on cross-border capital
movements. These controls were undermined somewhat as
early as 1958, when an offshore Eurodollar market arose
outside the US; it grew quickly, particularly in the second half
of the 1960s.8 The US government, which wanted to guar-
antee the dollar’s predominance, and the British government,
which wanted to profit as much as possible from the City of
London’s role in the financial world, each contributed in its
own interests to the emergence of these offshore markets.9

When more and more countries took the step of elimi-
nating capital controls, the whole system fell apart. The US
was the first, in January 1974.10 It was more than five years
before Thatcher did the same in Britain. But once she did,
Japan, Germany, the Netherlands and other countries rapidly
followed suit. Japan did not do so on its own initiative, but
began liberalising under US pressure.11

The disappearance of postwar capital controls was thus the
result of political decisions. These decisions cleared the way
for the rapid growth of international financial flows, integra-
tion and deregulation of financial markets, and for a stream of
derivatives and other financial innovations designed as ways
to profit from interest rate variations and exchange rate turbu-
lence, which became much more common after Bretton
Woods’s collapse. The 1980s were the years of financial revo-
lution. In 1980 futures, swaps and options still barely existed;
ten years later there were over seven trillion dollars’ worth of
these and other financial derivatives in existence around the
world.12

The liberalisation of capital flows in the EU is also the
result of political decisions taken by EU government leaders,
consolidated in the European Single Market Act (1985) and
Maastricht Treaty (1992), not of the fact that new technolo-
gies have made internationalisation of capital flows possible.
Participation by a large number of Third World countries in
the global race to attract investments and capital has just as
little to do with the availability of new technologies as such,
and everything to do with targeted pressure from organisa-
tions like the World Bank and IMF. These institutions
demand implementation of demanding Structural
Adjustment Programmes – which impose greater freedom for
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markets, privatisation, deregulation, wage freezes, lower food
subsidies, less spending on health care and education and
devaluation of national currencies – by countries that would
otherwise be cut off from credits from international organisa-
tions and commercial banks.13

The frequently told story that financial regulation has
become impossible today as a result of technological changes
and globalization is also not true. A number of facts make this
clear.

First, many of the world’s most successful economies have
only slowly liberalised their financial markets. That was the
case until recently of Japan and South Korea, for example.
Countries like India that moved most slowly on financial
deregulation were hit far less hard by the 1997 Asian financial
crisis, while a hard-hit country like Malaysia has now reim-
posed partial capital controls without encountering major
difficulties.

Second, it still seems well within the realm of possibility to
cooperate and regulate where the political will exists, even if
liberalisation and internationalisation of financial markets
often make it more difficult. Examples are the internationally
coordinated attempts to interfere with the laundering of drug
money and the international cooperation among central banks
when the fraudulent BCCI bank went under in order to
survey the damage as quickly as possible. ‘There has been no
shortage of international cooperation when it has been a
matter of freeing markets and limiting the power of democra-
tically elected governments; that priority can be reversed.’14

This is also evident from the detailed proposals for a so-called
‘Tobin tax’ on financial transactions.15

Third, even the World Bank and IMF sometimes advise
Eastern European and Third World countries to liberalise
their financial markets more gradually, in order to limit as
much as possible the chance of destabilising speculation.
These counsels are admissions that limited or gradual dereg-
ulation is possible and can be useful.

True, the IMF only considers these exceptional situations
in the case of countries which (still) do not have a stable finan-
cial system or have to contend with macroeconomic insta-
bility. In order to avoid any misunderstanding about which
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way the wind is blowing, the IMF is revising its statutes. Since
1945 the statutes have said that capital controls are accept-
able, but the IMF’s top management wants to rewrite that
article so as to make unrestricted capital movement a goal for
all member countries. The trend is clear. In the mid-1990s
between 60 and 70 countries had completely freed capital
movements; a decade earlier there were only 20 to 30.16

Fourth, everyone has to recognise the necessity and possi-
bility of at least certain forms of international financial regu-
lation. The BIS in Basel, where the most important countries’
central bankers meet each month in order to discuss the state
of the world and, where possible, coordinate their policies,
adopted a binding rule in 1988 (after protracted negotiations)
setting the standard for reserves composition that all interna-
tionally active banks must meet. This same BIS, once
described as an ‘international freemasonry that flourished in
Basel’,17 adopted a provisional directive in 1995 that banks
can use to calculate the reserves they must have to cover
possible losses on the financial markets, including derivatives.

Given the heightened financial instability in the world,
these are very modest steps; but they are regulatory measures,
which show that regulatory measures are in fact possible. If
international regulation is possible, there must be possibilities
for national regulation as well. International regulation is
harder than national regulation; it requires in any event that
transactions be tracked and noted at some subglobal, regional
or national level.

Fifth, it is not true that more technology and more inter-
nationalisation by definition lead to less control and surveil-
lance. True, that is now the case, but it need not be, even with
existing, one-sidedly designed technological means. By
applying the new technologies on a larger scale and by means
of internationalised financial markets it is in principle all the
easier to track and note all financial transactions.18 The diffi-
culty of doing this is often exaggerated, given that in each
sector of the market three or four computer systems at most
are used to make deals. The overwhelming majority of
currency transactions is carried out with three systems: the
business information conglomerate Reuters; Minex, a
Japanese company; and EBS, a consortium where the largest
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banks in the currency markets work together with the elec-
tronic information conglomerate Quotron. Reuters has more
than 19,000 terminals worldwide and estimates that more
than 50 per cent of all currency transactions are carried out on
its system alone. Bloomberg monopolises stock trading in a
comparable way.19

The unavoidable conclusion is that ‘financial deregulation
was, and is, primarily politically driven’. The question is not
whether this trend is irreversible, but how long it can go on:

In the final analysis regulation depends on the political will
to enforce adequate sanctions, so that, given the risk of
discovery, the majority of people will observe the law. The
fact that such laws can always be technically evaded (by
some, for a time) is not an argument against them or their
enforcement, any more than the existence of unsolved
murders constitutes an argument against the homicide
laws.20

The global elite itself does not believe entirely in irre-
versibility, moreover. If it did it would not be so hard at work
creating international institutions and agreements that
threaten any country that attempts a turnabout with collective
punishment. Agreements like the US-Canadian Free Trade
Agreement, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) and the GATT Uruguay Round are far more than
commercial treaties. They are explicit attempts to curtail
national sovereignty.21

New technological possibilities clearly do play a major role
in internationalisation and globalization. They make revolu-
tionary changes possible, and as soon as barriers (legal, social,
fiscal or regulatory) to their application are removed or
reduced, new applications and possibilities arise through a
sort of self-reinforcing processs, as more money and knowl-
edge are invested in them. But this is not an autonomous
process that takes place in a vacuum: institutional factors and
relationships of forces delimit the playing field. Scholars are
increasingly attuned to the tight links that often connect tech-
nological innovations to changes in the organisation of
production and markets, institutional shifts, and development
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of new infrastructure.22 In this framework the phrase
‘enabling technologies’ has been coined.23 Even Marx, who
has often been accused of determinism, portrays ‘technology
more as an enabling factor than as an original cause,
autonomous force, or determining factor’.24

Enabling technologies allow markets to expand into new
geographical areas. Lower-cost sites can be used only if
distances can be bridged without excessive costs and if such
operations can be effectively coordinated and tracked. The
development of ‘enabling technologies’ is a precondition for
development of international production and financial flows
and transnational firms. Technologies in the fields of trans-
port, communication and the organising of complex, spread-
out activities are particularly important. But however
important these technologies may be, they cannot be consid-
ered the causes of international production or transnational
firms; they only make these phenomena possible.

Towards an Explanation

As if in a caricature of dogmatic Marxist theory, many expla-
nations present globalization as the direct result of revolu-
tionary technological change. But the application of these
technological innovations is only possible thanks to social,
that is economic, political, legal and institutional changes,
nationally as well as internationally. It is interesting, for
example, that the Commission of the European Union gives
high priority to settling every possible legal and institutional
issue and complication properly in its quest to increase
Europe’s share in the technological forward march of the
world’s peoples. A ‘high-level group’, including major corpo-
rate executives, wrote a recommendation to the Commission
on this subject, recommending among other things protection
of international property rights, preferably on an international
level; more rapid development of electronic and legal safe-
guards; development of new rules on media ownership; and
anti-trust policies adapted to new market conditions.

But why then have the underlying social changes been
occurring? There is no avoiding this question, unless one
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supposes that the human race has experienced privatisation,
deregulation, technological changes, liberalisation, the dispro-
portionate growth of the financial sector relative to the
productive sector, the depoliticisation of political decisions
and the extension of the market simply by accident. In that
case, there is nothing to explain, and the question why all the
changes happened in the early 1980s that made globalization
possible has a simple answer: chance. But people who are
satisfied with the idea that globalization began through a coin-
cidental convergence of individual decisions, all coinciden-
tally having the same effects, explain nothing at all. What’s
more, they condemn themselves to reacting to accomplished
facts once it is too late, without understanding why.

The following chapters try to answer the question of how
the political, social, economic and institutional changes that
made globalization possible can be understood. The attempt
itself may strike some people as strange. In this postmodern
age of ‘fragmentation’ or ‘end of ideology’, it is rather unfash-
ionable to posit overarching connections and coherence
among a variety of social, economic and ideological develop-
ments and trends in the world, which are generally presented
separately from one other. Not many people at universities or
in scholarly journals bother with making these kinds of
connections.

But for those who hope to break through the widespread
feelings of hopelessness and powerlessness at the apparently
uncontrolled, unstoppable wave of globalization, an explana-
tion of why this is happening, what is causing it and where it
is heading is of fundamental importance. That in itself is suffi-
cient justification for the search for and discussion of a frame-
work in which radical changes in society, beginning with the
economy, can be analysed, explained and understood. We can
find solid ground from which to begin by looking at the laws
of motion of the capitalist economy.
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CHAPTER 3

Long Waves of Capitalist
Development

I am in some respects a Marxist. I am for example of the
opinion that the economy is primary. Look, De Gaulle
said: ‘The economy is like the army’s food supply: it brings
up the rear.’ Nonsense. The economy leads, the rest
follows: you can immediately see the long-term cultural,
political and social consequences of either a flourishing or
a withering economy.

Frits Bolkestein, former leader of the right-wing 
Dutch party VVD, current European 

Commissioner1

In the past, waves and cycles, long, medium and short, had
been accepted by businessmen and economists rather as
farmers accept the weather, which also has its ups and
downs. There was nothing to be done about them: they
created opportunities or problems, they could lead to
bonanzas or bankruptcy for individuals or industries …

Eric Hobsbawm2

A capitalist economy does not develop evenly. Every day
national and international research institutes, economists and
analysts try to predict how much economic growth is to be
expected, what will happen with inflation and to what extent
unemployment will rise or fall. Making these predictions is
not easy; sometimes it seems as if the direction the economy
is headed is beyond human measurement.3 The OECD’s slip-
up in late 1994 – just before the outbreak of the Mexican peso
crisis – in forecasting glorious times ahead for the Mexican
economy is well known; the OECD made the same mistake
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again in early 1997 with the ‘Asian Tigers’ just before their
crisis began. The IMF hardly does any better. For example, it
predicted in September 1994 that the major industrialised
countries would grow by 3.6 per cent in 1995, but had to
lower its prediction to 3.0 per cent six months later and to 2.4
per cent after another six months.

Nonetheless, economic developments are not simply
random. Nor is there constant, steady forward movement.
Phases of growth and stagnation succeed each other in a
varying rhythm but with a certain regularity. No economist
denies that there are cycles of economic development. These
business cycles lasted about ten years when nineteenth-
century political economists began to study fluctuations in
economic development. Today their length is only four or five
years, roughly speaking the average life span of company
equipment. These regularly occurring cycles are the result of
the economy’s internal mechanisms, and are thus endogenous
and self-regulating.

As any basic economics textbook mentions, employers aim
at making as much profit as possible. Their individual deci-
sions are made in order to maximise their profit rates – the
ratio between their profits and their invested constant capital
(means of production plus raw materials) and variable capital
(wages). It would be a real miracle if all these uncoordinated
decisions coincidentally led to balanced economic develop-
ment. In fact this is not the case, and ups and downs in
economic development are the result.

Marx’s analysis of capital’s laws of motion in Das Kapital
still seems surprisingly contemporary,4 but he did not develop
a complete theory of crisis. Over the course of time econo-
mists identifying themselves as Marxist have developed four
basic explanations for economic cycles:5

Falling rate of exploitation: Since unemployment declines in
expansive phases, the workers’ movement is better situated to
demand better conditions of labour. For this reason profits
fall relative to variable capital (wages).

Disproportionality: Balanced economic growth requires that
the demand for different sorts of goods grow in a proportional
way. Since individual employers make their own decisions
without any coordination, this is rarely the case.
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Underconsumption: Because employers try to keep wages as
low as possible, a gap opens between productive capacity and
effective demand for consumer goods (Department II). This
lag in demand has effects in its turn on the demand for means
of production (Department I).

Overaccumulation: Increasing investment leads to a lower
rate of return on invested capital, since invested constant
capital grows more quickly than the rate of exploitation.

In reality, concrete analysis of short-term cycles shows that
different combinations of these factors are generally at work.
Monocausal explanations seldom do justice to reality.

These short cycles are not the only pattern that is to be
found in the economic development of capitalism. There is
also a perceptible long-wave movement of approximately 50
years’ duration, with an expansive (A) phase and a recessive
(B) phase. These waves are usually called Kondratiev waves
after the Russian Marxist Nikolai Kondratiev, who directed
an institute in Moscow in the 1920s where research on capi-
talist economic cycles was carried out. Kondratiev, who was
banished by Stalin in 1930 to a camp in Siberia where he later
died, was not the first to write about long waves.6 But he was
the first to present substantial empirical material that led to an
extended discussion.

Although there is considerable empirical evidence for the
existence of long waves, the idea is very controversial among
economists. Paul Samuelson, one of the godfathers of modern
economic theory, once called them ‘science fiction’.7 Ernest
Mandel, by contrast, describes a long wave of rising accep-
tance of the existence of long waves, running at cross-currents
to the rhythms of the phenomenon itself.8

When Parvus and Van Gelderen began to discuss long
waves during the long expansive phase of 1893–1913, they
met with almost no response among academic economists.
That changed during the long depressive phase between the
two world wars, when the works of Kondratiev, Schumpeter
and Dupriez led to extensive discussions. During the long
postwar expansive phase long-wave theory was once more
largely forgotten or rejected out of hand. Mandel was pretty
much the lone exception when he predicted in 1964 that the
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long expansive phase would end in a new depressive phase in
the late 1960s or early 1970s. Since the beginning of the
depressive phase in the mid-1970s, however, interest in long
waves has risen sharply once more. An immense quantity of
articles and books has appeared on the topic. In 1976 even the
CIA commissioned a report on long waves.9

In Table 3.1 the long waves that have occurred since the
end of the eighteenth century are divided into expansive and
recessive phases. Various researchers use different dates as
turning points, depending, for example, on the countries they
focus on, but this does not affect the overall picture.

Table 3.1  Long waves since the end of the eighteenth century10

Expansive phase Recessive phase

1st long wave 1789–1816 1816–48
2nd long wave 1848–73 1873–96
3rd long wave 1896–1919 1919/20–45
4th long wave 1940/45–67/73 1968/73–…

What are these long waves of, then? The distinction between
expansive and recessive phases is visible particularly in differ-
ences in average economic growth rates. This can be seen for
the fourth long wave in Table 3.2, which gives the average
annual growth rates of per capital GNP for the industrialised
countries.11

Table 3.2  GNP per capita in the industralised countries

Year Dollars Annual average change (%)
(1980 prices)

1950 3,298 – –
1973 7,396 1950–73 3.6
1989 10,104 1973–89 2.0

These aggregated statistics hide differences among
different countries. But as Table 3.3 shows, the long wave
movement is an international phenomenon, observable in all
capitalist countries.
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Table 3.3  Growth of real GNP and ratio of growth in 1983–92 to
growth in 1964–73 (%)12

A: 1964–73 B: 1983–92 B/A

West Germany 4.5 2.9 0.64
France 5.3 2.2 0.42
Italy 5.0 2.4 0.48
UK 3.3 2.3 0.69
US 4.0 2.9 0.72
Canada 5.6 2.8 0.50
Japan 9.6 4.0 0.42
Netherlands 5.6 2.4 0.45

Many people have been convinced by the empirical facts
that long waves do exist. But opinions as to the theoretical
explanation for the phenomenon diverge:

That good predictions have proved possible on the basis of
Kondratiev Long Waves – this is not very common in
economics – has convinced many historians that there is
something in them, even if we don’t know what.13

The first round of discussions over the causes of long waves
took place between 1920 and 1950. There were four basic
approaches:14

1. The capital investment theory, associated with
Kondratiev himself, posits that long waves result from exten-
sive investments in and depreciation of capital goods used
over long periods of time, such as railways, canals and facto-
ries. During an economic boom over-investment in capital
goods takes place, leading to a decline in which superfluous
capital is written off. This devaluation of capital gives rise to
the possibility of a new boom.

2. The capitalist crisis theory, associated with Leon
Trotsky, maintains that long waves are a product of the
tendential fall in the rate of profit described by the earliest,
classical political economists. According to this theory, long
waves are above all a sign of an increase in constant capital,
and a long recessive phase does not automatically, that is
endogenously, lead to a new expansive phase. A watershed of
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this kind is the result of exogenous factors – such as the
discovery of a new natural resource, an extension of the
market or a historical defeat for the workers’ movement –
with the result that long-term conditions become more
favourable for accumulation. The rise in the rate of profit
makes a new expansive phase possible, but a new decline
inevitably follows.

3. The innovation theory, associated with Joseph
Schumpeter, posits that long waves are the result of clusters
of innovations at specific moments and in specific economic
sectors. These clusters of mutually interlinked innovations
create a new leading sector in the economy, which grows
quickly and leads to a new upturn. During this expansive
phase few new radical innovations take place, since invest-
ment in existing technology yields good profits. After a time,
however, the innovations that opened the expansion bring in
declining returns, cooling off the economy and ultimately
leading to a decline. In this phase it becomes attractive once
more to innovate, but that does not happen from one moment
to the next. This is probably the approach with the most
support among long-wave theorists.

4. The war theory, associated with a group of largely
European scholars, including Dupriez, maintains that long
waves are the result of – or closely connected to – major wars.
The consequences of periodic major wars – particularly infla-
tion – lead to recurring shocks in the world economy and
cause long waves. A group of monetarist economists, related
in some ways to the war theorists, developed in the discus-
sion’s initial stage a parallel theory, in which not war but gold
production influences prices. In both theoretical variants long
waves are above all a monetary phenomenon. This school has
not played any role in the economic discussion since the
1950s, although it has in political and sociological debates.

There is a fundamental difference between the capitalist
crisis theory and the other theories as to the type of explana-
tion given for long waves. By contrast with the others, capi-
talist crisis theory is non-determinist, in the sense that nothing
guarantees that a long recessive wave will make way for a new
expansive wave.
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From 1923 on, Kondratiev and Trotsky carried on a
discussion around this central issue. Capital investments were
central to Kondratiev’s explanation for long waves. Savings
accumulated in the recessive phase are concentrated in exten-
sive investments that lead to a new expansive phase. Trotsky
criticised the cyclical character of this theory and argued that
long waves are specific historic periods of accelerated or
slowed-down economic growth in capitalist development.
Unlike short economic cycles, according to Trotsky, a new
expansive phase does not begin automatically in the long
waves as a result of capitalism’s internal dynamic. Non-
economic factors – ‘system shocks’ – are necessary for a new
expansive phase: acquisition by capitalism of new countries or
continents, the discovery of new natural resources, or major
events like wars or revolutions.15

During the years of postwar expansion interest in the long-
wave debate diminished, but after the generalised recession of
1974–75, which marked a turning point in the fourth long
wave for all capitalist countries, interest grew once more. The
second round of discussion began in the mid-1970s with
publications by Ernest Mandel and Walt Rostow. Three
research schools grew up, which pursued the approaches of
(respectively) Kondratiev, Trotsky and Schumpeter (a non-
Marxist, incidentally). The ‘capitalist crisis school’ was led by
the Belgian Trotskyist economist, Ernest Mandel. The
Kondratiev-influenced ‘capital investment school’ was domi-
nated by Jay Forrester and his team of Dynamic System
Modellers at the MIT. The Schumpeterian ‘innovation
school’ gathered around Gerhard Mensch in West Germany
and Christopher Freeman in England.16

The most important difference between the theory as
further developed by Mandel17 and the other long-wave
theories is, just as in the first round of discussion a few
decades earlier, the question of whether a new expansive
phase begins automatically, that is endogenously, or is depen-
dent on exogenous factors. Schumpeter’s approach is
‘somewhat deterministic, with its emphasis on innovation
without a broader linkage to the social and political institu-
tions’.18 This kind of determinism is alien to Mandel. He says
explicitly that there is no parallelism between the essentially
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endogenous turn from a long expansion to a long depression
and the change from a long depression to a long expansion,
which is not endogenous and requires external ‘system
shocks’. According to this theory, the three long upward
waves that began in 1849, 1893 and 1940/49 were not the
unavoidable result of the depressions that preceded them, but
the result of wars, bourgeois revolutions, successful counter-
revolutions or a sharp increase in gold production.19

Long Waves as Specific Historical Periods

Chapter 2’s conclusion was that globalization is not a direct
result of technological development; that technological inno-
vations can be applied only when the necessary social rela-
tions are in place. It follows that an explanation of the
political, social, economic and institutional changes that have
made the globalization process possible has to be non-deter-
ministic. One of the existing long wave theories, the capitalist
crisis theory, provides such a non-mechanistic explanation.
What, according to this theory, are long waves?

A long wave – one could also speak of a historical period of
capitalism or of a productive order – is a period several
decades long in which a constellation of institutional forms
takes shape and then goes into decline … : a constellation
that regulates the contradictory play of the parameters of
accumulation in a lasting way.20

The use of the word ‘wave’ here instead of ‘cycle’ is no
accident. Unlike short cycles, long waves do not begin auto-
matically, dictated by the laws of motion of capitalism. As
Table 3.1 shows, they also have varying lengths. The idea that
a long upward wave does not arise automatically out of a long
downward wave is crucial for this long wave theory, and
distinguishes it from the others. In general under capitalism
the average rate of profit is in decline. But three times in
history a sharp increase in the rate of profit occurred: after
1848; after 1893; and about 1940 in the US and about
1948–49 in Western Europe and Japan. Each time extra-
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economic system shocks played a key role, causing a sudden
expansion of the world market and a sudden fundamental
change in the general conditions of capital accumulation.
After 1848 a long-term rise in the rate of profit was made
possible by the liberal or bourgeois revolutions in Europe and
the discovery of the California gold fields in the wake of the
US conquest of half of Mexico in 1846–48. A drastic rise in
investments in newly conquered African and Asian colonies
and the discovery of the Rand gold fields in South Africa were
crucial for rising profit rates after 1893. And the postwar
expansive period would never have been possible without the
cumulative long-term effects of fascism and war.21

For the theoretical background we must go back to Marx.
In volume 3 of Capital he explains why the average rate of
profit tends to fall in a capitalist economy.22 If we assume that
there is in fact such a tendential fall – and all the classical
political economists took it for granted – then the key question
is whether it is possible to explain long-term increases of the
average rate of profit at specific historical turning points.23

This is indeed possible if we recognise that different key vari-
ables in the Marxist ‘system’ are partially autonomous, that is,
that there are no mechanical correlations among them.24

Let us specifically examine the rate of profit. According to
Marx, its main determinants are fluctuations in the organic
composition of capital (c/v), fluctuations in the rate of
exploitation (s/v) and fluctuations in capital’s turnover time.25

It follows that a sharp increase in the rate of exploitation, a
sharp slowdown in the rate of growth of the organic composi-
tion of capital, an acceleration of the turnover time of capital,
or a combination of these factors can lead to a rise in the
average rate of profit.

Marx also indicates that forces are at work that counteract
the tendential fall in the rate of profit. In addition to four
different factors (more intense exploitation, reduction of
wages, relative surplus population – unemployment – and a
cheapening of elements of constant capital) that correspond
to the determinants of the rate of profit that have just been
mentioned, these forces are: the possibility of an increase in
the quantity of surplus-value and – more importantly – a flow
of capital into countries and sectors where the average organic
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composition of capital is considerably lower than in the main
industrial sectors of the industrialised capitalist countries.

If a number of these factors are simultaneously at work and
in this way overcome the long-term decline in the average rate
of profit, the average rate of profit increases sharply. The
normal, conjunctural, cylical up-and-down movement of the
average rate of profit is not eliminated but, as long as the
counteracting forces are stronger and more synchronised than
before, they act as a brake on the cylical downturns.
Expansive long waves are precisely those periods in which the
forces that counteract the tendential fall of the rate of profit
are forcefully at work in a synchronised way. Depressive long
waves, by contrast, are periods in which these forces act less
forcefully and are less synchronised.

This all implies that only concrete historical analyses can
tell us what factors are responsible for turning points at which
new expansive phases in the development of capitalism
become possible.

Not the laws of motion of capitalism but the results of the
class struggle of a whole historical period are deciding this
turning point. What we assume here is a dialectic of the
objective and subjective factors of historical development, in
which the subjective factors are characterized by relative
autonomy; that is, they are not predetermined directly and
unavoidably by what occurred previously in regard to the
basic trends of capital accumulation, the trends in trans-
formation of technology, or the impact of these trends on
the process of labor organization itself.26

Long waves are cut across by the short cycles discussed
earlier. These short cycles have a varying average amplitude,
depending on the phase of the long wave in which we find
ourselves, with the conjunctural highs being lower and the
lows deeper in a recessive phase. Every long wave is charac-
terised by a ‘dominant mode of functioning’ of capitalism, a
‘productive order’, with four significant levels:27

1. Mode of accumulation, including: competitive relation-
ships (industrial and financial structure, extent of monopolies
in the economy, relationship between banking and industrial
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capital, modalities of state intervention in the economy) and
the relationships between capital and labour (organisation of
labour, wage structure – is there a minimum wage, are there
collective bargaining agreements? – and the working class’s
type of consumption).

2. Material forces of production, in which innovations play
an important role. Mandel says that long depressive waves are
generally characterised by a multiplication of inventions and
technological innovations, which essentially remain experi-
mental. This seems to have changed somewhat since the early
1980s, given that much new technology is already being
applied, though without restoring labour productivity growth
to levels comparable to the postwar expansive phase.

3. Organisation of social relations, that is, the (para-)state
institutions that structure and organise reproduction, ‘social
peace’, and the workforce’s subordination to the ruling order:
the system of political representation, the educational system
(important in the ‘production’ of the labour force), the right
to work, a social security system and the maintenance of
order.

4. An international division of labour, including: the hierar-
chical order of military and political power, the place of
different economies in the productive process (who supplies
the raw materials, who produces the most sophisticated
industrial products?), the international role of currencies (is
there a generally accepted international reserve currency?)
and the direction in which international financial flows go.

Summing up, we can see that long waves are far more than
just rises and declines in the capitalist economy’s growth
rates. They are specific historical periods, differing historical
realities, with distinctive characteristics:

The Marxist explanation of these long waves, with its
peculiar interweaving of internal economic factors, exoge-
nous ‘environmental’ changes, and their mediation
through sociopolitical developments (i.e., periodic changes
in the overall balance of class forces and intercapitalist rela-
tionship of forces, the outcomes of momentous class strug-
gles and of wars) gives this historical reality of the long
wave an integrated ‘total’ character.28
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In the following section and in Chapter 4 we discuss the
postwar expansive phase and the developments since the
1974/75 turnaround within this theoretical framework.

The Postwar Expansion … 

The postwar period up until the mid-1970s has been called
capitalism’s Golden Age. The first quarter-century after the
Second World War saw the rise of a series of developed capi-
talist welfare states. Social and collective services were
expanded, subsidies for education, culture, housing and health
care went up, buying power rose steadily and unemployment
was low. These were years of strong economic growth and
active economic management by governments: ‘We are all
Keynesians now,’ said US President Nixon in 1971.29

Both inside the academic community and among economic
advisers and policymakers, optimism about growth and belief
in full employment and technological progress were in their
heyday. The idea was widespread among politicians and
economists that capitalism had gone through a qualitative
change and that the time of crises was gone for good. The
future French minister, Stoleru, wrote in 1970,

It has often been said that a crisis like the Great Depression
could not happen today, given the progress that has been
made in techniques of state countercyclical intervention.
These claims, however presumptuous they may seem, are
not without foundation.30

Not only for industrialised countries but also in many of
the world’s poor countries, the first postwar decades were a
time of progress. Hobsbawm recalls that there were no major
famines during the Golden Age, except as a result of wars and
‘political madness, as in China’.31 The world population
multiplied several times over, yet at the same time life
expectancy increased by an average of 17 years between the
late 1930s and late 1960s. Food production increased faster
than population not only in the developed countries, but also
in the non-industrialised world. In every region of the Third
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World except Latin America food production per person grew
by over 1 per cent a year in the 1950s. This growth in food
production continued into the 1960s, although much more
slowly, while production in general took off. Many developing
countries experienced growth rates that were unprecedented
in the history of the world economy. In 42 developing coun-
tries – including twelve in South America, six in the Middle
East and North Africa, and as many as 15 in sub-Saharan
Africa – the economy grew each year by more than 2.5 per
cent per capita at least from 1960 up until the first oil crisis.
In only ten countries for which statistics are available did per
capita income not rise in these years.32

What made this Golden Age possible? As Tables 3.4 and
3.5 show, the economy was growing quickly and productivity
was rising rapidly. The main factors underlying this growth
can be summed up schematically in a number of points:33

• An extensive renewal of the stock of capital goods after the
great depression of the 1930s and the Second World War.

• Enormous quantities of cheap labour, which meant a major
increase in the rate of exploitation. This was particularly
the case in Germany, Japan, France, Italy, etc., where the
working class had experienced severe defeats by fascism
and in war, and to a certain extent also in the US, where
the trade union bureaucracy gave up the strike weapon
during the Second World War.

• Large quantities of cheap raw materials from Third World
countries.

• Clusters of technological and organisational innovations,
with major consequences for productivity growth and
consumer demand. This wave was characterised among
other things by the fact that, following the mechanical
production of industrial consumer goods (since the early
nineteenth century) and the mechanical production of
machines (since the mid-nineteenth century), raw mate-
rials and food products also began to be mechanically
processed. For the first time all branches of the economy
were industrialised.34

• Permanent military reflation35 through the Korean War
and Cold War.
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Table 3.4  Annual average economic growth in different periods,
1820–1973 (weighted average of 16 countries) (%)36

Period GNP growth GNP per capita growth

1820–1870 2.2 1.0
1870–1913 2.5 1.4
1913–1950 1.9 1.2
1950–1973 4.9 3.8

Table 3.5  Productivity increase per employee per year (1870–1973)
(%)37

1870–1950 1950–73

France Agriculture 1.4 5.6
Industry 1.4 5.2
Services 0.7 3.0

Germany Agriculture 0.2 6.3
Industry 1.3 5.6
Services 0.7 3.0

Japan Agriculture 0.7 7.3
Industry 1.7 9.5
Services 0.5 3.6

UK Agriculture 1.4 4.7
Industry 1.2 2.9
Services 0.2 1.6

US Agriculture 1.3 5.5
Industry 1.6 2.4
Services 1.1 1.8

As we saw in the previous section, according to Marxist
theory the beginning of a long expansive phase of the long
waves depends on a drastic increase in the rate of profit. The
explanation for a sharp increase in the rate of profit that made
it possible for capitalism to escape from the long period of
relative stagnation between 1914 and 1939, for example, was
the historic defeat suffered by the working class in the 1930s
and 1940s. In Germany, Japan, Italy, France and Spain the
increase in the rate of exploitation was gigantic: between 100
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and 300 per cent. Together with a slowdown in the rate of
growth of the organic composition of capital and an accelera-
tion of capital turnover time, this increase in the rate of
exploitation explains the sudden rise in the average rate of
profit, which was followed by a sharp increase in capital accu-
mulation. The possibility of investing capital in the arms
industry, with government-guaranteed profits, also played a
role.38

After a turning point is reached in economic development,
and the resultant new long expansive wave, dynamic
processes are set in motion. Technological developments, the
situation of the working class (level of wages, extent of unem-
ployment, organisation) and economic, political, social and
institutional conditions more generally play a crucial role. The
specific character of the welfare state in Western Europe, for
example, can only be understood against the backdrop of the
‘Communist threat’, that is in the light of postwar develop-
ments in Eastern Europe and the pre-revolutionary situations
that existed or threatened to arise at the end of the war, partic-
ularly in France, Italy and Greece.

A productive order arose in the postwar years with a
concrete, coherent combination of the four levels listed in the
last section. Summed up in a few key terms, the postwar
expansive phase rested on four pillars:39

1. Taylorism: A scientific organisation of labour with an
unprecedented intensification of rhythms of work, with as one
major result a steady increase in labour productivity.

2. Fordism: Forty per cent of the economic growth in the
Golden Age was related to automobile production and
housing.40 In retrospect, as Keynes had predicted, including
wage earners in the dynamic of consumer markets turned out
to be the best medicine for traditional crises of overproduc-
tion, as long as mass consumption did not increase more
quickly than productivity and did not interfere with profits.

3. Keynesianism: In place of laissez-faire liberalism, active
state intervention in the economy by means of automatic
stabilisers (such as, for example, the social security system)
and with budgetary and monetary policy in order to prevent
destabilising stock exchange crashes and recessions.
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4. US hegemony: Expressed at Bretton Woods, where the
dollar acquired the status of international reserve currency.
The Bretton Woods system did not arise spontaneously but
was prepared during the course of the war.

Neither technological changes and organisational innova-
tions nor Keynesian policies were in themselves sufficient to
establish the fundamental postwar changes in the regulation
of capitalism. All this, plus the Pax Americana, debt expan-
sion, oligopolistic competition and the Fordist compromise
between labour and capital, were necessary.41

In Western Europe the welfare state quickly took shape as
a result of a ‘social compromise’ among employers, trade
unions and the state. It was the outcome of strategic cooper-
ation by labour and capital within the postwar institutional
framework. This so-called ‘historic compromise’ led among
other things to a considerable extension of the social security
system. ‘Employers promised to commit themselves to the
creation of adequate employment for the greatest possible
number of male workers, while employee organisations gave
up their traditional demand for socialisation of production
and accepted the employers’ right to manage.’42 The state
took on an active role in the fields of macroeconomic policy,
labour relations and extension and organisation of social
services.

The trade union movement played an essential role in this
whole process. In return for recognition and centralised
bargaining, union leaders accepted that employers would
continue to call the shots and made sure that radical workers
were held on a short leash. In the Netherlands, for example,
the Foundation for Labour, which was set up immediately
after the war, played an important role in this process. On the
one hand it kept the unions in check and made them share
responsibility for the system by incorporating their leaders
into forms of class collaboration; on the other hand it isolated
and marginalised the militant trade unionists, who were
organised in the Communist-led United Trades Federation
(EVC). Stikker, an employer and central figure in the creation
of the Foundation for Labour, was utterly afraid that Allied
victory in the war
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would give rise to economic yearnings among the popula-
tion that would be impossible to satisfy in the short run,
and his fear was that disillusionment would make the
masses ripe for revolutionary ideas. Stikker considered the
infection of such ideas, ‘the isms that promise mountains of
gold’, the greatest danger for the period immediately after
the war. He therefore urged the creation of as many jobs as
possible as quickly as possible: ‘the masses must be gotten
off the streets, they must work, there must be peace and
quiet, whatever it costs!’43

Splits in trade union movements in the US, France, Italy
and other countries, as well as in the World Federation of
Trade Unions, were the outcome of conscious efforts by figures
who thought much as Stikker did and had the backing of US
policymakers, funds and intelligence services. As a result, there
was a ‘compromise’ in which both employers and unions made
concessions in return for a degree of moderation from the other
side and agreed to accept an active role for the state.

The rise of the welfare state was another outcome of this
compromise. The power of the labour movement and its
organisations, the social democratic parties and unions, was
not the only cause of the rise of the welfare state: welfare
states also developed in Western European countries where
Christian Democratic parties were in power. This had conse-
quences for the kind of welfare states that emerged. They
remained largely reactive in character, directed above all at
organising income transfers. They were not meant to ‘have
the ability to influence the structural parameters of socioeco-
nomic and labour market relationships in any essential way’.44

… and Its End

In the mid-1970s – earlier in some countries, later in others –
an end came to the expansive period thoroughout the capitalist
world. This turnaround was completely unexpected for most
economists and politicians. It took some time for people to be
convinced that something fundamental really had changed. As
late as 1972 the UN had written in a report on the European
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economies that there was no reason to doubt that the under-
lying growth trend of the 1960s would continue throughout the
1970s. The OECD projected in the early 1970s that growth
would continue in the middle term at about 5 per cent a year.45

That turned out not to be the case. As Tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8
show, economic growth declined, annual productivity
increases went down and unemployment rose.

Table 3.6  Average annual growth of real GNP in six major
industrialised countries (%)46

1950–73 1973–79 1979–83

US 2.2 1.9 0.7
UK 2.5 1.3 0.4
France 4.1 2.6 1.1
Germany 5.0 2.6 0.5
Italy 4.8 2.0 0.6
Japan 8.4 3.0 3.9

Table 3.7  Productivity increase per employee per year (1950–81)
(%)47

1950–73 1973–81

France Agriculture 5.6 3.5
Industry 5.2 3.2
Services 3.0 1.6

Germany Agriculture 6.3 3.9
Industry 5.6 2.6
Services 3.0 1.6

Japan Agriculture 7.3 1.1
Industry 9.5 4.7
Services 3.6 1.9

UK Agriculture 4.7 2.8
Industry 2.9 1.8
Services 1.6 0.7

US Agriculture 5.5 1.6
Industry 2.4 -0.2
Services 1.8 0.1
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Table 3.8  Average unemployment (1952–83) (%)48

1952–64 1965–73 1973–79 1980–83

US 5.0 4.5 6.5 8.4
UK 2.5 3.2 4.6 9.0
France 1.7 2.4 4.2 7.6
Germany 2.7 0.8 3.1 5.7
Italy 5.9 3.4 6.0 8.6
Japan 1.9 1.3 1.8 2.3

All these changes had major consequences. Economic
expansion had created the material conditions for steadily
rising living standards and low unemployment and, for the
whole edifice of the welfare state, enabling social and collec-
tive services to be substantially expanded in the postwar years.
With the turn from an expansive to a depressive long wave, it
was no longer possible to guarantee almost full employment,
expand the social security system, give real annual wage
increases to the employed or reduce poverty. Bringing the
reduced rate of profit back up again became the employers’
top priority, with attacks on working conditions and living
standards and on the gains of the welfare state as a result.

Why did the postwar expansive phase come to an end?
Generally speaking, because the special conditions that had
made the Golden Age possible came to an end, and because
the period of expansion led to new contradictions: increased
competition among the developed capitalist countries, leading
among other things to the collapse of the Bretton Woods
system; rising inflation in a context of more militant trade
unions under conditions of almost full employment; fiscal
crises accompanying reforms of the welfare state; and rising
prices for raw materials from the Third World, expressed
among other ways in the 1973 ‘oil crisis’.49

To grasp the underlying mechanisms we must return to
long-wave theory. Mandel observes that international capi-
talist expansion after the Second World War was borne on a
wave of debt. Rising inflation was the result, but ultimately it
was not enough to smooth over capitalism’s contradictions.
He lists the eight factors given below as leading jointly to the
end of the postwar expansion and the beginning of another
period of capitalism.50
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1. During the whole postwar expansive long wave, there
was a steady rise of the organic composition of capital and a
consequent fall in the rate of profit.51

2. The specific circumstances of the beginning of the
technological revolution and of new industrial sectors that
developed because of it – and the excess profits that they guar-
anteed for leading firms – gradually disappeared as the tech-
nological revolution was generalised.

3. It became more difficult to achieve new increases in
capital’s turnover time. A revolution continued in the
telecommunications sector, but further progress in sectors
such as transport, sales of goods and turnover of liquid
holdings was very limited in the late 1960s and 1970s.

4. The long period of rapid growth created the conditions
for a growing disproportionality between the rate of growth of
production capacity for capital and consumer goods and the
rate of growth in the raw materials sector, which is more directly
linked to natural circumstances and therefore less flexible. As a
result, it was impossible for the relative decline of raw materials
prices, which had been going on for almost 20 years (1952–71),
to continue. The 1973 ‘oil crisis’ was an example. A positive
effect of this turn of events was that it stimulated the search for
alternative materials and energy sources. It brought the produc-
tivist, polluting character of capitalism more to light, along with
the need to use raw materials and energy more sparingly and
tackle waste and pollution at their sources.

5. During the whole expansive long wave a potential
capacity for overproduction was built up, because productive
capacity grew more quickly than consumer buying power.

6. Given the factors mentioned, an erosion of profitability
could only be prevented through an ongoing, substantial
increase in the rate of exploitation. That was certainly
achieved in the first phase of the expansive long wave, but
became steadily more difficult because technological changes
lost their momentum and a situation of almost full employ-
ment arose. Just at the moment that the increase in organic
composition accelerated, the rise in the rate of exploitation
levelled off. This made a fall in the rate of profit unavoidable.

7. In a situation of increasing difficulties of realisation52

and declining profitability, inflation could only fulfil its
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function of putting off the day of reckoning as long as it rose
higher and higher in each successive cycle. But in practice as
well as in theory, after a certain point a permanent rise in
inflation turned out to be counterproductive for economic
expansion. This was the case among other reasons because of
the snowball effect of anticipatatory wage and price hikes, the
negative real rate of interest, and the fact that long-term rates
of returns became harder to calculate.

8. The permanent growth of multinationals increasingly
undermined the effectiveness of state economic intervention.
Combining these last two factors – a different inflation rate in
each country and the declining ability of nation-states’ to deal
with multinationals – helps us understand why the Bretton
Woods monetary system collapsed, leading to increasing
international monetary anarchy.

Summing up, we can understand global economic devel-
opments since the Second World War with the help of
Marxist long-wave theory. Since each long wave is charac-
terised by an entirely distinctive constellation of a mode of
accumulation, material forces of production, a way of organ-
ising social relationships and an international division of
labour, every facet of the postwar productive order came
under material and ideological pressure once the economy
turned around in the mid-1970s. Nothing worked automati-
cally any more. This set an extensive, far-reaching process of
economic, social, political and institutional change in motion,
including, as we will see, the process that later became known
as globalization.
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CHAPTER 4

Stagnation and Restructuring:
Towards a New Expansion?

We used to read predictions that by 2000 everyone would
work 30–hour weeks, and the rest would be leisure. But as
we approach 2000 it seems more likely that half of us will
be working 60–hour weeks and the rest of us will be unem-
ployed.

William Bridges1

In 1974–75, a recession hit all the world’s major countries,
the first instance of its kind since the Second World War. This
was for politicians and economists a bolt from the blue. The
reigning consensus had been that capitalism had gone
through a qualitative change and would ensure growth, pros-
perity and full employment for the indefinite future. Walter
Heller, former chairperson of Kennedy’s Council of
Economic Advisers, predicted in 1967 that the economy
would expand even more rapidly in the future, with fewer ups
and downs than in the 1950s. German professors Wilhelm
Weber and Hubert Weiss said in that same year that ‘there are
no more crises in the old sense’ and that even deep recessions
had become ‘atypical’. The well-known British economist
Roy Harrod wrote in 1969 that full employment could be
considered a permanent feature of the British economy.2

The Turnaround and Its Consequences

But the first postwar generalised recession was, as we saw in
Chapter 3, the beginning of a qualitatively different period.
Economic growth continued to decline and profits fell (see
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Table 4.1) while unemployment rose sharply, to almost 17
million in 1975–76 in the OECD countries.3

Table 4.1 Development of profits and GNP in seven industrialised
countries (France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, UK and US) (%)4

Year Rate of Moving average
profit rate of GNP growth

1965 22.4 4.0
1966 22.5 4.0
1967 22.1 4.3
1968 22.3 4.6
1969 21.5 5.0
1970 20.3 5.2
1971 20.2 5.1
1972 20.0 4.9
1973 19.8 5.1
1974 17.3 4.5
1975 16.4 3.6
1976 16.8 3.7
1977 17.0 3.8
1978 17.2 4.0
1979 16.5 3.6
1980 15.2 3.0
1981 15.1 3.0
1982 14.3 3.0

Politicians’ and economists’ reaction to this turnaround
was at first ‘business as usual’. They tried to reverse the fall in
economic growth rates and profits with traditional Keynesian
policies of demand stimulation and an extension of credits to
employers, households and Third World countries. In July
1978 a summit of the leaders of the major industrialised
nations took place in Bonn. US President Jimmy Carter had
been putting pressure on European governments for some
time to pull their stagnating economies out of the dip with
more government spending. The idea was that increased
growth in Europe would lift the whole world economy, and
among other things would improve the US balance of
payments. The powerful German economy was supposed to
be the locomotive; Chancellor Helmut Schmidt agreed at the
conference to increase the German budget deficit. An inter-
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nationally coordinated Keynesian fiscal stimulus was
supposed to turn the economic tide. But its main result was
rising inflation. One country after another (Thatcher in
England, Barre in France) pulled back from the commitment
it had made in Bonn.5

Why were the first reactions to the situation so routine? To
begin with, as already mentioned, the timing and character of
the recession took politicians and economists completely by
surprise. It is therefore not so strange that its depth was not
immediately evident after almost 30 years of prosperity, and
that the first reactions were the ones that had become usual in
the postwar period. Shell chief executive Wagner, who wrote
a harsh letter in 1976 to the left-of-centre Dutch government
under Joop den Uyl to demand more pro-business policies,
observed, looking back 20 years later, that the Netherlands
had simply not been ready for a message of that kind:

The Golden Sixties – with industrialisation, full employ-
ment and an overheated labour market – were gone.
Nonetheless the expansion of the welfare state continued.
The Netherlands was trapped in automatic mechanisms
such as indexing. Two external shocks, the 1973 and ’79
oil crises, were still not enough to shift the ‘consensus
economy’ in another direction. Nobody could see it,
people just weren’t ripe for it.6

There was another contributing, interrelated factor:
European employees, trade unions and much of the left were
(still) not willing to accept drastic austerity measures. The
unions were strong and, at least compared with today, radical.
The Dutch Industrial Union for example was still calling for
fundamental social change, and a leader of the Dutch
Catholic Trades Union made history by attacking the elite
‘200 rich’ who dominated the economy. Stagnant produc-
tivity in the 1970s definitely cannot be attributed to techno-
logical factors alone: the strength of the unions and workers
and the radicalism of the most militant workers in much of
Europe acted as a brake on social and political pressures to
increase the pace of work. Almost full employment enabled
workers to make more demands, and employees in a series of
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countries, industries and companies used their power to
control the pace of work, working hours and working condi-
tions. ‘For capital, the skill of the workers turned from being
a necessary condition for industrial development into being an
obstacle to capital accumulation.’7

More generally, much of the world was affected by a deep
social crisis in the late 1960s: the Vietnam war and massive
mobilisations against it; May 1968 in France and the Italian
‘hot autumn’ of 1969; the bloody repression of the Mexican
student revolt in 1968; youth revolts against authority, alien-
ation, exploitation and oppression and for profound democ-
ratisation; the virtual revolutions against dictatorships in
Portugal (1974–75) and Spain (1975); and mass radicalisa-
tion of women in the second wave of feminism. In this
context, a sudden, sharp change of course in economic policy,
including cuts in social and public services and an end to
annual wage increases, would have been impossible; it could
have led to politically explosive situations. In the 1970s, for
example, employers would never have been able to push
through the far-reaching forms of flexibility that exist in
companies today.8 Policies were aimed rather at softening or
postponing recessions. But the price was rising inflation and
increasing budget deficits.

This situation could not continue for long. From the late
1970s on, the fight against inflation was proclaimed to be the
top priority for monetary policy. On 6 October 1979 the new
chairman of the US Federal Reserve, monetarist Paul
Volcker, announced that it would drastically restrict the
money supply in order to curb rapidly accelerating inflation.9

Never before had the Federal Reserve contracted the money
supply so much so quickly. Since, to the surprise of Volcker
and his colleagues, inflation remained high, the Federal
Reserve raised interest rates more, to almost 20 per cent.10

Other central banks followed suit. Since that time fighting
inflation has remained the number one priority of virtually
every central bank. Although no economist can explain what
is so disastrous about a few per cent inflation, maintenance of
price stability – that is, a rate of inflation between 0 and 2 per
cent – trumps any other concern for national central bankers,
and since 1999 for the European Central Bank.11
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The result of central bankers’ restrictive monetary policies
was a second generalised recession in 1980–82, a deeper
recession than the previous one. Growth declined further,
profits continued to decline (see Table 4.1) and unemploy-
ment rose dramatically, to almost 30 million in the OECD
countries.12 For many Third World countries the 1980–82
recession marked the real beginning of their troubles. As infla-
tion declined, real interest rates skyrocketed on loans that they
had obtained on easy terms.13 At the same time their possi-
bilities for economic growth declined drastically as a result of
the new recession. The result was the debt crisis. In 1982
Mexico was the first to announce that it could not meet the
payments on its foreign debt, and other countries followed.14

As the effects of mass unemployment began to take hold,
European employers gradually managed to rein in the power
of the unions and radical workers and shift the relationship of
forces between capital and labour. In many European coun-
tries the turning point came in the early 1980s, when unem-
ployment rose rapidly and several major conglomerates went
under. In the words of former Shell chief executive Wagner,
‘At last everyone was ready to recognise the market as the
stern disciplinarian of the social order.’15

As the postwar expansion came to an end and the
economic tide turned, every aspect of the postwar productive
order came under pressure and into question. Rapidly
increasing unemployment and harder competition among the
major capitalist countries played a crucial role. The huge
increase in unemployment had an impact above all on the
second and third levels of the productive order laid out in
Chapter 3: the mode of accumulation and the mode of organ-
isation of social relations. In times of almost full employment,
wage earners are in a position of strength; improvements can
be won more easily and the threat of worsening conditions is
easier to ward off. A rise in unemployment leads to a weaker
union movement, which gives employers the nerve to take the
offensive and begin to undermine wage earners’ rights and
past gains. ‘One could hardly ask for a clearer confirmation of
the analysis Marx made in Das Kapital over a century ago: in
the long term capitalism cannot survive without an industrial
reserve army, that is without unemployment.’16
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Rapidly rising unemployment was used, as in earlier
periods of history, to impose lower wages and more work on
those who had not (yet) lost their jobs. Employers began to
reorganise the labour process in their companies; they
imposed more and more flexibility in working time and condi-
tions, permanent restructuring, and contracting out of work
that was not part of their ‘core business’.17

As soon as the expansive phase was over, ‘national compro-
mises’ with unions and governments, which until then had
been relatively advantageous for capital, began to be an
obstacle to the ‘cleansing process’ needed to raise the rate of
profit once more. There was less financial room for conces-
sions to wage earners, while there was less need for such
concessions as a result of the changed relationship of forces
between capital and labour.

The fact that expansion had shrunk the industrial reserve
army was a major reason why capitalism’s years of prosperity
had come to an end. The rate of exploitation had stopped rising
and in fact had begun to decline from its high level. The tight
labour market had strengthened the position of wage earners; in
such a situation a period of somewhat slower growth is unavoid-
able unless the employers succeed in breaking employees’ resis-
tance and achieving a new, sharp increase in the rate of
exploitation. Since that cannot happen without freezing or even
lowering real wages, capital in the second half of the 1970s
launched a period of more intense class struggle. As part of its
offensive, it consciously used the maintenance and expansion of
the industrial reserve army as a tool of economic policy.

The postwar ‘agreement’ was, as it were, unilaterally abro-
gated. A prolonged period of guerrilla warfare began between
unions and ‘the politicians’, with far-reaching liberalisation,
deregulation, privatisation, and dismantling of social security
and the public sector as war aims.18 This made the 1980s the
time of the ‘crisis of the welfare state’:19 a welfare state that
society could no longer afford, according to a growing army of
employers, politicians and economists, that put a premium on
laziness and inactivity and therefore had to be cut back. A
start was made with major reductions in social spending.

Naturally, these developments did not escape economists’
attention. Many of them around the world came to the
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conclusion that Keynesian policies – active, countercyclical
state interventions and full employment – no longer worked
and urgently needed to be replaced by a monetarist policy
geared at maintaining price stability. ‘Liberalisation’, ‘more
competition’ and ‘more market’ are the core concepts of the
new paradigm that became hegemonic in political science and
economics.20 But it was not economists’ theories that
changed reality; they simply gave a sense of coherence and
direction to political forces with deep social roots.21 The ideo-
logical changes that occurred are a good illustration of the fact
that long waves are specific historical periods with an all-
encompassing character. Changes in economic theory can be
seen in this light as an expression of the changed relationship
of forces between labour and capital.22

At the same time, major changes took place on the fourth
level of the productive order, that is, in the international
division of labour. Up until the early 1970s the US was the
world’s dominant economic, military and political power, but
its position came under pressure when Japan and Western
Europe rebuilt their economies and as international competi-
tion intensified because of economic stagnation. In Chapter 2
we saw that the Bretton Woods framework collapsed in the
early 1970s. This not only meant the end of a more or less
stable international monetary system, in which exchange rates
could only be changed in exceptional circumstances; a second
element of the Bretton Woods system also disappeared.

In reaction to the protectionism of the 1930s, the postwar
international system was geared mainly towards expanding
trade. In order to maintain the fixed exchange rates that were
considered necessary for this purpose, national economies
were sheltered to a certain extent from the rest of the world.
The existence of fixed exchange rates protected currencies
from short-term monetary fluctuations on the world market.
At the same time, countries kept a number of tools available
to regulate international capital flows to a certain extent
through controls on cross-border capital transactions.
Keeping these tools in reserve was a major element of the
Keynesian conception of the active, interventionist state.23

The end of the Bretton Woods system also knocked these
policy instruments out of the hands of states, as governments
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opened the door wide for an immense increase in interna-
tional capital flows – Thatcher came to power in 1979,
Reagan in 1980, and the Dutch Christian Democrat Lubbers
and the German Kohl not long afterwards – and all their
destabilising consequences.

Finally, there was of course another fundamental change in
the world that had major consequences for the evolution of
capitalism. The fall of the Berlin Wall and ensuing collapse of
the bureaucratic regimes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union in the early 1990s rapidly opened up an extensive area,
until then closed off, with new prospects for investment,
trade, production and sales. Kohl and Mitterand’s initiative to
speed up European integration, which led to the Maastricht
Treaty, was one response to these developments.

The fall of the Wall not only led to the introduction of capi-
talist relations of production in a steadily growing area of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union; the neoliberal
tidal wave that swept across the world and successfully
opened more and more Third World countries to investment,
speculation and exports could spread unhindered because
there was no longer any alternative to the IMF, the World
Bank and the financial markets. The support that the Soviet
Union used to give to Third World countries was not charity
but a means of preserving its own sphere of influence, and
thus came with political strings attached. But for many coun-
tries it was better than nothing. Many of them, like Cuba, lost
an ally, a major trading partner and an economic patron
almost overnight when the USSR collapsed. Francis
Fukuyama expressed the Zeitgeist with his declaration that the
end of history had arrived.24 The ideological message was
clear: in the new world order capitalism had definitely
triumphed, and there was no escaping it.

We can see now how economic globalization became an
important element of the restructuring that began to gather
steam in all capitalist countries from the early 1980s on.
When an end came to postwar prosperity in the mid-1970s,
policymakers resisted a return to the protectionism and
separate monetary blocs of the 1930s. The still vivid
memories of the interwar years – and even more the 30-year-
long expansion of international trade, the consequent interde-
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pendence of national economies and the increased weight of
multinationals – made a further acceleration of international-
isation possible and probable.

By decreasing their dependence on their ‘home countries’
and playing different countries’ workers, unions and govern-
ments off against one another, multinational companies,
investors and speculators were able to generate much more
pressure on all fronts than had been possible in a single
country. They could obtain lower tax rates – ‘or else we’ll
move abroad’ – more subsidies – ‘or else we’ll move abroad’
– lower direct and indirect wage costs for the same or more
work – ‘or else we’ll move abroad’ – less say by unions or
government in what happened in the company – ‘or else we’ll
move abroad’ – less stringent environmental rules – ‘other
countries don’t make so much fuss’ – fewer restrictions as to
what products can be sold in what countries – ‘unless we sell
more our competitors will bury us’ – and fewer rules and
demands that affect the functioning of the labour market – ‘in
the US they do fine without all these rules’. All these factors
contribute substantially to increasing the rate of profit.

Internationalisation is not a new thing under capitalism,
and multinationals have been around for a while. But now a
qualitatively more far-reaching step was taken, taking advan-
tage of the relationship of forces changed by the crisis and of
the potential of new technologies that had never before been
introduced on a large scale. This was most visible in the revo-
lution that took place in the financial sector. The globalization
of financial markets has not only made it easier to put coun-
tries and governments under pressure and to discipline them;
it has also made it easier to send the extensive profits, which
thanks to overaccumulation can only partially be productively
invested, around the world in search of the highest possible
returns. The result is a far-reaching financialisation of the
economy and the previously mentioned mushrooming of
speculative financial flows.

Globalization – the penetration and transcendence of
national frameworks – has become an important element in
the process of capitalist restructuring, which has been under
way since the early 1980s as a reaction to stagnating growth
and the falling rate of profit in the previous period. From the
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moment that the postwar expansive period came to an end,
employers began to experience the national frameworks and
compromises that they had been able to live with or even
benefit from for several decades as more and more
constraining. In order to attain new possibilities for growth
and profit, they needed to extend their unbridled search for
higher profits, cheaper inputs (particularly raw materials and
labour) and new markets on a global scale. The steadily
increasing power, influence and size of the multinationals is
being brought to bear more and more in order to rid them-
selves of restrictions on internationalisation and put pressure
on governments to soften rules and eliminate obstacles to
cross-border capital movements. Big banks in London and
the US are exerting steady pressure to win further liberalisa-
tion and deregulation of the financial sector.25 Swedish multi-
nationals like Ikea and Tetrapac, ‘products of the Swedish
welfare model’, have behaved like ‘ungrateful international-
ists. Swedish capital, liberated from all legal restrictions, is
moving out of Sweden to get closer to foreign markets or
simply to find cheaper labour’.26

Large companies and financial institutions are taking
advantage of new technological developments to profit from
the greater manoeuvring room that has arisen as a result of
liberalisation of financial markets and from the weakening of
the union movement by massive unemployment. They are
investing, speculating, producing, selling, and buying parts
and semi-finished products worldwide (‘global sourcing’).
They are playing workers off against each other. This is a shift
from an ‘international economy to a true world economy.
This interpenetration destroys the effectiveness of traditional
national policies and turns the whole system over to the
dictates of the world market – including its mistakes.’27

The current trend towards increasing globalization is the
product of two interlinked but distinct processes. The first
can be characterised as a long-term development in capitalism
since about 1870 towards uninterrupted accumulation and
increasing international concentration and centralisation of
capital.28 The second consists of the policies of liberalisation,
privatisation, deregulation and dismantling of social and
democratic gains that have taken shape since the early
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1980s.29 Taken together, these two processes have set a glob-
alization in motion that has its own dynamic, that pushes
relentlessly onwards and that no one and nothing seems to
have under control.

It is no accident that in this time, when the world seems
more complex and less comprehensible than ever, many
people’s belief in the possibility of social change has crumbled
or even vanished. New possibilities (lower wages in Asia), new
political taboos (on economic ‘fine-tuning’ by national
governments and on countercyclical automatic stabilisers)
and new institutional arrangements (independent central
banks and liberalised capital markets) are leading to more and
more new problems (the collapse of one currency after
another), new responses (an acceleration of European
economic integration in order to shore up the competitive
position of European businesses) and new initiatives (the
extension of free-trade zones and customs unions). As a
result, all the pillars of the postwar productive order
mentioned in the previous chapter are changing in major
ways:

1. Taylorism: Talk about ‘the end of Taylorism’30 is only
partially justified. New ‘Toyotist’ management techniques,
with their greater emphasis on teamwork, while widespread,
are far from being universally applied; there are sectors where
hierarchical management and a rigid division of labour are
advancing.31 But in general the application of new communi-
cations technology and new management techniques in the
most important companies and institutions has major conse-
quences for the organising of labour, employees’ position and
the functioning and situation of labour organisations.32

2. Fordism: The ‘end of Fordism’ and the establishment of
post-Fordism have also been frequently proclaimed. In as
much as this relates to the direct organising of labour (flexi-
bility, Toyotisation), this is, as with Taylorism, only partially
justified. A fundamental break must be noted with ‘Fordism’,
however, in the broader sense of parallel growth of produc-
tion, productivity of labour and working-class consumption.
These postwar linkages have been pulled apart since the early
1980s; increased productivity no longer leads to more
working-class consumption.
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3. Keynesianism is completely discredited among most
economists and policymakers. Few politicians or economists
still see any point in national policy, among other reasons
because they say it is no longer possible in the globalised
world economy – although in the wake of the Asian crisis it
has become fashionable once more in restricted circles to
advocate Keynesian measures. In the long run Keynes is not
dead, some now say.33 In fact, globalization alone does not
explain the almost universal rejection of Keynesianism:
proposals to tackle unemployment with coordinated govern-
ment policies on a European scale rarely meet with a positive
response, although the EU economies as a whole are large and
self-sufficient enough to make European-wide Keynesianism
a viable option.34 For that matter, the US economy is also big
enough and independent enough to make Keynesian policies
feasible. Nonetheless, only variants of neo-classical, pro-
market policy are acceptable for the reigning economic
consensus.

4. Absolute US economic hegemony is a thing of the past,
even if predictions that Europe or Japan would take over the
US’s economic role have turned out to be completely
mistaken. Taking advantage of the dollar’s central role, the
growing openness of the world economy and the strength of
the North American economy, from the second half of the
1980s on, the US managed increasingly to reclaim its position
as the world’s chief economic and military power.35

The steady forward-march of globalization is not the
answer to the factors that led to the end of capitalism’s
postwar expansive phase. But the process of international
economic restructuring, which is capital’s overall response to
the slowdown, is pushing globalization ahead in important
ways:

• Deregulation and internationalisation have made it
possible for the transport and telecommunications sectors
to expand. This can shorten capital’s circulation and
turnover time.

• Raw materials prices continue to decline as a result of the
inclusion and integration of most of the Third World in the
capitalist world economy and slow economic growth rates
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compared to those in the Golden Age. This makes it
possible to produce more cheaply.

• Employers have managed to hold direct and indirect wage
costs down by playing workers in different countries off
against each other and by taking advantage of the discipli-
nary effects of unemployment. A sort of Gresham’s Law36

is at work on a world scale: worse working conditions are
increasingly threatening better ones.37 European chemicals
companies are put under great pressure to rationalise their
operations once their US competitors have managed once
more to cut costs per unit of production by 5 per cent, for
example; and European multinational giants like Daimler
Benz, Alcatel Alsthom and Société Générale must ward off
the threat of being pulled under by their US competitors by
laying off tens of thousands of workers.38

The mechanism is clear: it is a vicious circle. ‘In a glob-
alising economy we cannot afford any substantial wage
increases, because we would then risk losing the competi-
tive battle with countries where wages are much lower.’39

Thanks to this mechanism the rate of exploitation has risen
considerably.40

• No new, stable international economic or monetary order
has taken shape in recent years; far from it. But there has
been an uneven shift of tasks and responsibilities from
national states to regional and global coordinating bodies
(EU, NAFTA, G7) and towards various unelected, unac-
countable institutions (World Bank, IMF, BIS, WTO,
European Central Bank). For this reason, and because
governments make less of an effort to direct or influence
economic life, the power and influence of multinationals
have increased.41

Was increasing globalization necessary and unavoidable?
Can we draw a parallel with the determinism of the techno-
logical explanation of globalization and say that globalization
was not technologically but economically determined? That
would be too bold a claim; there is never only one possible
way out of a crisis. We can see now that international
economic restructuring has taken on a particular dynamic,
but the development of the relationship of forces between
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capital and labour and within various sectors is never static. It
depends on many different factors, not least on the outcome
of political, socioeconomic and ideological conflicts. As
explained in the last chapter, many developments and mech-
anisms can counteract the tendential fall in the rate of profit.
Determinism can therefore be ruled out.

The Outcome So Far

The processes under way since the early 1980s have led to
enormous social, cultural, economic and institutional
changes. A new productive order increasingly seems to be
emerging. But since everything is still in flux, it seems best to
describe the current situation as a transitional one.42 The
changes have not left growth and profit rates in the industri-
alised countries unaffected, as we can see in Figure 4.1 and
Table 4.2. But the figures show that the end of the depressive
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Figure 4.1  Profit and growth in seven industrialised countries
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long wave has still not been reached. Economic growth
remains at moderate levels, well under the 4–6 per cent of the
postwar period of prosperity. This has major consequences:
more growth would lead to lower budget deficits (due to
higher tax revenues and lower social security spending), more
room for increasing real wages and decreasing social tensions
as more jobs are created.

At the same time, the rate of profit has risen considerably
since the early 1980s. Capitalism is developing towards a
productive order in which, perhaps for the first time in
history, increasing profit rates do not lead to more economic
growth.43 More profits do not lead to more jobs because
investments do not go up; they are not accumulated but
diverted to the financial markets. The connections between
accumulation, rising productivity, economic growth and
consumption that were characteristic of the postwar period of
prosperity have thus broken down.

Table 4.2  Profit and growth in seven industrialised countries
(France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, UK and US) (%)45

Year Rate of Moving average
profit rate of GNP growth

1980 15.2 3.0
1981 15.1 3.0
1982 14.3 3.0
1983 15.4 3.1
1984 16.7 3.0
1985 16.8 2.7
1986 17.2 2.7
1987 16.9 2.4
1988 17.3 2.8
1989 18.1 3.3
1990 18.1 3.3
1991 17.7 3.4
1992 18.0 3.1
1993 18.2 2.7
1994 18.7 2.7
1995 18.8 2.5
1996 19.2 2.2
1997 19.1 2.2
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Since the mid-1970s the relationships between banking
and industrial capital have altered on a world scale. High
returns on financial assets (and speculation) have made short-
term investments more attractive, while investing in the devel-
opment of production has become less attractive at a time
when demand is rising less rapidly thanks to stagnating wages
and welfare benefits, growing inequality and decreasing public
spending.46 Higher profits do not automatically lead to
expanding production: employers must expect that they can
sell their products before they set about producing them. If
that is not the case or if the expected returns are not high
enough, then a greater proportion of profits is squirrelled
away, paid out to stockholders as dividends or invested in the
stock market or other financial markets. Financial revenues
have increased, share ownership has been encouraged by
privatisation and bank profits have risen relative to industrial
profits. Multinationals’ treasury departments play an active
role in this ongoing financialisation, because there is much
more short-term profit to be earned by trading on financial
markets than by investing in new production capacity.

The long-running bull market in the US has succeeded in
creating a new group of speculators even more scary than
the day traders – US corporations … This raises the
alarming prospect that the US stock market is now, to
some extent, feeding on itself. Roaring share prices in
internet and new technology companies – many of which
are poorly understood and probably overvalued – are
helping to boost the corporate profits that are fuelling this
frenzied stock market.47

Two areas of the economy’s non-financial sector must be
distinguished, however. In the first area – modern industry
and information services – productivity is systematically
increasing, while a decreasing share of the labour force works
in it. Whether companies make substantial profits or not, they
persist in cutting back on personnel costs. Governments as
well as companies continue to shed employees in their efforts
to become ‘lean and mean’. Most wage earners’ buying
power, and the buying power of welfare benefits even more
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so, is stagnating or declining, since even if these incomes rise
they generally lag behind the increase in labour productivity.
Income distribution is thus shifting to the detriment of wage
earners, and working people’s consumption is stagnating
relative to production.

Who then is buying the growing mountain of products?
Not governments in most countries; as a general rule they are
lowering their spending. Since workers’ consumption is
lagging behind production, employers can only realise their
profits if investment and/or consumption of the rising profits
increases. But employers only invest if they have greater sales
possibilities – which completes the vicious circle.

An economy that functions in this way is a low-growth
economy. It is also significantly less stable than during the
Fordist Golden Age, when growing production corresponded
to a rising level of consumption by wage earners. A growing
share of production today by contrast is destined for the global
minority with substantial buying power. Because in most coun-
tries this is a small or somewhat less small minority – particularly
outside the Triad – and economies of scale have become more
and more important as the amounts that must be invested in
new products have become greater and greater, globalization of
markets, that is, operating across national frontiers, has become
more crucial to producing profitably. Twenty-first-century
capitalism will supposedly depend on a very heterogeneous
group with buying power, ‘the global middle class’:

Defining the composition of this global middle class is tricky,
becauseofwidely varying levelsofdevelopmentamongAsian
and Latin American nations … But a reasonable estimate is
that one-fourth of the world, some 1.2 billion people, enjoy
middle-class lives … [I]n the broadest sense, this new middle
class can be best described as those with disposable incomes
– people no longer concerned about daily survival who have
joined the ranks of modern consumers.48

Alongside the industrial and information area there is a
second area, which by its very nature is shielded from inter-
national competition and in which productivity cannot
increase much or at all. This is the area where an increasing
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part of the labour force must somehow manage to keep a job,
but where wages (and thus buying power) remain low. This
area includes, for example, services such as health care,
education, inexpensive housing and public transport for
which there is a growing need but insufficient effective
demand, because most people have little or no money to
spend on them. These are services which cannot be supplied
to most people at a profit – and profit is what capitalism is
about. Since productivity can be raised very little in this sector
and governments are not increasing spending on social and
public services, this sector is growing slowly or not at all or
even shrinking.

The number of badly paid, insecure, irregular jobs in
personal services such as security, janitorial services, dry
cleaning and catering are also definitely on the increase.
Growing income inequality plays an important role here,
since there is an increasing category of people who earn so
much money (and have so little time) that they can easily hire
ill-paid people to do the little tasks they never get to do.

Twenty-first-century capitalism thus functions in a way
that implies and depends on the national and international
increase in social inequality described in Chapter 1. Hardly
anyone denies today that social differences have been growing
since the early 1980s, though advocates of the market tend to
insist that everything will turn out fine in the end.49 There is
no automatic mechanism that will make things turn out fine
in the end, however. On the contrary, growing social
inequality, financialisation, slow growth, price stability, dual
labour markets, persistent unemployment and sharply rising
profits can only be understood as parts of a coherent whole.
They are all characteristic of the emerging productive order of
neoliberal globalization.

A New Expansive Wave?

Since the early 1980s crucial shifts have taken place at each of
the levels of the productive order that we distinguished in
Chapter 3. These shifts are in part the outcome of globaliza-
tion.50
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1. Mode of accumulation: The relationship between
banking and industrial capital has been substantially changed.
Investment banking, international speculation and financial
services have grown enormously.51 In addition, while not
intervening less in the economy national states are intervening
in a different way (see Chapter 1). Globalization has also
played a major role in shifting the relationship between capital
and labour to capital’s benefit (reorganisation of labour, wage
structures, changing meaning of collective bargaining agree-
ments). Finally, as we saw in the last section, a different
pattern of consumption from the old, national, ‘Fordist’
pattern is emerging on a world scale (steady annual increase
in production and, in order to sell that production, in
consumption).

2. Material forces of production: During the current depres-
sive long wave (by contrast with earlier historical periods) new
technologies such as computers and information technology
are being diffused widely without leading so far to a sharp
increase in labour productivity. The economies of scale made
possible by liberalisation and deregulation and the growth of
the international financial sector have contributed to this
phenomenon.

3. Organisation of social relations: At this level too global-
ization has major material and ideological consequences. We
need only think of the way education has been subordinated
to employers’ requirements, changes in the social security
system and further decreases of trade union influence in all
sorts of advisory bodies.

4. International division of labour: Globalization has consid-
erable consequences on this level too. Financial flows have
not only drastically increased, but also play an important
disciplinary role. Third World countries’ dependency is less
tied to raw materials supplies in today’s world than to depen-
dence on capital flows. The relative weight of different coun-
tries and trading blocs has shifted in major ways.

Is all this enough to launch a new expansive long wave?
Apparently not. As we said before, more seems to be needed –
a sharp increase in the rate of profit as well as a substantial
extension of the market. This combination is crucial, but does
not arise spontaneously. Nothing suggests at the moment that
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capital will transcend its divergent interests and priorities in
order to shape an expansive productive order. For their part,
the left, the trade unions and social movements have still not
found adequate answers to the problems and challenges with
which the neoliberal offensive and globalization confronts
them.

In short, we are in a transitional situation, in a process of
change whose ultimate outcome is still uncertain.52 The future
will be determined by the evolving relationship of forces
between labour and capital, between industrialised countries’
elites and rebellious movements in the Third World, within
capital, within the workers’ movement and within movements
of resistance. In Chapter 5, without resorting to determinism
or fatalism, we discuss a few possible outcomes.
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CHAPTER 5

Globalization under Fire

Will optimism about 21st century capitalism ultimately
prove misguided? Hundreds of millions of people will not
benefit from this new economic order. Victims include an
older generation of unemployable Russians, the uprooted
of India, and the newly idle of Europe and the U.S. In its
most unbridled form, capitalism certainly delivers wealth
but stumbles when it comes to distributing its rewards
equitably enough. Resentment against capitalism could
provoke a backlash against free trade and its sponsors. And
few institutions now exist to regulate the excesses of global
finance and post-cold-war geopolitics.

Business Week1

It is a bit hard to remember what the world looked like
before globalization.

Paul Krugman2

The collapse of bureaucratic regimes in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union after 1989 – beginning these countries’
uneven, still incomplete integration into the world market –
meant the disappearance of the main bloc in the world that
functioned according to a non-capitalist logic. Together with
the restructuring of global capitalism since the early 1980s,
this has decreased the ability of countries, particularly in the
Third World, to choose any model of economic development
other than neoliberalism. It also removed one of the obstacles
to attacks on the gains embodied in Western European
welfare states.

Anyone who has opposed globalization in the last decade
or two has risked not only being excluded from the discussion,
but seeming cut off from reality. You have no choice but to
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adapt to globalization, organisations such as the OECD have
insisted, whether you like it or not. According to the reigning
economic orthodoxy, unhindered movement of capital, goods
and services across national frontiers leads to an optimal and
thus efficient allocation of scarce resources. True, as every
first-year economics student learns, efficiency and fairness are
not the same thing. But as in the decades after the First World
War, when the world economy was also substantially inte-
grated, the current acceleration of economic globalization has
been solidly based on an international regime of free trade in
combination with free movement of capital.

Since 1997, however, both these foundation stones of
increasing international economic integration have once more
been put in question. We have seen that the tendency towards
growing internationalisation of the world economy is real and
forceful, but that the process of globalization is uneven,
contradictory and certainly not linear. We have also seen that,
despite the trends towards increasing globalization, no fully
integrated world economy has come into existence. The world
is considerably more globalised than 50 years ago, but consid-
erably less than is theoretically conceivable.

In the coming years conflicts and contradictions will
remain at work among countries, within countries, inside and
among trading blocs and governments and with, among and
inside institutions such as the IMF, the EU, NAFTA, the
World Bank, the G7, the WTO and the BIS. Moreover, social
movements and NGOs are increasingly globalising their
networks and activities in order to wage a worldwide fight
against the social and ecological effects of free trade and
against the dictatorship of the financial markets. The outcome
of all these processes and clashes depends on many different
developments and factors. In this chapter we examine what
developments may be expected in the coming years.

Back to the Future?

For the time being, the tendency towards further globalization
seems likely to continue. There are many contradictions and
problems; neoliberalism’s credibility has suffered from the
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series of crises since mid-1997; there is resistance in many
countries to the consequences of the reigning international
economic logic; but up until now that has not had major
consequences for the overall direction in which the world
economy is heading.

We are living in a new era, with an international economy
that is being transformed into a true world economy. The
Fordist organisation of production, aimed at realising
economies of scale, is being replaced in a growing number of
companies and sectors with more flexible ‘just-in-time’
production, in which ‘economies of scope’ become more
important.3 Examining the drastic changes in thinking about
the role of the state in the economic process may give the
clearest indication that a new period has arrived. Keynes has
been buried and traded in for neoliberal neoclassicists (mone-
tarists, supply-siders, rational-expectations adepts) who
assume that it is best to leave as many decisions as possible to
the market.4 Although from time to time a plea is made for a
new Bretton Woods-type international monetary order – in
late 1998, for example, by the then German finance minister,
Oskar Lafontaine, since resigned – few people seriously think
that anything will come of it in the foreseeable future.

Is a return to the Golden Age possible? To ask this
question is really to ask whether the economic, social, political
and institutional constellation that led to the postwar period
of prosperity – the postwar productive order – can come
together again. In other words, to ask the question is to
answer it: as we saw in Chapter 3, the postwar expansive
phase was the result of specific factors that will not recur in
that particular combination.5 It is therefore extremely
improbable that we are now headed back towards the Golden
Age of postwar expansion. That period was exceptional in the
history of capitalism, and even if the rate of profit recovered
further it would not mean a return to the postwar order. Too
much has changed in the organisation and functioning of the
world economy. As Joseph Schumpeter apparently once
remarked: just as you can’t restore the health of someone
who’s been run over by a truck by having the truck run him
over in reverse, you can’t restore an economy to health by
reversing poor economic policies.6
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To the extent that we are headed back to an earlier period,
for much of the world population this means a return to the
social relations of pre-Second World War capitalism or even
longer ago. The effects of globalization sketched in Chapter 1
mean that for many people in the world progress is in fact
regression. For a growing group of people in the OECD coun-
tries, postwar certainties like the right to a job, steadily
increasing income, a good social system and decent public
services no longer exist. For parts of the Third World as well,
contrary to what is often thought and claimed, the postwar
period until the early 1980s was more a time of progress
(albeit minimal) than today.7 Real wages in Mexico, for
example, were on average a full 10 per cent lower at the begin-
ning of 1995 – that is, before the announcement in January of
President Ernesto Zedillo’s plans to save the peso, which
would lead to still lower wages – than they were in 1980 –
even though the IMF and the World Bank pointed to Mexico
for years as an example for the rest of the Third World.

Advancing globalization will make its negative effects
sharper and harder. That is, there will be a greater and more
dominant dictatorship of the markets, particularly over coun-
tries that wish to attract capital; greater social inequality as a
result of a dual process of polarisation, within countries and
on a world scale among countries; progressive levelling down
of wages, working conditions and social security; ecological
destruction and deterioration; a greater role for unaccount-
able international institutions and blocs; and a further under-
mining of democracy.

What will it all lead to? Not automatically to a new expan-
sive phase, as we have seen; for that a major expansion of the
market is necessary along with a considerable increase in the
rate of surplus value. In the meantime, attacks on existing
rights and gains continue.8 Some observers describe these
attacks as a return to the elite tactics of the early nineteenth
century, when the standard responses to popular discontent
were indifference and repression – tactics that at least so far
have proved quite successful almost two centuries later.9

The counter-offensive is leading among other things to
dismantling of the welfare state. But this is proceeding more
slowly and with greater difficulty than many economists and
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politicians would like. The denial of existing rights and gains
is happening bit by bit, mostly only a few small steps at a time.
There has been considerable resistance.

In the Third World the economic orthodoxy of interna-
tional organisations like the IMF and the World Bank has
been leading for years to a form of social Darwinism.10 This
barbarism is a daily reality for many people there. Even in the
improbable event that all the IMF and World Bank’s pro-
market prescriptions are fully carried out, this will scarcely
change. World Bank economists calculated in the early 1990s
that in the best case the ratio between the world’s richest 20
per cent and poorest 20 per cent would have declined by 2010
from 60:1 to 50:1. But if anything at all goes wrong, they
wrote, the ratio can increase further, to 70:1.11 Since then
large parts of the world have been hit by financial crises and
thrown back decades in economic development. It can hardly
be doubted that the more pessimistic scenario is the right one.

The First Crises of the Twenty-First Century

In the near future nothing seems able to stop the trend
towards further globalization, with all the risks it entails. As
we have seen in the late 1990s, the danger of a major interna-
tional crisis is far from imaginary. The central problem is that
little or no international regulation or control has been put in
place to replace the national regulatory and control mecha-
nisms eliminated by deregulation, privatisation and, particu-
larly, financial innovations. Problems requiring international
action are myriad, and the responsibilities and authority of
organisations like the OECD, the World Bank, the IMF, the
WTO, the G7, the EU and the UN are being continually
reshuffled. But in the foreseeable future none of these organ-
isations will have the resources, facilities, room and authority
to impose international regulations and controls.

In addition, the dominant paradigm is still that the market
should in principle solve all problems and that the risks are
not as great as all that. Many facts and incidents indicate the
contrary: the October 1987 stock market crash; the European
Monetary System crises; the dollar crises of 1977–79 and
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1986–87; the Barings Bank scandals in Singapore and
England; the various Japanese banking scandals; and the
collapse of the Long-Term Capital Management hedge fund
in 1998.12 Instability has increased enormously in the finan-
cial sector in particular. Compared with the 1960s, when the
Bretton Woods system kept exchange rates within narrow
margins and capital flows were regulated, the volatility of the
financial markets has grown and grown. ‘Financial crises seem
now to happen with almost monotonous regularity’: in
addition to those just listed, ‘the bond market crashed in
1994; the Mexican crisis occurred late in the same year; East
Asia went into turmoil in 1997; and Russia’s default and asso-
ciated shock waves shook the world’ in 1998.13 No one really
knows any more everything that is going on in the financial
markets, what risks are being run and how great the odds are
that a local crisis or stock market crash will spread, like an oil
spill around the world.

The financial crises that broke out in Mexico in late 1994
and Asia in 1997 were the first major blows to the optimistic
visions of progress held by globalization fans, and give a sense
of the potential effects of future crises. In the Asian crisis in
particular, economies that were considered powerhouses were
thrown into a deep crisis from one day to the next because
feelings among traders on financial markets turned against
them. Millions of people suddenly lost their jobs, incomes and
basic means of survival. All of the societies devastated by this
crisis have experienced substantial ‘erosion of their social
fabric, with social unrest, more crime, more violence in the
home’.14 Now there are enthusiastic reports that growth rates
and stock exchanges in these former Asian tigers are on the
upswing. But it will be many years before the sharply
increased unemployment and poverty can be brought back
even to pre-crisis levels.

The Asian crisis is to students of financial markets what
‘the collapse of the Eastern Bloc was to Sovietologists’.15

Thanks to it, the position that financial markets are always
efficient cannot be taken seriously. Traders’ sheep-like behav-
iour and short-term thinking led in Asia and Latin America to
‘self-fulfilling crises’ and overblown exchange rate fluctua-
tions. Despite all the lovely stories and conferences about the
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necessity of reforming the ‘international financial architec-
ture’, nothing has changed. Everyone is just waiting for the
next financial crisis.

Hardly anyone dared predict that neoliberal globalization
would lead to such turmoil before the Mexican crisis – widely
seen as the first crisis of the new globalised world – actually
broke out in 1994. Mexico was the Rolls Royce among
‘emerging markets’. In 1994 it was the first Third World
country to be admitted to the OECD. That same year it
joined the US and Canada to form the free-trade zone
NAFTA. It was the example of successful neoliberal structural
adjustment policies that the IMF and the World Bank
preached to the South and East. But on 20 December 1994
the fairy tale was suddenly over. The peso lost over 40 per
cent of its value, the stock market collapsed, and the govern-
ment failed completely to stop capital flight, despite a tough
austerity package. The crisis had arrived, and for the time
being no end seemed in sight.

Politics and economics are always closely linked; but the
Mexican power structure’s reproach that the Zapatista
uprising in Chiapas against NAFTA and single-party rule had
caused the peso crisis was far too flattering. The Zapatistas’
occupation of a few villages simply confirmed once more what
the world already knew, that social inequality in Mexico is
immense and that there are people there who refuse to accept
it.16 Perhaps this was shocking news for some investors and
speculators. But the crisis’s fundamental cause was something
else: the fact that, from a strictly economic standpoint, the
neoliberal project simply cannot work.

With far-reaching deregulation, privatisation and market
liberalisation, Mexico has opened its doors wide to foreign
capital. Everything is aimed at exports. But there are many
other countries who also want to increase their share of export
markets. Furthermore, inside NAFTA Mexico, as a Third
World country, is in no way comparable to the world’s
premiere capitalist country, the US. As Mexican exports
increased, its imports increased much more. The resulting
balance of payments deficit rose to $28 billion, over 7 per cent
of Mexico’s GNP. The deficit was covered by capital imports;
but much of the capital flowing into Latin Amerca was spec-
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ulative or was used to buy companies that were being sold
cheap as part of privatisation schemes. This was an extremely
volatile, uncertain and unstable inward flow. The slightest
upset turned the inward flow into an outward flow.

To save what was still savable President Zedillo announced
a harsh austerity package. This was a rude awakening, partic-
ularly for those who had voted for him a few months before.
Zedillo’s campaign promises had been 4 per cent growth,
many new jobs and ‘prosperity for your family’. One of his
slogans was: ‘He knows how to do it.’ Indeed, he did. The
emergency package led to a recession, with higher interest
rates, lower investment and consumption, problem-plagued
banks and companies, sharply higher inflation and rapidly
rising unemployment. A Brazilian weekly remarked shrewdly
soon after the crisis broke out: ‘The real Mexico was a poor
country that acted like a rich country. The party is over for the
Mexican middle class. The party for the working class, that
hadn’t even begun, has been postponed indefinitely.’17

In the wake of the Mexican crisis the stock market fell in
Argentinia, Brazil and Chile, and the exchange rates of many
currencies such as the Brazilian real came under pressure. In
Latin America they called this the ‘tequilla effect’, but the
crisis had effects elsewhere as well. Government bond prices
fell in Nigeria, Bulgaria, Morocco and Russia, while the US
dollar also declined. This Mexican crisis ‘radiation’ high-
lighted for the first time an explosive problem in the current
world economy: thanks to the international regulatory
vacuum, a crisis in one country can spread rapidly, and even
lead to a worldwide financial crisis in which one stock market
after another and one exchange rate after another threaten to
fall like dominos. In 1997 and 1998 the same phenomenon
was visible once more on an even greater scale.

While the reigning economic orthodoxy was and is that as
much as possible must be left to the market, the time had
come to lend the invisible hand a helping hand – since major
financial institutions threatened to go under. On 31 January
1995 President Bill Clinton presented an international aid
programme to contain the Mexican crisis – just in time, since
the Mexican central bank had virtually exhausted its reserves
and the moment was rapidly approaching when Mexico
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would have had to announce a moratorium on debt
payments. That, according to IMF director Michel
Camdessus, would have led to a true global catastrophe. The
alarm was sounded, with even a touch of panic. Clinton was
not managing to round up enough support in the US Senate
for the rescue package he had announced immediately after
the outbreak of the crisis.

At the World Economic Forum in Davos, where the world’s
top managers, central bankers and finance ministers gather
each year, a discussion was organised on the question of where
the next crisis would explode: Hungary, China, Argentina,
Indonesia? Guru George Soros among others gave the opinion
that a catastrophe was looming: a new stock market crash as in
1987, not just in Mexico but on Wall Street and in London,
Frankfurt, Tokyo and Hong Kong. ‘Plan B’ was hastily started
up. Clinton did an end run around the Senate by using special
presidential powers. The IMF and the BIS came forward with
the largest amounts they had ever spent. All told, the Mexican
government temporarily had over $50 billion to spend. Not
that this was much of a gift: the money would have to be paid
back, and would only be available when major cuts dictated by
the IMF had been carried out. Mexico also had to pledge its oil
revenues as security, and interest had to be paid on the loans.
By the end of 1995 Mexico’s foreign debt reached over $170
billion. In 1995 alone $57 billion in interest and principal
payments were made: more than the total paid to foreign cred-
itors from 1821 to 1976.

The package put together by Clinton was called many
different things: ‘a disaster plan’, ‘the last resort’, ‘the emer-
gency brake’, and even, harking back to the Gulf War, ‘finan-
cial operation Desert Storm’.18 But the interesting question is:
what were the world’s richest countries really so anxious
about? Why did they, together with the IMF and the BIS, put
together the biggest aid package in history for a country like
Mexico?

There were several reasons. First and foremost, they were
afraid that the crisis would spread uncontrollably if Mexico
stopped making payments. The ‘system risk’ so feared by
economists and bankers genuinely existed, thanks to the
greatly increased integration of financial markets.
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Second, the Mexican economy could not be allowed to
collapse completely because it was the showcase example of
the ‘emerging markets’. Mexico was cited up until the day the
peso crisis broke out as proof that IMF policies are the way to
prosperity and happiness. Averting its collapse was seen as
crucial to saving the IMF’s credibility.

A third reason for the aid package had to do with the US
position in the world. NAFTA could not be allowed to fail,
because the free trade treaty’s success and future enlargement
is a major part of the US strategy to improve its position in the
world economy. NAFTA’s collapse would be very disadvan-
tageous for the US’s global economic role.

There was, finally, a fourth reason. Vast interests were at
stake; if Mexico had had to announce a moratorium on its debt
payments, investment funds, banks and speculators would have
lost large sums of money. The aid package was in fact a gift from
the taxpayers to the rich.19 One of the rich people in question
was US Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, who played a key role
in arranging the aid programme. Before Rubin became secre-
tary of the treasury he was vice-chairman of the board of
Goldman Sachs, one of the US’s largest brokerage houses. In
1992, Rubin’s last year there, Goldman Sachs made a profit of
$1.4 billion from, among other things investments in Mexico.
The brokerage house was one of the largest donors to Clinton’s
presidential campaign, and Secretary Rubin had an estimated
net worth of more than $150 million in 1995.

In the light of this background to the international aid
programme, it is hardly surprising that all the anxiety over the
state of the world economy did not include much concern for
the effects on ordinary Mexicans. These effects have been
immense. As a result of sharply higher interest rates, cuts in
government spending and declining buying power Mexico
went into a deep recession. More than a million Mexicans lost
their jobs; more than half of Mexicans now live officially in
poverty. Per capita income fell in 1995 from $3800 to $2600,
the lowest level since 1989. No wonder that crime rates and
suicide rates have risen rapidly and that many Mexicans must
manage to survive by working in the informal sector.

The Mexican crisis showed how unstable and incalculable
the world economy was. In its wake the G7 wrung its hands
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over the lack of ‘global governance’. They decided that the
IMF should work more closely with the World Bank and the
WTO in order to signal more quickly where things risk going
wrong. They also agreed to support initiatives that would give
the IMF more funds so that it could react quickly in case of
another Mexico. With the decision to give the IMF extra
resources to act quickly when fresh disasters occur, the
world’s most important heads of government tacitly admitted
that neither the IMF nor any other organisation can prevent
new crises.

This has since been confirmed many times over by the
financial crises of 1997–98. In the months following the
Mexican crisis commentators and analysts from international
organisations warned that there would be more crises, though
nobody knew where or when. Sooner than many expected it
became clear that the next Mexicos were to be found in Asia,
where from mid-1997 on one Tiger economy after another
fell into a deep crisis. The crisis and its shock waves then
spread to other continents, leading to dramatic impoverish-
ment and lasting negative consequences for the growth
perspectives of the world economy as a whole. It ‘prompted
some radical new thinking’, with well-known economists
openly doubting central elements of the dominant orthodoxy
of free trade and free capital flows.20

The globalization of the Southeast Asian crisis came as a
very unwelcome shock to protagonists of free trade and finan-
cial liberalisation, who had presented the development of
these Asian economies as the ultimate proof that their policies
work better than old-style import-substitution strategies. To
cite only one typical account by a free-trade champion
(published ironically enough in 1997 under the title ‘How We
Learn’):

At the same time as evidence of the high costs of import-
substitution regimes was accumulating, another important
development occurred. Starting first in Taiwan, several
East Asian economies began growing rapidly under policies
diametrically opposite to those prevalent under import
substitution … [T]he East Asian experiences demon-
strated, as nothing else could have, the feasibility and
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viability of alternative trade policies … They also showed
that rates of growth well above those realized even in the
most rapidly growing import-substitution countries such as
Brazil and Turkey could be realized.21

In the light of these ideas, it is no accident that the IMF did
not foresee the crisis in Asia. Less than three months before
the crisis broke out in South Korea, it wrote: ‘Directors
welcomed Korea’s continued impressive macroeconomic
performance and praised the authorities for their enviable
fiscal record.’ With Thailand on the verge of financial
collapse, it ‘strongly praised Thailand’s remarkable economic
performance and the authorities’ consistent record of sound
macroeconomic policies’.22 The same indestructible confi-
dence in free trade and financial liberalisation policies was
expressed in the IMF negotiators’ demands on countries in
need of financial support. Even a mainstream economist notes
that ‘once the crisis struck, Asian countries found their
policies largely dictated by Washington – that is, by the
International Monetary Fund and the U.S. Treasury’.23

International organisations, economists and policymakers
also seriously underestimated the consequences of the Asian
crisis for the world economy as a whole. According to the Ten
Commandments of neoliberal globalization that had become
ever more rigid since the late 1970s, deregulation, privatisa-
tion, trade liberalisation, free capital movements, a shrinking
social and public sector and more market discipline were
supposed to ensure global prosperity and abundance. From
this point of view a crisis here or there could not end the fun
in the rest of the world. But those selling these neoliberal
prayer beads threatened to become victims of their own
success. The celebrated liberalisation, deregulation and inter-
nationalisation have created new forms of dependency, and in
times of economic adversity they provide transmission routes
along which crises spread and multiply. By 1998 one country
after another, including Russia and Brazil, were hit by
currency speculation, falling stock markets, capital flight,
declining foreign investment and lower growth projections.
The Wall Street Journal warned of a ‘financial Vietnam’, while
super-speculator George Soros spoke of a ‘crisis of globalised
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capitalism’.24 Tens of millions lost their jobs in 1997–98,
amidst reports of a major increase in child prostitution in
many countries as they slid into poverty.

How did the IMF, backed by its shareholders, the world’s
rich countries, react? It made the situation still worse by
posing sado-monetarist conditions for aid to countries in diffi-
culties. An almost perfect inversion of the Keynesian compact
lay at the core of the policies imposed by Washington over the
last few years on one country after another: ‘faced with an
economic crisis, countries are urged to raise interest rates,
slash spending, and increase taxes.’ Apparently, no one except
the all-too-eager hedge funds was responsible for these coun-
terproductive policies. ‘The rules of the New World Order, it
seemed, offered developing countries no way out. And so it
was really nobody’s fault that things turned out so badly.’25

The IMF makes demands that exacerbate crises, ones that are
based simply on the market-based principle that countries
must win back the ‘confidence’ of the financial markets as
quickly as possible.

No one could ask for a more telling illustration of the
perverse, anti-social logic of today’s neoliberal globalization. In
order to offer speculators and investors a sufficient perspective
of profits, governments on the threshold of the twenty-first
century must deepen recessions, destroy jobs on a massive
scale and slash away even more at social and other spending.

It has become steadily clearer in recent decades that the
strategy of export-led growth proposed and imposed by the
IMF, Wall Street and the rich countries’ governments is
unworkable for more and more ‘emerging markets’. The
financial markets have become all-powerful thanks to the far-
reaching globalization of the world economy, and as a result
the needs of the Third World’s population are sacrificed. The
globalising world economy reproduces and reinforces domi-
nation by capital. Fortunately, the central building blocks of
the neoliberal order – free movement of capital and free trade
– are increasingly being challenged. In various countries and
movements an alternative agenda is taking shape for a ‘nego-
tiated and selective integration with the world economy’,26

which means among other things: controls on capital flows;
fiscal reforms based on a progressive tax system; land reform;
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priority for domestic development rather than exports;
economic democracy, so as to let communities, citizens’
groups and popular movements decide the main priorities for
economic development; and priority to sustainability, given
the major environmental problems in the countries in crisis.
Until programmes of this kind based on a different economic
and social logic are carried out, much of the world population
will remain the plaything of financial market traders and
multinational managers making decisions behind their backs.

Meanwhile, fresh financial crises can reinforce nationalist,
chauvinist and protectionist tendencies, which are already on
the rise, and lead to their triumph. Some observers say that
contradictions between increasing globalization and the
decreasing functionality of the national state are insoluble,
and predict that they will mount until they result in chaos.27

Others assume that contradictions among the big economic
powers will grow, and suggest ominously that new military
conflicts are possible. The fact that cooperation is rational
should not lead us to conclude that the powers will in fact
always cooperate:

Only a few months before the guns opened fire in 1914,
Norman Angell, a famous contemporary economic pundit,
had predicted in his book The Age of Illusion that the degree
of interdependence of the major European economies had
made war no longer conceivable.28

The outcome of a future crisis cannot be determined in
advance, however; nor does it depend on any economic laws.
It depends on the development of national and global strug-
gles.29

Towards a Different Economic Logic

Crises, chaos or the collapse of the international financial
system are not the only ways by which the apparently unstop-
pable trend towards globalization can come to a halt. A less
apocalyptic variant is also conceivable, one in which other
economic and social priorities replace the profit-driven logic
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of capitalism. Many elements of such a positive alternative
have been assembled in recent years by social movements
North and South, East and West. The failure of the
Multilateral Agreement on Investment and the 1999 WTO
Seattle summit have increased their confidence that such an
alternative may be attainable.

Neoliberals have responded to these setbacks by insisting
even more shrilly that there is no alternative. The real losers
in the Seattle conference’s failure were the more than five
billion inhabitants of the developing countries, they cried.30

But even demagogy has its limits: the US and EU negotiators
who shed tears over the negative effects of the conference’s
failure on the world’s poor were primarily interested in their
own – in part clashing – interests and trading priorities. The
EU, for example, wanted to put new items on the WTO
agenda in order to eliminate barriers to Northern multina-
tionals’ access to Southern markets, while the EU itself still
heavily subsidises its agricultural exports. Progressives in the
Third World tend in any event to see the Seattle conference’s
failure as a gain for developing countries, not a loss.31

Can anything be done not just to slow down, but actually
to counter the headlong rush towards globalization? Many
proposals have been made in recent years to make the world
somewhat less unjust and limit somewhat the power of finan-
cial markets and speculators, such as: cancellation (or reduc-
tion) of Third World countries’ debts; an international tax on
air travel, levied at each airport, to fund international devel-
opment aid; an EU social charter guaranteeing basic rights
such as health care, education, jobs and decent incomes for all
Europeans; the ‘Tobin tax’ of say 0.5 per cent proposed by
Nobel Prize winner James Tobin on all currency transac-
tions;32 controls and limits on capital flows; more regulation
of derivatives trading; and so forth.

Is there any hope for such proposals in the globalised world
economy? Some observers say that, while these proposals
focus attention on the nature of the problem, ‘[p]ractical
recommendations must acknowledge the powerful forces
promoting the growth of capital flows’.33 But it is also prac-
tical to envisage the outright defeat of these ‘powerful forces’.
We have already seen that, while the functions of states have
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changed, states are definitely still playing a role and there are
still choices to make about how they play it. Opponents of
more regulation and active state intervention admit this. Even
The Economist has rejected the idea that states are now power-
less. Politicians are all too eager to use the drastic changes in
the world to justify their abandonment of old political objec-
tives and ideals. In reality, while it is not easy to rebuild fire
walls that politicians have spent decades knocking down, it is
far from impossible.34

A striking side-effect of the Seattle fiasco is that assertions
treated for years as knock-down, discussion-closing argu-
ments are suddenly phrased in a more nuanced way. People
now recall, for example, that ‘the first global economy’ fell
apart with the arrival of the First World War, even though
everyone thought then as now that global economic integra-
tion was unstoppable.35 The progress of globalization no
longer seems guaranteed. It seems possible after all that the
strong technological forces propelling the world towards
further economic integration ‘can be slowed, if not halted’.36

Even the business press is making a bit of room now and
then for a dissident who says that the forces of globalization
not only can be stopped, but should be stopped. One colum-
nist profaned the pages of Business Week with the headline,
‘The Seattle Protesters Got It Right’, explaining: ‘The WTO
agenda is set by the world’s leading governments, which
forgot that they are elected not only to advance the interests
of multinational corporations but also those of citizens.’37

One self-declared mainstream Harvard economist spoke up,
not for the first time, against treating the means – trade – as if
it were an end in itself. Instead of asking what kind of trading
system is best for trade, he said, we should ask which is best
to help people to uphold their values and reach their develop-
ment objectives.38 These are not the kind of comments the
WTO likes to hear. They imply, for example, that poor coun-
tries should have the right to prioritise fighting poverty instead
of increasing exports.

It is clearly possible to throw a certain amount of sand in
the machinery of globalization and market orthodoxy, if only
the political will for it exists. However important such small
changes and improvements can be – and they are in them-
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selves very worthy of support – only symptoms are being
combated and not the disease as long as the fundamental
characteristics and laws of motion of the world capitalist
system remain unaffected. Social inequality, ecological
destruction, oppression and exploitation of the Third World,
the further undermining of democracy and the levelling down
of wages, working conditions and social security will continue
to increase as long as the existing economic logic is not radi-
cally overhauled. The possibility of international crises, with
possible regression towards nationalism, protectionism and
chauvinism as a result, will also continue to exist.

It is not possible within the existing economic logic, in
which profit maximisation comes first, to solve the most
important problems that humanity faces. Under capitalism,
the individual interests of speculators, employers or investors
determine what they do. The partial rationality of their
actions clashes with the general social interest of present and
future generations.

In fact, capitalism is becoming more and more irrational.
The discrepancy between what is economically and socially
possible and what is actually happening has never been greater
than it is today. Criticisms of free-trade ideology are exposing
year by year more and more of the system’s flaws. For several
years, for example, the environmental movement has been
pointing out the ecological costs of unrestricted trade in the
interest of profit maximisation. How ‘free’ are poor countries
with enormous burdens of debt who earn money on the
world’s toxic waste market by allowing the dumping of poison
from the rich West? The WTO, the IMF and the rich Western
countries preach trade liberalisation as a universally valid
prescription; but movements in the North and the South are
resisting the attack this implies for countries’ democratic right,
particularly in the Third World, to choose a development path
in the interests of their own peoples.

The world could look very different if priorities were deter-
mined in a truly democratic way, instead of according to the
principle of ‘one dollar, one vote’. More and more people are
arriving at the conclusion that revolutionary changes are both
necessary and objectively possible.
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Action by living, breathing social forces can transform even
the most seemingly inextricable economic and political situa-
tion. More than ever before, an alternative must take into
account a number of different dimensions:

• The political dimension. Although governments have
deliberately cast aside a part of their regulatory functions to
allow for the deregulation of capital flows, they can be pres-
sured into reinstating these functions. It is a question of
political will; if those in power cannot rise to the task, they
can either step aside or be ousted.

• The dimensions of citizenship and class. Those ‘from
below’ and their organisations – whether from the labour
movement born in the nineteenth century (parties, unions),
from other grassroots movements or from new social move-
ments born in the latter half of the twentieth century – must
reclaim their right to intervene in society and exercise
control over certain aspects of public life, to exert pressure
on other political and economic players and to raise in
concrete terms the question of hands-on political power.

• The economic dimension. Economic decisions lie at the
core of all the other dimensions. Such decisions should be
directed at placing restrictions on capital flows and on
those that control them, the holders of capital. The recent
evolution of capitalism has given renewed urgency to the
debate on new forms of radicalism.39

What would an alternative look like? As we have seen,
many different ideas exist, but there are two core questions
that must be answered in order to arrive at a different
economic and social logic.40 First, how and by what social
forces should the priorities and direction of economic devel-
opment be decided? Today this is done behind everyone’s
back by the ‘invisible hand’ of the market and in multina-
tionals’ boardrooms. Second, what kind of relationship and
engagement with the world market is wanted? This means
that financial deregulation and fair trade must be put on the
agenda. Developing an alternative means discussing the
economic, social, political and institutional conditions under
which the current downwards spiral – progress equals regres-
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sion – can be reversed. This can happen only on the basis of
a radically different starting point: that production should be
organised not so as to make the highest possible profits, but to
meet the needs of the whole world population.

The essence of what is necessary can really be summed up
in one phrase: drastic redistribution and democratisation of
resources and structures. Many more collective debates,
analyses, experiments and experiences, by workers, young
people, women, activists and scholars in and with social
movements, are needed to determine exactly what this means
concretely. Their topics will undoubtedly include the
following issues.

Reregulation of the financial sector

Bringing the financial sector under social control so as to put
an end to speculation and economic sabotage, so that demo-
cratic decisions can be reached regarding how much resources
should be devoted to what ends. Naturally, all small steps in
this direction, such as the introduction of a Tobin tax on
financial transactions, are worthy of support.

Cancellation of Third World debt

A radical break with exploitation of the Third World, to be
replaced with cooperation on the basis of mutual interest.
This means the payment of fair prices for Third World
products and the cancellation of Third World debt, which has
already been repaid many times over.41

Break with export-led growth

A break with the export-led growth propagated and imposed
all over the world by the IMF, the World Bank, the WTO and
the OECD, so as to give priority to domestic development
and the organising of production to meet local and regional
needs.
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Sustainable production

A transition from the current wasteful and polluting ways of
production to ecologically responsible, sustainable production.
This requires a planned (how else could it be done?) global
redivision of the world’s environmental carrying capacity – that
is, first, a prudent estimate of the maximum allowable annual
usage of finite resources (like oil) and the maximum allowable
annual level of activities (like car production) that would other-
wise endanger the preservation of the biosphere; and, second,
a democratically decided, equitable allocation of these annual
maximums among the world’s population.42 By contrast with
the current situation, economic growth will not be an end in
itself within such an alternative logic, but will be subordinated
to the planned satisfaction of the needs of the world’s total
current and future population.

Control over the labour process

A fundamental change in the current, management-domi-
nated labour processes by introducing structures and
processes controlled and initiated by all working people. Also
giving a high priority to everyone’s personal development and
work satisfaction so as to make optimal use of the now largely
unused creativity, knowledge and insights of the people who
do the work every day.43 Consumers and producers of goods
and services can also ensure a far more sustainable satisfaction
of needs.

Redistribution of work

Drastic redistribution of paid work by introducing shorter
working hours with no cut in pay, so that everyone can benefit
from rising productivity instead of only a small minority as is
now the case, and so that everyone who can and wants to work
can have a job. Drastic redistribution of unpaid work as well
through socialisation of household tasks and through a shorter
work week that gives everyone more time for caretaking tasks.
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Redistribution of income

Drastic redistribution of income and wealth from the small
group of the most highly paid and rich people to those without
assets and the lower-paid, and establishment of a maximum
income alongside a global minimum income for everyone.
Good, free, basic public services – education, health care,
public transport, housing and culture – belong in this same
framework.

Democracy and planning

A break with the reigning orthodoxy of more and more
market. Mechanisms and structures should be established for
democratic discussion, decision-making and planning – that
is, jointly by everyone – of the chief directions and priorities for
economic development, in a socially and ecologically respon-
sible way.44

Changes like these will require considerable social
pressure, unrest, and the building of stronger organisations
and movements. Without any doubt, there will be conflicts
with the dominant elites that benefit from the status quo.
Rebuilding the left, the trade union movement and other
social movements is essential if these battles are to be won.

A new reinforcement of organisations and movements for
social change requires more than recalling and defending past
experiences. The world has changed in fundamental ways,
and this will have consequences for the structure, themes and
methods of work of opposition movements. The most impor-
tant change that virtually all leftist organisations and social
movements will have to make is a shift to functioning outside
their old, almost exclusively national frameworks. In making
this shift, they can take advantage of the great potential of new
technologies like the Internet.

Paradoxically, the right and employers are far better organ-
ised internationally than the left and the unions, whose
language is traditionally much more internationalist. In other
social movements cross-border organising is already more
common. All over the world activists in environmental, soli-
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darity, youth, immigrant, women’s and lesbian/gay organisa-
tions are hard at work on globalization from below. There is
also never an IMF, World Bank, OECD, EU or G8 summit
without NGOs organising a parallel counter-summit and all
sorts of street actions. But when most organisations in the
workers’ movement draw up their budgets and work plans,
international cooperation and solidarity are still an after-
thought. As long as many unions and left-wing parties are
protective of ‘national’ interests, furthermore, the right and
employers can easily play working and poor people in
different countries off against each other. As long as this does
not change there will be little social change, and even
powerful organisations like the union movement are doomed
to become more and more marginal.

That would be very serious. An effective response to the
current neoliberal globalization must in the first place be
economic, and thus must rely on the world’s working and
poor people. Interestingly, possibilities and points of depar-
ture for internationalising trade union work are multiplying
with each new forward surge of globalization. Since compa-
nies are organising parts of their production, administration,
assembly and sales internationally, and international
takeovers, mergers and joint ventures are on the increase, new
relations and contacts are being made between employees in
different countries who all work for the same firm or are part
of the same chain of production. Changes in the organisation
of labour (such as ‘just-in-time’ production with the smallest
possible inventories) also make production processes vulner-
able in new ways to worker action. If a strike breaks out
anywhere in the chain of production, within a few days other
links will be paralysed by parts shortages.

This increases the possibilities of connections and common
interests in international trade union work. A fine example of
where this can lead: when Ford factory workers in Cuatitlan,
north of Mexico City, struck in 1994 against layoffs and for
better working conditions, members of United Auto Workers
in a US Ford factory sent money to support the action. Their
reasoning was: if the Mexicans win, that’s good for us as well
as them because Ford won’t be so quick to (threaten to) move
production to Mexico.45 There are many other such possibil-
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ities for intensive contacts and common actions by unions in
different countries. The time is more than ripe for coordi-
nating demands and actions in different parts of international
concerns like Renault, Unilever and Shell. It is high time for
at least a European trade union and welfare-recipient offen-
sive in order to fight for a much shorter working week with no
cut in pay and an expanded public sector.

It is also necessary and possible to go beyond internation-
alising trade union work in single companies. Employers are
playing workers off against each other everywhere and taking
advantage of worsening working conditions at competing
companies in order to lower their own companies’ norms.
This increases the objective possibilities of international trade
union strategies for entire industries at a European or inter-
national level. Most industries are dominated by two or three
companies; if wage earners in those few firms succeed in
preventing workers in one company from being played off
against workers in another, the race to the bottom in wages,
benefits and working conditions can be slowed down or
reversed. This would indeed require a radical change of
course by most trade unions. Other social movements and
leftist parties face the same task. In some countries we are
beginning to see that more militant unions are developing into
broader social movements. This may well become one of the
most effective new responses to globalization.46

On the threshold of the twenty-first century the left, the
trade union movement and other social movements face a
fundamental challenge. In the face of cynicism, fatalism and
the dominant market orthodoxy, a social, ecological, feminist
and internationalist alternative must win back credibility and
offer new hope by developing realistic utopias. We must show
in practice that and how a different logic is possible. New
experiences and initiatives, new forms of practical interna-
tionalism based on solidarity and educated self-interest, will
be decisive to turning the tide.
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